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Chapter One
“She was just a sweet little girl,  

loving, happy, and full of life.”

I
t was six a.m., and Spirit House was waking for the day. Announcements 
were being made over an intercom system that breakfast was being 
served and that everyone needed to get up and dressed for school or 

work. The home administrator, Kendra Hopkins, walked the halls of the 
building making sure everyone was awake and moving. The teens were 
the worst when it came to getting out of bed. Kendra carried a cow bell 
and a drumstick and beat on it as she entered each room.

“Up and at ‘em, boys. You have school today.” Danny Gram 
rolled over, and Kendra pounded the bell again and said, “Out of bed, 
Danny. You have school, so do you, Bruce, Harold. Brandon was up 
and in the bathroom showering when Kendra came into the room. 
The other boys got up and all went into the large bathroom where 
there were five shower stalls, toilets, and urinals. Harold jumped 
into the shower while the others brushed their teeth. Kendra walked 
on down the hall to the girls’ room, but she knew that they would 
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be up. They were always up after she roused the boys. She opened 
the door to see that Lisa and Clara were up and in the bathroom. She 
looked over at Helen still in her bed and walked over and patted her 
sleeping face and said, “Hey sweetheart. It’s time to get up.” Helen 
didn’t respond, and Kendra looked closely at her and then let out a 
loud scream.

Sam and Maria were having breakfast, and Maria asked, “Are we 
ever really going to have a conversation about our future?”

Sam took a bite of her bagel and asked, “What about it?”
Maria shook her head with a mouthful of egg, swallowed it, and 

said, “Marriage, Sam, marriage.”
“Why do we need a piece of paper to tell us what we already know? 

We love each other. We’re committed to each other, and we have no 
plans on changing that.”

“What are you so afraid of, Sam?”
She took a drink of her coffee and said, “I’m not afraid. I just don’t 

want to fuck up a good thing.”
“How could marrying me fuck things up?”
“It’s a huge step, Maria. For God’s sake, you deal with family law. 

You see what happens when things go wrong. We have a great life. I 
don’t understand why you feel the need to complicate it with a piece of 
paper.”

Jim was slow to wake. The sun was rising, and he was incredibly 
cold. He pulled the blankets over him and Barbara and nestled his 
head into her chest. He started to drift off to sleep when he noticed 
the chill. Not from the sea, not from the wind, but the cold permeating 
through Barbara’s skin. He became more alert and put his hand against 
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Barbara’s face. It was ice cold. He felt her hand, and it, too, was cold. 
Jim moved slowly to the side of the bed. The sun was just starting to 
rise and left a light glow on the bedroom floor. He stood up and moved 
to Barbara’s side, calling to her softly. “Barbara…Barbara…I’m going 
to make us some coffee. It’s cold as hell this morning.” He moved to 
the bedroom door but stopped. He looked back at Barbara lying in 
the bed in the pre-dawn light. She was still. Too still. Jim bowed his 
head, tears streaming from his eyes. He walked over and sat next to 
her and held her hand and felt for a pulse…a pulse that wasn’t there. 
He pulled back the covers and pulled Barbara’s lifeless body into his 
arms and held her tight. He was weeping lightly and said, “I heard you 
when I came to bed, my love. I heard you tell me that you loved me 
and always will.” He put his face down on Barbara’s head and smelled 
her hair. He held her tight and began to rock her as if rocking a child. 
“What do I do now, Barb? I’m not ready. Jesus Christ, I’m not ready. 
Goddamn it. Goddamn it.”

Jade and Jessica were up at John and Sara’s for breakfast. The four 
had been talking shop when Sara’s cellphone rang. Jim’s voice was soft 
on the other end of the line. Sara looked up at the clock on the wall in 
the kitchen as she held the phone to her ear. She didn’t speak, and John 
looked at her face and lowered his head. Jade picked up on the sudden 
slouch in Sara’s shoulders as did Jessica.

“Jade and Jessica are here for breakfast. It’s ten after seven. When 
did you notice?” She paused briefly and said, “That long. We’re on our 
way over.” Sara hung up the phone, but she didn’t have to say a word. 
There wasn’t a dry eye at the table.

John stood up and said, “I’ll call Chris and Karen. Throw on some 
clothes. We all need to get to Jim right away.”
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The LAPD was on scene at the Spirit House. They had a CSI team, 
but they weren’t calling it a crime scene. One of the detectives was 
speaking to the morning and night staff, but no one noted anything out 
of the ordinary. Reed Colton, the lead homicide investigator on scene, 
had been asking most of the questions as uniformed officers taped off 
the girl’s dorm room and secured Helen’s body.

“Did the child have any maladies or genetic issues?”
Kendra and Andre shook their heads, and Kendra said, “None that 

we are aware of. She was as healthy as a horse. We don’t have a complete 
history on her as she was an orphan. Her family was killed in the great 
fire when she was five. She was just a sweet little girl, loving, happy, 
and full of life.”

One of the officers asked if Reed had called the coroner. He said 
yes and looked at Kendra and Andre as well as Heather, a psychology 
intern studying at Cal State Northridge who had arrived to work early 
for her shift, and said, “I don’t see any signs of foul play here, folks. We 
will process the scene, and it will be up to the coroner to come up with 
a cause of death on autopsy.”

Heather asked, “Have you looked at the security tapes from last 
night?”

“Not yet. We have them and will go over them, but right now I’m 
thinking this is just a case of natural causes. As I stated, the coroner will 
make the final determination, but that’s where I’m leaning right now.” 
The blue and white coroner’s van pulled up in front of the building. 
Several people entered the building, and Reed asked, “Where are Jade 
and Jessica?”

“They’re not on call this morning. We have our CSI team and will 
take over from here.”

Reed nodded as his own CSI team was pacing around. “We’ll keep 
the area secure until you remove the body, and then we’ll work with 
what evidence we have. At this time, it looks like a natural death.”

Heather had tears flowing down her face and said, “A healthy nine-
year-old girl doesn’t just die.”
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Reed put his hand on her shoulder and said, “Believe it or not, they 
do. People die all the time at all ages, and there is no logical reason 
for it.” Andre and Kendra pulled all staff as well as those living in the 
home together in a small chapel where they prayed as Helen’s body was 
removed from the home.
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Chapter Two
“I need to know if I killed my friend.”

J
ohn walked into Jim and Barbara’s home followed by the others. 
Jim was in the bedroom with Barbara in his arms, his face streaked 
with tears. Sara broke down as did Jade and Jessica. John stood 

silent looking on at Jim’s pained face. Jade asked, “What time did you 
discover her?”

“A little after six. The room was cold. Really, really cold. At 
first, I thought she was sleeping hard and got up to make a pot of 
coffee, but when I looked back at Barb on the bed, I could see that she  
was gone.”

Jade pulled on Jim’s arm and said, “You need to let her go, Jim. Let 
Jessica and I have a look.”

Jim laid Barbara’s lifeless body on the bed then stood and walked 
out onto the deck and lit a cigarette. Chris and Karen arrived, and the 
house was filled with sadness. Karen and Sara held each other as Jim 
stood on the deck looking out at the sea. John had remained still but 
finally approached. “I’m sorry, Jim. This is all so sudden.”
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“It’s always sudden, John. Death is always fuckin’ sudden.” Jim 
took a big hit off his cigarette and flicked it off the deck and into the sea.

“Have you two spoken of her final arrangements?” Jim nodded, and 
John asked, “Do you want an autopsy?”

Jim shook his head. “No. We know what killed Barbara. The cancer 
finally got her. I think she knew she was going.”

“What makes you say that?”
“Her last words to me as I was slipping off to sleep while holding 

her were that she would always love me. She was not very responsive 
when I got home, and I think she was slipping into a coma, but before 
she did she had to have the last word.”

John smiled and said, “That sounds like Barbara. She’d never let 
you have the last word.”

Jim laughed lightly and said, “That’s for damn sure.”
Jade and Jessica were looking over Barbara’s nude body. They were 

examining the surgical scar from the day before as Sara and Karen 
looked on. Jade asked Sara, “So, she had a celiac aneurysm?”

“Yes. Karen and I spotted it on ultrasound and got to it just in time.”
“What else did you do while operating on her?”
“We removed quite a bit of cancer from some of her major organs 

and then gave Barbara her first dose of chemotherapy.”
“What did you give her?”
“Nexavar and Avastin via IV.”
“That was a dangerous move. You know that, right?” Sara nodded 

with tears welling up in her eyes. Jade asked, “You only did one 
treatment?”

Sara nodded. “I wanted to see how well she tolerated it, and she did 
well. There are conflicting studies on the use of this cocktail but given 
the terminal nature of her disease and the advanced tumors it seemed 
like a worthwhile risk.”

Jessica said, “You woke the sleeping giant. Between the surgery and 
the chemo there was no way that Barbara was going to survive long.”

Karen said, “We did what we thought was best for our friend.”
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Jade nodded and said, “Yes, but you most likely ended her life. I’m 
sure Jim is not going to want an autopsy, and since Sara is the attending 
she has the call to recommend one.”

Sara asked, “And what do you think we should do?”
“Leave it be. It doesn’t matter how she died. Barbara was going 

sooner or later. Jim doesn’t need to find out that your treatment hastened 
her death.”

Sara looked out to the deck and John and Jim talking and then to 
Barbara’s body lying on the bed and said, “I need to know if I killed my 
friend.”

Jade shook her head and said, “Don’t, Sara. Barbara was terminal. 
Don’t ask Jim to go through an autopsy. If we can’t see a physical cause 
of death and have to do tox screens to figure it out, it will only put 
everyone on edge for weeks. And for what? To clear your conscience? 
To perhaps show to Jim that you and Karen fucked up and killed Barbara 
before she would have died? You’re doctors. Patients die. Barbara lived 
longer than any of us expected. You need to let Jim grieve. If he wants 
the autopsy, then we’ll do it. If he doesn’t, you two will need to suck it 
up and learn to live with the uncertainty of medicine.”

Jade had finished speaking when Jim walked back into the room with 
John. He looked at the group and said, “Barbara wanted to be cremated 
within twenty-four hours of her death. Barnes Brothers Mortuary here 
in Malibu is where we made our funeral arrangements. I just called 
them, and they’re sending out a car to pick her up. They can perform the 
cremation at three, and I will have Barbara back home in an urn by this 
time tomorrow.”

Sara asked, “Do you want an autopsy?”
“No. Barbara was sick for a long time. She’s out of pain. I don’t 

want this to linger on. You can sign the death certificate. Barbara died 
of complications of cancer, end of story. I don’t want to drag this out.”

“What about a service?” Karen asked.
“No service. Barbara didn’t want people wallowing around in grief 

and misery. She didn’t want any of that shit. I will go out with John and 
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you folks tomorrow evening, and we will release her ashes to the sea. 
Then we will go to Santiago’s and get plastered.”

The doorbell rang, and it was the team from the funeral home. All 
stood and watched as they placed Barbara’s body in a body bag and then 
covered her with a red velvet blanket and rolled her out of the house to 
the waiting hearse. As the car drove away, Jim stripped the bed, and the 
others worked with him. He was cold and calculated in his movements. 
He took the bed linens and threw them in the trash.

It was ten after nine when Margarita, their maid, showed up for 
work. She started to cry and asked, “Is Mrs. Barbara gone?”

Jim nodded with tears in his eyes and asked her to remake the bed 
with fresh sheets and blankets. He looked around the room and said, 
“Go to work, people. I’m going to shower and go to work myself. That’s 
what Barb would have wanted, and that’s what I’m going to do. I will get 
with John about tomorrow.” He walked out of the room, and the small 
group dispersed as Margarita cried and pulled out new bedding. Jim 
closed the bathroom door and started the shower. He stripped, grabbed 
a towel from the rack, and looked down at Barbara’s robe crumpled up 
on the floor. He stepped into the shower, put the towel to his face, and 
pounded his fist on the back of the granite shower as he screamed into 
the towel and the water ran over his body.

Cindy Bartlett was with a patient when Karen and Sara arrived at 
the hospital. Karen’s secretary moved her appointments to the afternoon 
and cancelled others. Karen was pacing her office crying when Cindy 
rapped on her door. Karen didn’t need to say a word. Cindy looked at 
her and asked, “When did Barbara die?”

“Early this morning.”
“Was Jim with her?”
“Yes.”
“Did they talk?”
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Karen shrugged and said, “Jim mentioned some words she spoke 
as he was drifting off to sleep, but he didn’t know she was going.” 
Cindy sat down in one of Karen’s chairs and just put her head in  
her hands. She wasn’t crying. She had a look of contrition. “Are you 
okay, Cindy?”

“Regretful, that’s all. I wish I would have spent more time with her.”
“If Barbara had wanted that, she would have reached out to you.”
Cindy smiled and said, “I remember when Kevin turned thirteen. 

Barbara called me at my office and asked how he was getting along. 
She and Jim weren’t married. They’d divorced, and Barbara was in a 
relationship with a woman. I don’t recall whom. Anyway, I told her 
that Kevin was doing well, and that I was sorry that she and Jim had 
divorced. She told me that it was her fault, and that she felt bad about it. 
She asked me if I had told Kevin about his father, and I told her yes, only 
that he died in the line of duty as a U.S. Marshal. I remember her tone 
softened, and she said, ‘You should really talk to Jimmy about getting 
involved in his son’s life.’ I told her that’s not what Jim wanted, and she 
said, ‘He’s the only family Jimmy has. He will regret it if he doesn’t 
get to know his son.’ I told her that we all make choices, and we all 
have regrets, and that I wasn’t going to push Jim on a subject we hadn’t 
spoken about since before Kevin was born.”

“And what did Barbara say?”
“Nothing. She just made a little small talk and that was the last time 

I spoke to her up to Kevin’s murder. We had a moment a month or so 
ago after she learned that she was sick. Jim and I were speaking together 
alone, and Barbara barged in on us and told me and Jim that what we did 
after she was dead was our business, but that as long as she was alive I 
was to stay clear of Jim.”

Karen laughed and said, “The all-powerful Barbara O’Brian was 
jealous?”

“No…it was her way of giving us her blessing to move on together 
when she was gone.”

Karen looked at Cindy and asked, “Do you have feelings for Jim?”
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“In all honesty, Karen, I never thought about it. I have my work, and 
losing Kevin has pulled me that much further into my job. Jim and I 
don’t live the same type of lives. We haven’t been intimate since Kevin 
was conceived, and we were just kids back then. I haven’t made room 
in my life for a man in over a decade. I haven’t had sex with a man in 
over ten years, and I’m happy being alone. Even when Kevin was alive, 
we really didn’t interact much. I like my life, my home, my peace and 
quiet. I don’t know that I would want to try to delve into the unknown 
and end up involved with a cop.”

“But he’s retiring.”
“He might have been while Barbara was alive. But now I think he’ll 

go back into police work right away, and I don’t know if I could handle 
being involved with a man who walks out the door every day and might 
not return.”

Karen nodded and said, “It took some getting used to when Chris 
and I started dating. I don’t think about it now. He has his work and 
career, and I have mine. We’re about to be parents, so I can’t let it get 
into my head too much, or I would be paralyzed.”

Cindy nodded and said, “Well, I have another patient. Is there going 
to be a funeral?”

“No. She’s being cremated today, and Jim is going to spread her 
ashes at sea tomorrow night with a few of us with him. Barbara only 
had Jim, and he only had her. He wants to keep the whole thing low 
key as Barbara had wanted. After that, we’re going to Santiago’s to get 
‘plastered,’ as Jim put it. I’m sure you will be welcome there.”

“What time?”
“I’ll let you know.” Cindy nodded and walked out. Karen shut the 

door, sat down, and began to cry once more.

Jade and Jessica got into their office to find the case file on Helen 
Chu waiting for them. Jade looked over the preliminary reports and 
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said, “It looks like we have natural causes in the death of a nine-year-
old girl.”

Jessica looked at the report and said, “According to this report, this 
was a healthy kid. Healthy kids don’t just die.”

“Well, let’s have a look and see if LAPD is right.” Jade called an 
orderly to bring Helen’s body into one of the autopsy rooms while she 
and Jessica scrubbed up. Jade was washing her hands and said to Jessica, 
“I know it’s only been a few hours, but I feel Barbara’s absence.”

“Yeah. It’s so strange. We deal in death all the time, but this is not 
like anything I have felt before. She was almost like a mother to me in 
her own way.”

Jade nodded and said, “We had our off and on disagreements, but all 
in all she was a great person, and I’m really going to miss her.”

“How the hell do you think Jim feels? Do you think he will go on a 
bender…a downhill slide?”

Jade shook her head. “He has Sam and work to keep him busy. He 
will probably drink more for a little while, and his mood will be worse…
if that’s even possible!” Jessica laughed as Jade continued, “I’m sure that 
he and Barbara had many conversations about this. It was inevitable.”

“Death?”
“Not just death, but the fact that if you’re in a relationship someone 

is going to be left behind to mourn and try and start over.” Jessica nodded 
as the two entered the autopsy room. Helen’s little body was covered 
with a white sheet, and Jade pulled it off and looked at the peaceful face 
of the little girl. “Damn…the kids always get me.” Jessica made the 
Y-shaped incision, and they began the autopsy. As they worked, Jade 
said, “Something’s not right.”

“You see it, too?”
“Yeah. It looks like she was suffocated.”
“But there’s no trauma to the neck, face, nose, or mouth.”
Jade took a pair of tweezers and opened Helen’s nose and said, “Open 

her airway.” Jessica slid the scalpel under the child’s throat and opened 
the airway from the lungs to the nasal cavity. There was an abundance 
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of small white fibers, and Jade was speaking into the microphone in the 
room and said, “The airway is full of lint and debris. This kid suffocated.” 
Jessica began bagging the fibers for DNA analysis. Jade went on with 
the autopsy and when they had finished she closed Helen up and said, 
“I don’t want to call it a homicide just yet, but at this point the death is 
suspicious.” Jessica nodded, and Jade pulled up the crime scene photos 
and looked at them. She covered Helen back up and called for her body 
to be placed back in refrigeration. The two women walked back to their 
office as Jade scanned the scene photos. Jessica was doing the same on 
her tablet when Jade said, “There’s a white teddy bear next to the body.”

“I see it.”
Jade called out to an orderly and asked, “Where is everything that 

was on the child’s bed?”
“In evidence. Do you need it?”
“Yes. Please bring it into the autopsy room.” When the orderly 

returned, Jade and Jessica separated the items until they found the bear. 
Jade examined the toy carefully and then the fibers and said, “This is 
how the kid died.”

“So, you think she rolled onto it and suffocated?”
“No. There are pressure marks on the back of the bear as well as 

saliva and just a hint of blood. The kid was fighting to breathe. Someone 
held the bear over her face and murdered her.”

Jessica looked closely at the bear and said, “You’re right. We need to 
talk to LAPD and let them know this is now a homicide investigation.”

Jade packed up all the items except the bear, which she placed into 
a separate evidence bag and said, “We have a damn murderer at Spirit 
House.”
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Chapter Three
“The bear moved?”

T
he late afternoon sun was shining off the Pacific Ocean as Jim stood 
on the deck of his now empty home. He held Barbara’s ashes in 
his hands and looked up at the sky and asked, “Are you still here?” 

There was no reply, and he stood silent with tears running down his 
face. The sculpted wooden box that held Barbara’s remains had been 
created when she first found out that she was sick. She had kept it on 
her dresser, which freaked Jim out at first. “It’s a symbol of death,” he 
had told her.

“No,” she’d said, “it’s my short-term resting place before you release 
my ashes to the sea. When I’m gone, you can do what you like with it, 
but I had it hand-carved, and I love it because it is our view from our 
deck here at home, and I’m the shadow on the front looking out at the 
sea.”

It was a short-lived battle, and Jim had come to embrace the box that 
now held her. He lifted it to the sunlight and said, “Your shadow can see 
what I see now, Barb. I don’t know what I’m going to do without you. 
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I just don’t know how to move on.” He sat down in one of the lounge 
chairs and placed the box on a table when his cellphone rang.

Jade’s voice was soft, and she said, “I’m sorry to call, Jim, but there 
is a situation that I think you and Sam should know about.”

“Then call Sam, Jade. She’s the goddamned sheriff not me.”
“I know, but you understand more about homicide than she will ever 

know.”
“What’s the issue, Jade?”
“There was a death at Spirit House this morning. A nine-year-old 

girl. It had been ruled initially as a sudden death situation or natural 
causes.”

“And on autopsy that changed?”
“Yes; she was smothered with a teddy bear.”
“Are you fuckin’ kidding me?”
“I don’t joke about murder, Jim. LAPD has the case, and I called 

Detective Reed Colton and told him about my findings. However, I feel 
that the sheriff’s department should get involved.”

“It’s not our case, and the LAPD hasn’t requested our assistance. I 
know Reed really well. He’s a good cop and a great investigator. He can 
handle this.”

“Here’s the deal, Jim. Spirit House is a group home for kids under 
eighteen. They get both private and public money to run the facility. 
They get a lot of federal and state money to help kids. So, in a way, this 
falls into your office’s jurisdiction as well as John’s.”

Jim was staring at the wooden box on the table and said, “Look Jade, 
if you think this is a federal case, call John. If you think it falls into the 
county and our jurisdiction, call Sam. I’m going to take my wife’s ashes 
to Santiago’s and get hammered.”

There was a pause, and Jade asked, “Do you have her remains 
already?”

“Yeah. I picked them up about an hour ago. I’m going to have one final 
drink with Barbara before I release her to the sea tomorrow morning.”

“I’m sorry, Jim. Just let me know where to be tomorrow.”
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“We’re meeting at John’s house before sunrise. As long as the 
weather holds, we will go out to sea and let Barbara go at sunrise.”

“Jess and I will be there.”
Jim hung up the phone and looked at the box and said, “Well? What 

do you say, Barb? One last round?”

Javier saw Jim walk in with the box under his arm. He didn’t say a 
word. He just followed Jim with his eyes as he walked over to his corner 
table. Javier pulled a bottle of scotch that the two men had shared only a 
few nights before and a bucket of ice and three glasses. He sat the bottle 
down and threw a few ice cubes into the glasses, poured the golden 
liquid, and said, “To Barbara O’Brian. May she rest in peace. May you 
find peace.” The two men toasted with the remaining glass then swigged 
down the liquid, and Javier poured another.

Sam called Reed Colton after she had spoken to Jade. When he 
answered, she said, “Detective Colton, this is Sheriff Pritchard. I just 
got off the phone with Jade Morgan who says you have a homicide case 
that might need our help.”

Reed was looking at a tablet and said, “Yeah. Jade just called me as 
well. I wouldn’t say no to another pair of eyes, Sheriff.”

“Have you been back out to the scene to speak with the staff and 
others?”

“No…up to Jade’s call I ruled it a natural causes death. I’m going to 
go back out there now. Care to join me?”

“I’ll meet you there.” Sam hung up the line, grabbed her jacket, and 
left the office.
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Brandon Sinner was sitting in a recliner in the game room playing 
a video game. Heather had been watching him from across the room. 
He had not spoken since Helen’s body had been discovered. Harold and 
Bruce walked into the game room and grabbed game controllers and 
began to play with Brandon. They were talking to each other as Brandon 
remained silent. Heather walked over and asked, “Brandon, can I speak 
with you?”

He put the controller down. “Certainly. What do you want to talk 
about?”

Heather pointed to the door, and he nodded and followed her out of 
the room and into a small office. “Are you okay, Brandon?” The boy 
nodded, and Heather said, “You haven’t spoken at all today.”

“I spoke at school. I spoke to the police this morning, and I’m 
speaking to you now. Is there something that you feel I should be 
speaking about?”

“Are you okay, Brandon? I know you and Helen were close.”
“I’m fine, Heather.”
“Is there anything you want to talk about?”
“Nothing comes to mind. Is there something that you want to talk 

about?”
Heather shrugged and said, “I’m in shock, I guess, and you are 

taking this so….”
“Unemotionally?” Heather nodded, and Brandon said, “People 

die, Heather. We are all going to die someday. Helen was young but 
obviously something was wrong with her, and no one caught it, and 
she died. My worrying about it won’t bring her back. There’s no sense 
in shedding tears over the inevitable. Am I sad that Helen is gone? 
Yes, Heather, I am. Is crying and pouting going to bring Helen back?” 
Heather shook her head, and Brandon said, “So…there you have it.” 
Heather got up, and Brandon asked, “Is there anything else that you 
want to speak about?”

“No. Do you have homework?”
“I did it at school.”
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“Then go play.” Brandon rose and walked out of the office.

A white windowless van pulled into the parking structure at Spirit 
House. A young man got out of the passenger side and rang the bell at 
the rear entrance to the home. Kendra answered the bell.

“Delivery.”
“How many?”
“Twenty. Where do you want them?”
Kendra closed the door and stood near the back of the van and 

handed the young man a piece of paper and said, “Deliver them to this 
address. They will know what to do with the cargo from there.” The man 
took the paper from her and walked back to the van.

It was dark, and she heard Andre’s voice behind her asking, 
“Delivery?”

“Yeah. I had it taken over to Rita Crosby. She can take it in for us.”
“How many?”
“Twenty.”
Andre nodded and said, “We have company. The police and sheriff 

are back, and they want to talk to us.”
“Why?”
Andre shuddered a bit and said, “The coroner is calling Helen’s 

death a homicide.”
“Oh, dear God!”
“We can’t keep them waiting.” The two walked back into the house 

together, neither saying a word.

Sam was seated next to Reed when the two entered the small 
conference room on the main level of the building. Kendra was visibly 
shaking, and Andre had a solemn look on his face. Sam asked, “Are you 
okay, Ms. Hopkins?”
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“I’m far from okay.”
“We have told Mr. Grain that the coroner’s office has ruled Helen 

Chu’s death a homicide.”
“Yes, he told me.”
“Is there any person you can think of who would want to hurt this 

little girl?”
Andre looked on and said, “No. For God’s sake, she was just an 

innocent child.”
“Who was working last night?” The conversation went back and 

forth, and Sam said, “You mentioned that you have video surveillance 
of these premises inside and out.” Kendra nodded, and Sam asked for 
access to the video.

“We have it backed up for twenty-four-hours, but the servers erase 
the data after that; the night videos should still be accessible. I will have 
security back them up on a flash drive for you.”

Reed asked, “Is the facility accessible to the public at night?”
Kendra nodded and said, “Some of the older residents have twenty-

four-seven access as they work and take night classes.”
“Is there a log of their comings and goings?” Andre said yes and 

ordered David Crosby, their head of security, to pull up the log. Reed 
asked David, “You were working last night?”

“Yes sir.”
“So, you do rounds to make sure everyone is in their beds and that 

there is no one wandering the halls?”
“Yes. I have access from our main security room to all of the 

monitors in the building. I make rounds every two hours and then watch 
the monitors just to make sure everything is fine.”

Sam asked, “And you didn’t see anything?”
“No ma’am.”
“Do you watch things other than the monitors?”
“We have satellite TV, and I do watch it.”
“Were you watching it last night?” Sam asked.
“Off and on. I mean, nothing ever happens here. We have a great 

staff and a great group of kids, so it is always uneventful. However, if 
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there was someone in the building who wasn’t supposed to be I would 
have known it.”

“And how’s that?”
“I pay attention, Sheriff. These kids are my responsibility. I watch 

over them, and I take my job seriously.” David removed the flash drive 
from his tablet and said, “This is all the video from last night.” He 
looked back down at his tablet where there were several videos running 
and got a strange look on his face.

“What is it, Mr. Crosby?” asked Reed.
“At three thirty, there is an eleven-minute gap in the video in the 

girl’s room.” He handed the tablet to Reed and then stood over him and 
pointed out the snowy picture.

“You’re just now noticing this?”
“Yes. I haven’t gone over the security video from last night. It 

appears that we had some lost time.”
Sam looked at the tablet screen as well and asked, “Does this happen 

often?”
“Not really, but it does happen. While we have state of the art 

networks, we still have glitches that need to be fixed. The cameras 
are battery operated and wireless. They feed to a remote server. If a 
battery fails, we can lose time, but I usually catch those things relatively 
quickly.”

Reed was watching the tablet intensely as Sam spoke, and when 
the snow went away, and the picture came back, he looked at the room 
and Helen’s bed. He rewound the images several times and then said to 
Sam, “Look at this.” She looked over his shoulder as did Kendra and 
Andre, and he showed them the teddy bear on Helen’s bed. Just before 
the screen went to snow, her teddy bear was in one location, and after 
the snow, it was in another.

Sam looked hard at the images and said, “The bear moved?”
Reed nodded and said, “The bear moved, but not by Helen’s hand. 

Her killer must have used it. So, all of this happened in a matter of 
eleven minutes, and you weren’t watching the monitors, Mr. Crosby?”
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“I…I…watch them all night.”
Sam got a stern look on her face and asked, “So, we are to believe 

that you missed an eleven-minute gap in this room last night? That you 
were watching all of this and missed this long period of time?”

Crosby sat down and said, “I returned to my station at around three 
thirty. It could have been three forty. I wasn’t paying attention. As I 
stated, I do rounds every few hours and that would be a time when I 
would be checking on the children. There is no way I could have missed 
this. I had to have been on the floor, and the killer had to have known 
this. I would not miss this amount of dead air. There is no way.”

Kendra looked on and said, “This raises more questions than it does 
answers.”

Reed nodded as did Sam, and she asked, “Is there anyone in this 
facility that could have tampered with the video?”

David shook his head and said, “No. We have a bunch of kids here. 
Some of them are really, really smart, but they couldn’t have gained 
access to the server room and messed with the cameras. Plus, there is 
no way that someone could have murdered Helen and messed with the 
video.”

“Why not?” asked Sam.
“It would have had to be a two-person murder. The server room 

is on the main level, and the dorm rooms are on the top two floors 
of the building. Someone would have to physically have been in there 
blocking the signal while the other killed Helen.”

Sam asked, “These are wireless cameras?”
“Yes.”
“And they’re sending information to a remote server downstairs?”
“Yes.”
Sam asked, “Someone could have blocked the camera remotely if 

they had the technology.”
Kendra laughed slightly and asked, “Sheriff Pritchard, don’t you 

think that you are getting a little too conspiracy theory here? This is 
not a James Bond film. We don’t have that type of technology, and our 
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children certainly don’t. Someone got in here and did this. The question 
is why.”

Reed nodded his head and said, “And those answers are going to be 
damn elusive given the information that we have right now.”

Sam asked to speak with all of the staff and children again. Kendra 
nodded and said, “You can talk to everyone. Detective Colton and his 
people interviewed all the staff and residents this afternoon.”

“Yes, but it was not a homicide investigation then, which means a 
whole new line of questions need to be answered.”
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Chapter Four
“The genius kid?”

T
he van pulled up to an industrial building in the City of Industry, and 
a kid jumped out and rang the call button. A female voice responded 
over the speaker, “Yes.”
“Delivery.”
“Bring it around back.” The kid got back in the van, and the driver 

pulled around the back of the building and then backed into a loading 
bay. As the steel doors on the warehouse rose creaking and cracking, 
Rita Crosby could be seen standing in the middle of the warehouse. The 
heavy-set woman had dark hair and was wearing a pair of spandex pants 
and a yellow blouse. She looked a bit like a clown, and the kid smiled 
and snickered. “What’s funny?”

“Nothing, Ms. Crosby.”
“Open the back of the van.”
The kid opened the doors and with the help of the driver began 

leading twenty young girls out. Their mouths were duct taped, and they 
had chains around their waists and were chained to each other. Two 
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men led the girls through several darkened corridors until they reached 
a large opening in the warehouse where there were large cages with 
bedding. Rita unlocked a door on one of the cages and had the men 
lead the girls in. Once inside, the two men were asked to leave, and 
Rita removed the chains and tape from the children’s mouths. The Asian 
girls were between ten and fourteen, and all were dressed in light blue 
dresses.

Rita spoke in Chinese, “Get undressed.” The girls did as they were 
told, and Rita said, “Follow me single file.” The girls followed her into 
a shower area, and she told them to bathe. After, they were left nude and 
fed in another cage and then given dark blue dresses and taken back to 
the original cage. “Find a bed, lie down, and go to sleep. You have work 
to do tomorrow.” Rita closed the gate and locked it and walked out of 
the room.

One of the girls looked at another and asked in Chinese, “What’s to 
happen to us?” The little girl shrugged her shoulders, and the older girl 
began to cry. The little girl put her fingers to her lips and said, “Don’t 
make noise. If you do, we will all get beat.”

It was four thirty in the morning when Jim pulled into John and 
Sara’s driveway. He sat for a few minutes looking at the front door and 
then over at the box holding Barbara’s ashes. He grabbed it and took it 
into the house.

Sara was sitting on a couch in the living room dressed in a black 
dress. John was dressed in a dark suit. Jim looked at them and said, 
“Aren’t you two just a bit overdressed? You look like you’re going to a 
damn funeral.” Jade and Jessica walked in from the kitchen, and both 
were dressed in black. Jim sat down on the arm of a chair and just stared 
off as the room began to fill. Chris and Karen arrived, dressed in black, 
and Sam and Maria also were dressed in black. Jim looked around the 
room at the sober faces and teary eyes and said, “I’m in a goddamned 
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pair of shorts and a tank top. Barbara wouldn’t want you to be like this. 
She loved you all, and she would want you to be celebrating her life not 
mourning it. For fuck’s sake, people. Did you learn nothing from her in 
all the years that she was in your life?”

John was standing near the lair door and took off his jacket and tie 
and said, “Jim’s right. This is a celebration of a wonderful and loving 
woman’s life.” Sara left the room and reappeared in a bikini with 
a sheer robe over it. Jade and Jessica had left the room and returned 
nude with only two sheer blue robes on. Sam and Maria watched as the 
environment went from somber and sober to a swinger’s party. Chris 
undressed as did Karen, and Sara gave them both robes.

Maria started laughing and as she undressed in front of everyone 
she asked Sara, “Do you have something I can throw over this body, so 
I don’t get too cold?” Sara went to the master bedroom and when she 
returned she found Sam and Maria both nude and handed them robes.

Jim stood up and said, “Now, that’s what I’m talking about. Now, 
let’s get this party started.”

The group walked down to the boathouse. John’s captain prepared 
the large yacht for the voyage. The only people who had ever seen the 
large ship were Jade, Jim, and Jessica. As they walked the gangway into 
the ship, Sam said, “Jesus Christ! How much damn money do you people 
have? This is a floating hotel.” Jim laughed as he entered the main deck 
living room and poured a drink and sat down in the warm cabin. The 
others followed, and they were underway in a matter of minutes.

They arrived at the release point at six fifteen. The sun was just 
starting to cast a pale blue over the eastern sky. The group had moved to 
the upper deck. The winds were calm but cool. Jim opened the box and 
pulled out a plastic bag that contained Barbara’s ashes. The mood took 
a somber turn, and he said, “I want each of you to tell a story that you 
remember about Barbara.” John started, and as the sun began to rise, 
each person spoke; some were funny, others emotional.

Jessica was the last person to speak as the sun began to crest the 
Santa Monica Mountains. “I can sum up my love for Barbara in a few 
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words. When Jim brought me home after Ally was murdered, Barbara 
made up the guest room for me. She asked if I had clothing outside of 
what I was wearing, which wasn’t much. I told her no, and she said, 
‘Well, the shower is in there. Take one and get some sleep. We will go 
clothes shopping for you tomorrow and get you some things that fit and 
are more appropriate for a beautiful young lady like you.’ She gave me a 
kiss on the cheek and walked out of the room. In that moment, I felt both 
safe and loved.” She began to break down as she spoke, “For the first 
time in my life I wasn’t afraid, and I slept like a log. Jim and Barbara 
became like parents to me, and Barbara was like my mother. She was a 
true blessing to me and to all of us, and I will never forget her.” There 
wasn’t a dry eye on the bow of the ship.

Tears were running down Jim’s face as he held the bag in his now 
trembling hands. The bag was really thick, and he asked John for 
help. John handed him a pen knife, and Jim poked a hole in the bag 
then pulled it open. He stood with his arms over the water and slowly 
poured Barbara’s remains into the sea. As the last of her ashes were 
falling into the water, a small gust of warm wind came up and blew 
some of the ashes back in their faces. There was silence at first, and 
then Sara started laughing and said, “That was Barbara giving us all 
one last ‘fuck you.’”

Jim started laughing as he put the empty bag back in the box. The 
group chuckled, and Jim said, “It’s over. Let’s get back to our homes. 
We have lives to live and bad guys to catch. We will all meet tonight at 
Santiago’s and get plastered in memory of Barbara.”

As the boat turned and headed back to the boathouse, John put his 
arm on Jim’s shoulder and said, “That was a hell of a thing that you did 
this morning.”

Jim looked up at John’s towering frame and said, “I just did what my 
wife asked me to do. I made her a promise that I would move on with 
my life, and that’s what I’m going to do.”

John nodded and said, “We are all here to help you do that, Jim. 
You’re not alone.”
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“Oh, fuck you, John. We’re all alone. Just because we have people 
in our lives doesn’t mean we aren’t alone. We are born alone, and we die 
alone. I was really lucky to have loved and lost Barbara several times 
even before her death. The only difference in this loss is I can’t pick up 
the phone and call her. I can’t drop in unexpectedly for a quickie or drag 
her off to dinner or put her to bed when she has had a few too many.”

“You’re very philosophical suddenly.”
Jim shook his head and said, “I’ve been like this my whole damn life. 

We all end up alone at some point. Barbara and I learned to live through 
her illness. I just regret that I took her for granted all of those years.”

Sara heard Jim and walked over and put her arms around him and 
said, “Barbara loved you with all of her heart. She also confessed to 
me all the shit she had done to you through the years. The affairs. The 
running around. She told me that she didn’t feel like she deserved a man 
like you…she had her regrets, too, Jim, but she did tell me to watch out 
for you and to make sure that you move on when you’re ready.” Jim 
hugged Sara back as the yacht entered the boathouse.

It was ten a.m., and Jim and Sam were sitting in her office looking 
over the file on Helen Chu. “So, you and Reed interviewed all of the 
staff and residents at this group home?” Sam nodded. “Did you meet a 
killer?”

“Not that I could tell. We met with all the staff, which isn’t large. 
The home has about half a dozen full-time residents. They operate as an 
orphanage and a relocation site for children and young adults displaced 
by domestic violence as well as other issues.”

Jim stood up and walked over to an open window and pulled a 
cigarette from his top left pocket, lit it, and asked, “Doesn’t it seem 
strange to you that a not-for-profit facility intended to house displaced 
and abused kids…that is in the heart of the San Fernando Valley…isn’t 
filled to capacity?”
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Sam joined Jim at the window and lit up and said, “I haven’t given 
it much thought.”

“Well, give it some. Here is a facility in a very, very busy Los 
Angeles suburb that has few kids. That is in and of itself unusual. A 
place that needs state and federal money to operate yet doesn’t have 
enough kids to pick up probably half the money they need to operate.”

Sam was blowing smoke out the window and said, “That doesn’t 
hold water, does it?”

Jim shook his head and said, “Chu was murdered for a reason.”
“And what reason are you thinking?”
“Well, either someone wants to get the cops in there to investigate 

and uncover a secret…”
“Or?”
“Or we have some sick fuck who has probably killed before and 

either the home has hidden it or they don’t know about it.”
“Are you thinking a staff member?”
“I’m thinking that or one of the kids!”
Sam shook her head and said, “Kids aren’t killers.”
Jim let out a loud laugh and said, “Jesus Christ! You really are new 

to police work. Kids kill all the time. Have you forgotten the thwarted 
rampage plot on Rosedo High? Have you forgotten that those were all 
kids?”

Sam shook her head and said, “They were all over eighteen, and that 
was a simple case of revenge for bullying.”

Jim shook his head and said, “Bullying isn’t simple; it’s serious shit. 
Something is going on at this group home, and we need to get up their 
asses and fast, or we are going to start to see a rising body count.”

“And just where the hell are we supposed to begin?”
Jim laughed and said, “At the beginning. We need John and Chris 

in on this.”
Sam nodded and said, “You do know that Cindy Bartlett and Karen 

Mantel are involved with this facility, right?”
Jim shook his head. “No. I didn’t know Cindy was involved.”
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“This has been one of her passions for years, and she handles the 
children that come through the facility pro bono for the most part. I know 
that Karen has only been involved for a short time, but the hospital has 
done fundraisers for the home, and Sara has donated money as well.”

Jim stood staring out the window and said, “Then we need to talk to 
John and Chris as well as Karen and Cindy.”

Rita Crosby was standing at the entrance to the cage where the new 
girls lay sleeping. It was just before six a.m., and she sounded an air 
horn that jolted the children awake. “Out of those beds, you pieces of 
shit.”

Fifteen-year-old Ushi Ho stood next to Rita watching as the girls 
rose. She called out to them in Chinese and said, “You eat your meal now 
then work. Follow me.” Ushi spoke clear Chinese as well as English.

Rita looked at her and said, “Get them fed and then get them to 
work.”

Ushi nodded, and Rita left. One of the girls was slow in getting 
ready, and Ushi had a small belt in her hand and landed it across the 
child’s back and said, “You will move when told to move.” The little girl 
cried out and then rushed to follow the others. Ushi led the girls into a 
large dining area where there were at least another fifty girls. You could 
hear a pin drop except for the occasional spoon or fork hitting a steel 
tray. The new girls stood in line and were handed a tray of food, and 
Ushi told them they had fifteen minutes to eat and to eat all they could 
as it would be their only meal until dark.

David Crosby came down the stairs from the apartment he shared 
with his mother at the warehouse facility. Rita was watching the girls as 
they ate, and he asked, “How many newbies do we have?”
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“Twenty.”
“So, what does that take our total count to?”
“It all depends on what you mean. These are going to be put into 

the garment factory here in Industry today. If they work well, that’s 
where they will stay. If they don’t, then I have several other places for 
them. And if they don’t work out anywhere, then I will put them in the 
brothels here in LA as well as Anaheim and San Diego.”

“What about Ventura? Have you had any luck getting into that 
market?” David asked while grabbing a piece of toast off a large steel 
tray.

“That market is already saturated with Mexican girls. They don’t 
really want the Asians up there. The only offers I have had are for cherry 
poppers, and I have sold a few hundred girls up there for that over the 
past four years, but they take the girls, deflower, and then kill them.”

David had poured a cup of coffee and said, “What a waste. I mean, 
they will grow into nice pieces of ass. They could still make a lot on 
them up there.”

Rita nodded and said, “The sex slave trade just isn’t that good 
up there. They want Mexican girls as workers. The girls work in the 
warehouses out of sight of immigration, and the farmers really like the 
way they enhance their day labor practices and bottom lines. When they 
get too old for the work, they are either used for the day laborers for sex 
as a bonus for salary, sold into sexual and domestic slavery, or just put 
down.”

“When is your next auction?”
“Next week. We have a pretty nice group of girls and young women. 

They’ll grab a high price for domestic slaves.”
“What about sex?” David asked, sipping his coffee and looking out 

at the girls.
“I sell them as domestic servants. What the buyers do with them 

after that is up to them.”
David laughed and said, “But you know that the bulk of those girls 

become sex slaves, right?”
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Rita just stared coldly at the girls eating and said without looking at 
David, “I really don’t give a damn.”

He nodded and kissed Rita on the lips long and hard. When he 
released her he asked, “So, I don’t have to work the night shift tonight. 
Are you up for dinner and sex?”

Rita nodded and said, “Once I get this group bedded down with the 
help of Ushi I will fix us a nice meal.”

David was about to leave when he stopped and asked, “You do know 
that we had a murder at the home the other day, right?”

Rita nodded, still expressionless. Her long red hair was down to the 
middle of her back, and her medium built frame was exaggerated by a 
pair of tight jeans and a snug fitting shirt. She turned to David and said, 
“I’m aware, and I’m concerned. Kendra and Andre are getting careless. 
They got the police involved.” Rita’s blue eyes and round face were 
looking up at David’s muscular five-foot, nine-inch frame towering 
over hers. David was dressed in his security uniform. His arms strained 
against the cotton shirt.

His red hair and blue eyes were piercing, and he said, “I know, I 
know, but word got out via Heather, and once it started there was no 
way to stop it.”

“I thought you checked on the damn kids?”
“I do, Mom. I really do. I checked on Helen at two thirty, and she 

was fine.”
“But you didn’t go back and check on her again before morning…or 

did you?” David shook his head slowly. “I have a payment due to them 
today. I’m going to show them my dissatisfaction in the handling of this 
situation.”

David said, “Don’t short them, Mom. It wasn’t their fault. They 
really had no choice. We can weather this little storm. I have one of the 
kids that I can pin the murder on.”

Rita looked at him and asked, “Do you know who killed the girl?”
“Perhaps…let’s say it was…Brandon Sinner.”
“The genius kid?”
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“The little fucker has a mean streak. I’m sure with a few days 
of work I can plant enough evidence in his room then tip off law 
enforcement, and we won’t even have to change the books or worry 
about the other kids.”

Rita turned back around as Ushi was ushering the girls out of the 
food hall and over to the underground parking where they would be 
driven to the location in the City of Industry to work. “I don’t know, 
David. Framing a kid, especially one as smart as that one, could come 
back on you.”

He laughed and said, “Hell…if it doesn’t work, I will kill him myself 
and fake a suicide note admitting to Helen’s murder.”

“Set him up and do it well. I don’t want you murdering more 
children. We have enough issues with you from the past. When’s the 
last time that you killed?”

David looked up and said, “It is probably better if you don’t know…
plausible deniability, you know?”

“All bodies undiscoverable?”
“In most cases. I don’t kill to grandstand. I kill because I like it.”
“But you didn’t kill Chu?” David didn’t respond. “Yet you want to 

try and pin it on the Sinner kid?” There was no response. Rita could see 
his reflection in the glass that looked out over the feeding room. “Well, 
you better sort it out before the police do. We have a thriving business, 
and I don’t want that interrupted.”

“I will work on it. That’s what makes the Sinner kid so perfect. He 
has enough behavior issues that I can frame him, and no one would 
doubt it for a second.”

Rita turned and said, “That’s all well and good, but someone is 
looking to get attention at Spirit House and that just can’t happen.”
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Chapter Five
“Find Heather Snyder fast.”

H
eather was sitting in Cindy’s office crying. The two had talked 
about Helen Chu’s murder, and Heather couldn’t get the images out 
of her head. “I can still see her face, Cindy. Kendra reached down 

to touch that calm and beautiful child who looked like she was sleeping 
and screamed, then I touched her, and all hell broke loose.”

“What happened then?”
Heather bristled with a chill and said, “She was cold and stiff, and I 

knew right away she was dead.”
“You obviously felt strongly for Helen.”
“I have very strong feelings for all of our kids. I mean, I never want 

to be a mother, but I am very maternal with our kids. I feel like they are 
my own children.”

“Do you have any idea who could have done something like this?”
“Not a clue. Who would murder a child? No sexual assault. Someone 

just suffocated her with her favorite teddy bear? How fuckin’ sick is  
that shit?”

“What about Brandon? You had wanted to speak to me about him.”
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Heather nodded, drying her eyes. “His behavior has become strangely 
erratic. He drew a picture the other day that scared the hell out of me.”

“Why did it scare you?”
“It was so very, very violent. When I questioned him about it, he 

calmly explained what he drew and then went on about his business.”
“Do you think that Brandon is a danger to himself or others?”
“No… no…”
“What about what happened to Helen? Do you think there is a way 

that Brandon could have done this to her?”
Heather got an indignant look on her face and said, “Oh, good God, 

no! He loved Helen. They were very, very close. Helen was going to be 
adopted out, and while Brandon was scared for her he was trying to give 
her advice and guide her. He has a brilliant mind.”

Cindy nodded and asked, “With all that has happened in the last day 
and a half is there anything that sticks out in your mind as unusual in the 
days leading up to Helen’s murder?”

Heather sat for several minutes with a thoughtful look on her face. 
“You know… Helen had just come into the home a few weeks ago.”

“Why is that relevant?”
“Well, I asked Andre and Kendra where Helen had come from, and 

I got different answers. Andre said she was being passed out of foster 
care for adoption and was going to stay at the home until the paperwork 
was complete. Yet, Kendra told me that Helen had been abused while 
in foster care and removed from the home and placed in our care while 
another foster family was sought.”

Cindy sat back and said, “That’s one hell of a contradiction.”
Heather nodded and said, “Yes, it is, and I confronted the two of 

them together about it only a few days before Helen was killed.”
“And?”
“And they were both trying to tie a story together that still wasn’t 

making sense. It was as if Helen was at the home in error, like she had 
been somewhere else and ended up in our care but wasn’t supposed to be.”

“I don’t understand.”
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“I don’t know how to explain it; it’s just a feeling I have. I felt like 
while Helen seemed happy and adjusted she also seemed out of place. 
Her behavior, especially the first few days, was strange.”

“In what way?”
“She was working really, really hard at cleaning around the facility. 

She kept looking around like she was expecting instructions. She had a 
lot of anxiety. Kendra kept her to herself most of the time, but when I 
would see her, Helen would jump, or she would run and hide.”

Cindy asked, “Is there anything else?”
“Now that you ask, yes, there is something. I have been interning at 

the home for almost a year. In fact, as soon as I learn that my dissertation 
has been accepted I plan to seek out employment either in a clinical 
environment or work on my own, but I digress. Over the past six months, 
I have noticed vans showing up at the service entrance to the facility at 
odd hours. I answered a couple of calls to the back door when I thought 
no one was around, only to be pulled back by Kendra or Andre and told 
that they would deal with it.”

“Why is that strange to you?”
“Because I never saw anything get delivered. No food, no clothing, 

nothing. One night I opened the door before anyone could get to me. 
There was a thin young man in a pair of jeans and a sweatshirt who told 
me he had a delivery. But before I could ask him what it was or who 
it was for, Kendra stepped in and told me to go check on the others.”

Cindy sat looking up and said, “That is strange behavior.”
“Yeah, it really is, and I usually am involved in an intake of a new 

child, but I was not involved with Helen. She just showed up and that 
was it. I was never consulted, nor did I do a formal intake.”

“Do you work directly with child protective services?”
“Yes, to a certain extent. I work with Anita Bandon, the head of 

the department downtown. She is a great social worker and has really 
helped with a lot of cases.”

Cindy looked at her watch and said, “I’m afraid that’s all the time 
we have. I would like to talk with Brandon.”
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Heather stood and said, “Just give me a day and time, and I will get 
him here.”

“I will give you a call after I go over my calendar.”
Heather left Cindy’s office and pulled out her cellphone and called 

Anita Bandon.

David Crosby was sitting at his desk in the security room when 
Heather came into the building. He watched her from monitor to monitor 
as she moved through the building. He looked at the clock on the wall. It 
was ten after two. Heather was walking through the halls and then into 
the girl’s dorm room and then over to Helen’s empty bed. She stood for 
several seconds and then looked around the room some more and then 
for a few seconds she disappeared, and when she reappeared from the 
floor she had something in her hand and hurriedly walked out of the 
room. “What do you have, Heather?” David said coldly to himself as he 
got up to find her.

John and Chris were finishing lunch in John’s office when his 
cellphone rang.

“Helen Chu was murdered.”
The voice on the other end of the line was not recognizable, and he 

asked, “Helen who?”
“Helen Chu…a nine-year-old girl at Spirit House Group Home in 

Northridge.”
“Who is this, and how do you know?”
“It isn’t important right now. What is important is that you find 

Heather Snyder, the home’s intern psychologist, and find her fast.”
The line went dead, and John looked at Chris and asked, “Are you 

aware of a murder at the Spirit House Group Home in Northridge?”
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Chris shook his head while eating the last bite of his sandwich. He 
asked with his mouth full, “How do you know about it?”

“I just got a call from some guy telling me that a child named 
Helen Chu had been murdered and that I needed to find the home’s 
psychologist, Heather Snyder.”

“Okay. Mark that down in the stranger than fiction file.”
John picked up the phone and called Jim and asked if he was dealing 

with a homicide from a group home in Northridge.
“Yeah. Why?”
“Was it a child named Helen Chu?”
Jim was seated on the smoker’s bench alone and took a hit off his 

cigarette and said, “Yeah. What the fuck do you know about it?”
“Until about five minutes ago, I knew nothing about it.”
“Okay, Sherlock, care to fuckin’ share how you came to know about it?”
“I just received a cryptic call on my cellphone from a guy who told 

me that Helen Chu was murdered and that I needed to find Heather 
Snyder. Who the hell is Heather Snyder?”

Jim stubbed out his cigarette and said, “An intern at the home, a 
psychologist who deals with kids. The place is a halfway house for kids 
who are being pulled out of homes by social services and an adoption 
clearing house as well as foster care and orphanage. We had a homicide 
there two days ago that was initially ruled as natural causes, but Jade 
discovered on autopsy that the kid had been smothered with her own 
teddy bear. It’s LAPD’s case, and they asked Sam and I to help. Why the 
hell would anyone call the FBI?”

“I don’t know, but the caller was adamant that we needed to get to 
this Snyder woman.”

“Adamant? Like she’s in danger?”
“Is there another kind of adamant?”
“Nope. I’ll text you the address. Sam and I will meet you over there.”
John hung up and looked at Chris and said, “I need to go to 

Northridge. Want to come?” Chris nodded, grabbing his soda cup off 
the desk and following John out of the office.
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Chapter Six
“It’s all in the perception, Kendra.”

H
eather turned and saw David standing in the doorway to Kendra’s 
office and asked what he was doing.

“Nothing, nothing. I was trying to find Kendra.”
“She is off site for a few hours. What do you need?”
“It’s a personal matter.”
“So personal that you are behind her desk?” She looked David up 

and down and said, “Look, David, you’re a rent-a-cop, and you’re not 
a very good one at that. You lost nearly fifteen minutes of film in the 
girl’s dorm on a night when one of those children was murdered. Why 
don’t you go back to your voyeur office and watch the monitors and let 
me do my job?”

David was getting red faced, and Heather could see the anger boiling 
up in him. He was about to speak when Andre came around the corner 
and asked, “What’s going on here?”

“Heather was behind Kendra’s desk, and I wanted to know why.”
Andre looked into the office to see Heather now near the edge of 

Kendra’s desk. “What are you doing, Heather?”
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“I need to speak with Kendra.”
“She’s off site. Can I help you?”
Heather shook her head, and David asked, “Is this going to be your 

new habit, Heather? Sneaking around in the executive offices? Has 
Helen’s death changed the protocol here?”

Andre asked David to leave and shut the door. “What’s going on, 
Heather?” Andre asked in a soothing tone.

Heather allowed a tear to run down her face and said, “I’m just 
having a hard time, that’s all.” Andre put his arms around her and hugged 
her and said, “I understand. We are all upset, and we are all trying to 
cooperate with police to catch the person that killed Helen.”

Heather looked him in the eye and asked, “Where was Helen’s foster 
home located?”

Andre seemed caught off guard, and he paused and said, “I don’t 
have the records right now. Why do you want to know?”

“I didn’t do the intake, so I really knew very little about Helen.”
“Kendra did the intake; you weren’t even on shift when Helen came 

in. It was no big deal. She had been in foster care, and it didn’t work out.”
“Why didn’t it work out? She was a sweet girl.”
“I don’t remember. Do you really think that this line of questions 

is appropriate? We have a dead child and a facility to run and other 
children to protect.”

“That’s our job, right Andre? To protect children?”
“Of course, it is. What kind of question is that? I think you should 

take the rest of the day off. I will even give you a ride home if you like.”
Heather shook her head and said, “No. I will take the bus. I just need 

to finish a few things. You’ll have everything under control if I leave?” 
Andre nodded, and Heather said, “You’re probably right. I need a little 
down time. It’s been like one long nightmare.”

“As it has for all of us, Heather. As it has been for all of us.”
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Rita Crosby was yelling instructions to several adults overseeing a 
room full of young girls seated behind sewing machines. “We have to 
make up for lost time, people. We have hundreds of thousands of orders 
to fill, and these little shits need to move faster.”

One of the women she was yelling to over the sound of the machines 
was walking the lines between the machines with a long stick in her 
hand. She stopped in front of one of the children who was working and 
sweating, her knuckles bleeding from the material she was sewing and 
said, “You have not even done a hundred of these today. You are falling 
way short. Hands out.” The other children started to speed up as the 
young girl started to cry and put her hand out in front of her. The woman 
raised the stick and brought it down on the child’s knuckles. She let out 
a scream, and the woman leaned down and looked into the seven-year-
old’s teary eyes and said, “Now, work…or I will take you to the board 
room. Is that what you want?” The child shook her head and began 
sewing again through blood and tears.

Rita called out to Donna Harman and waved for her to come to her. 
Donna walked over, and Rita walked her out of the room and shut the 
door. “Look, Donna, I know you want to get them working harder, as 
do I, but for God’s sake don’t hit their damn hands, that’s their primary 
tool. If you need to motivate them, hit the face or the back. If things 
remain slow, then you choose the weakest of the group and take her to 
the board room. The cameras are set, and the big screens are in all the 
warehouse units. Beat one of these little bitches to death. That’s always 
a great incentive to the rest.”

Donna nodded and said, “That’s what I told that little cunt.”
Rita nodded and told her to go back to work. Rita was just about to 

leave the floor when she saw Kendra enter the unit from the other side 
of the building. She walked briskly over to her and asked, “How is it 
going?”

“It’s going. How is it going with these little tramps?”
“They have slowed. We are going to need a fresh group of girls, 

Kendra. These are ready to be put out to pasture. I mean, I’m working 
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them twenty hours a day, and most have been here for nearly a year. Do 
you have a line on any new blood?”

Kendra nodded and said, “Yeah. The pickings have been slim, with 
the immigration crackdowns. We have a cargo container coming in 
tonight from Shanghai. It has been passed through customs and should 
be here by eight. You’ll have up to a hundred new girls, give or take. We 
always lose some in shipping.”

“Well, I sure as hell need them. That could replace half of the girls 
we have here and at the other plant.” Kendra nodded, and Rita asked, “I 
hear the fuck up with Helen Chu has been resolved.”

“She’s dead and can’t talk, and I hope she didn’t talk to anyone. We 
thought her death would pass as natural causes but ended up being ruled 
a murder.”

“You’re fuckin’ kidding me.”
“I wish the hell I were, believe me. I have the LAPD and the sheriff’s 

department all over us, but I think that we will weather it, but nothing 
like that can happen again. I mean, shit, instead of being sent out to a 
cherry popper group she ended up at my damn group home. How the 
hell did you fuck that up?”

Rita shook her head and said, “One of my new girls put her on the 
wrong van. It’s my fault. I should have worked with her more. It will 
never happen again, and she is a really, really good supervisor now and 
knows how to motivate our prey.”

“Yeah, well, I still have that mess to clean up, and so far, it appears 
that there are no eyes on the killer.”

“Who did it?”
“That’s for me to know, and you to never find out. You just get 

the job done here. We have thousands of orders, and I want to get this 
business really flying, so we can get out of this group home shit. It is 
such a pain in the ass having to deal with all those whining little shits. 
And the government paperwork we have to fill out and shit we have to 
make up is exhausting. Now that I have a reliable source for kids from 
the Orient, I don’t need the group home cover and want to close it up by 
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the end of the year.” Rita nodded, and Kendra asked, “Is it true that you 
and David are sleeping together?”

Rita nodded her head and said, “Yeah. Why?”
“You’re his mother, right?”
“So?”
Kendra shook her head and said, “Nothing. Incest is just one of those 

things that I have never understood.”
“Are you telling me that growing up you didn’t play with your 

siblings…fool around?”
“A little. My brother was a year older than me, and we fooled around 

a little, but we were just kids. We never talk about it and would never 
think of doing anything like that again.”

“Well, David and I had a special bond from the day he was born. 
I remember right after his birth my father sat me down and said, 
‘Rita, as strange as this is going to sound you are both his mother and 
his sister. He is my son. You take care of him, and he will take care  
of you.’”

“You’re the victim of incest?”
“Not a victim, a lifestyle. We have always kept it in the family. No 

outsiders that I know of. My father was a warm and loving man as was 
my mother. I miss them greatly since their deaths in the great fire. David 
and I really drew close after that, and we now have a healthy happy 
relationship.”

Kendra shook her head and said, “Whatever turns your crank. I have 
to go. I will call you when the truck is on its way with the kids. Make 
sure you get them in here and processed quickly.”

She turned to leave, and Rita asked, “What about losses? What do 
you want me to do with the bodies?”

“Leave them in the container and pull their information off them, so 
I can get a credit for my next shipment. I will get with Andre and David 
about disposing of them.”

Rita nodded and asked, “Can I ask you something?”
“That depends.”
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“Is it true that you and Andre were sleeping together while you 
were in the church, and you got pregnant and aborted, and the church 
found out?”

“Yes.”
“So, that’s why you two were excommunicated?”
“Amongst other things, but we are saints compared to what you are 

doing with your own child.”
Rita laughed and said, “It’s all in the perception, Kendra. It’s all a 

matter of perception.”

John and Chris arrived at Spirit House at two thirty in the afternoon. 
They were greeted by David Crosby at the main entrance. Crosby had a 
bit of an attitude and asked, “Can I help you two with something? This 
is private property.”

John pulled out his ID as did Chris, and David backed off a bit, and 
John caught it. “I’m Special Agent John Swenson. This is Agent Chris 
Mantel. We are here to speak with Ms. Heather Snyder.”

David’s look said it all. “You want to speak with Heather?” John 
nodded. “But why?”

“That’s between us and Ms. Snyder. Is she here?”
David looked around and said, “I don’t know. She was speaking 

with our COO Andre Grain a little bit ago. Let me page Mr. Grain for 
you.” David walked over to an empty reception desk as John and Chris 
looked around. There was a play area with toys strewn all around and 
the voices of small children could be heard out of sight.

John pointed to the play area and said, “That’s going to be your 
home in a few months.” Chris laughed and nodded. David told the men 
that Mr. Grain would be right with them and invited them to have a seat 
in the waiting area. John looked at David and asked, “Are you okay, Mr. 
Crosby?”

“Yes sir. Why do you ask?”
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“You seem nervous.”
“I’m sorry. It isn’t every day that the FBI walks into my place of 

business and asks for a coworker.” John nodded as he heard the voices 
of Andre and Kendra.

“Special Agent Swenson. This is a surprise. How can we help you?”
Kendra was nicely dressed as was Andre, and John said, “We are 

here to speak with Ms. Snyder.”
Kendra got a perplexed look on her face and asked, “Ms. Snyder? 

Why Ms. Snyder?”
John sighed and said, “That is between Ms. Snyder and myself and 

Agent Mantel. Is she here?”
Andre said, “Um…no. She is still very distraught about what 

happened here last night, and she went home.”
“When did she leave?”
“Oh, maybe ten minutes ago.”
“Do you have an address for her?”
“Um… sure. She lives in campus housing at Cal State Northridge.”
“Would you be so kind as to give me her information? It will save 

me time having to pull her up.” Kendra pulled out her PDA and slid 
her hand across the face and then rattled off the address. John put the 
address into his tablet and beamed it to Chris, thanked the two, and 
walked out.

David was seated in a reception chair, and Kendra and Andre both 
motioned for him to follow them. The three entered Kendra’s office and 
after the door had closed Kendra asked, “Where the hell is Heather?”

Andre said, “I sent her home. She was a basket case. She was also 
snooping around in your office while you were out.”

“Snooping? What the hell was she looking for?”
David said, “I don’t know, but she had a really intense look on her 

face when I found her in your office. She was none too happy that I 
found her either.”

Kendra looked at both men and said, “We don’t need these 
distractions right now. We have a shipment coming in tonight. Rita is 
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ready for it and really needs some fresh girls for the shops. This will 
also give me a new line of older girls to auction off as house slaves and 
servants, so we’ll have another stream of revenue and can get out of this 
damn business. But if Heather knows something or suspects something 
and she talks to the feds, we are all in deep shit.”

David stood up and said, “I will grab her and take her down to 
Industry and deal with her in the board room.”

Kendra and Andre looked at each other, and Kendra said, “I don’t 
see any other option here. What do you think?”

Andre looked on and said, “I don’t like to agree with David because 
he is a sick fuck, but he’s right here.” Andre looked at David and said, 
“Do it!”
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Chapter Seven
“Hurt her and hurt her good.”

H
eather stepped off the bus at the corner of Lassen and White Oak 
and started walking to her dorm at Pacific Willow Hall. It was just a 
little before four p.m., and the late February sky was still relatively 

bright. She walked with a satchel over her shoulder as well as a briefcase. 
The street was lined with campus housing apartments, and she kept a 
close eye as she headed for her dorm as there had been a couple of sexual 
assaults in recent weeks, and the school had warned students not to walk 
alone. Heather turned the corner into an alley between buildings and had 
pulled out her keycard when there was the sudden squeal of tires. She 
paid no attention and kept walking in the direction of the rear entrance to 
her unit. She was only a few feet away when she was struck by a car and 
sent flying several feet. Heather’s head hit the ground, and her bags went 
sailing. The driver jumped out and grabbed her and one of her bags and 
threw her in the back and raced off. Heather’s leather satchel lay on the 
ground outside the dorm doors, and in an instant, she was gone.
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John and Chris were pulling up to the main entrance to Pacific 
Willow Hall on Lassen. Chris pointed down the street and said, “That 
van is really moving for a residential area!” John looked at the small 
black van without a license plate as it raced down Lassen then turned 
a corner and vanished. He stepped out of his truck and started walking 
in the direction of the alley where the van had come from. “Where 
are you going? I thought we were looking for Snyder?” Chris said, 
following John.

“We are, and I think we just witnessed her abduction.”
The two men came around the side of the building to see a small pool 

of blood and Heather’s leather satchel laying on the ground. Chris pulled 
a pair of gloves from his pocket and lifted the satchel and underneath it 
was Heather’s keycard. He looked at a leather name tag on the bag and 
then at John and said, “You called it. This is Heather’s satchel.” John 
pulled out his cellphone and put out an APB then called Jim and Sam.

Jim answered and said, “What the hell is it now, John?”
“We have an abduction. One that Chris and I witnessed.”
“So, put out an APB for the vehicle.”
“I’ve already done that with an Amber Alert; however, the vehicle 

has no plates and was traveling at a high rate of speed. I don’t know that 
law enforcement or the public will have time to ID the van before it gets 
to its location.”

“Where the hell are you, and what are you investigating?”
“I received an anonymous call telling me that I needed to speak to a 

Ms. Heather Snyder before it was too late.”
“This isn’t in your jurisdiction. Who the hell would call you?”
“I have no idea. The voice was male, and it was young. We went 

to Ms. Snyder’s place of employment at the Spirit House Group Home 
where we were told that she had left for the day. They gave me this 
address, and Chris and I came out only to see what appears to be her 
abduction.”

Sam got on the line and asked, “Who did you speak to at the group 
home?”
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“Kendra Hopkins and Andre Grain as well as a guard named 
David Crosby. The conversation with Crosby was cut short by his 
employers.”

“What were you hoping to gain by going there?”
“Information. It’s not every day that I receive a call on my Bureau 

cellphone from a civilian who asks me to talk to folks at a murder scene.”
Jim laughed and said, “Yeah, well, now you have a kidnapping or 

worse.” John agreed, and Jim asked, “So, what now?”
“We hope the APB and Amber Alert work. If they don’t, I have a 

feeling Ms. Snyder’s life is in danger, and we will most likely have 
another homicide on our hands.” The three agreed as John and Chris 
walked in to speak with the dorm staff.

Maggie Thurman was sitting at the reception desk at the dorm and 
asked, “Can I help you?” John and Chris showed their IDs and asked to 
speak to the head of the dorm. Maggie smiled, her bright white teeth set 
off against her dark hair and tan complexion, and said, “I’m the overseer 
of the dorms. How can I help you?”

“We are looking for Ms. Heather Snyder.”
Maggie picked up the phone and dialed a number and waited for a 

few seconds and then said, “She must not be here. She is not picking up 
in her room.”

“Have you seen Ms. Snyder today?”
“This morning, early, she was distraught. She left the office to meet 

with her counselor before going to her intern job.”
John asked, “Do you know who her counselor is?”
“Sure. Doctor Karen Mantel at Northridge Hospital. Heather is a 

graduate student here at the university completing her PhD in psychology, 
and Doctor Mantel is one of her outside advisors.”

John looked over at Chris, and Chris said, “I’m on it,” and walked 
out of the room.
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“Who the fuck have you been talking to?” David’s voice was loud 
and cruel.

Heather was sitting in a chair in a darkened room. She was slowly 
shaking her head and asked, “David, is that you?”

“Answer the question, Heather. Who the fuck have you been 
talking to?”

“Where am I? My head is killing me.”
“You are going to be in a lot more pain if you don’t answer my 

question.”
“I don’t understand the question. Talking to about what?”
David was seated across from her and struck her hard across the 

face. “Who have you been talking to about the Chu kid’s death?”
“I…I have only talked to Kendra and Andre as well as you.”
“Did you talk to the feds?”
“The feds? What do you mean?”
“Have you talked to the FBI?”
“No. I talked to LAPD and the sheriff’s department as did you. What 

is going on? Where am I?”
David stood up and looked over at Rita who was standing off in a 

dark corner of the room and asked, “Do you believe her?”
“No.”
“So, what do you want me to do?”
“Hurt her and hurt her good. Don’t kill her. Get all the information 

you can out of her, then call me.”
Heather cried out, “Who is that? What is going on? Why do you 

want to hurt me? I haven’t done anything to you.” Rita stepped into a 
sliver of light, and Heather looked up at her and asked, “Who are you?”

“I’m David’s mother. I’m also trying to run a business, and I need to 
know everything you know and who you have talked to.”

David struck Heather again across the face, and Rita said, “Please 
don’t start until I am out of the room, David. Ms. Snyder, if you would 
just tell me who you have spoken to about Chu’s death we can resolve 
this quickly.”
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“I told you everything. Why are you hurting me?”
David said, “I’m hurting you because I like hurting women and 

children. My mother wants to make sure you haven’t compromised her 
business.”

“Business? What business?”
Rita laughed and said, “She doesn’t know anything, David. She’s 

harmless.”
“Well, she might not know what’s going on, but she now knows 

about you and me and the business.”
“She doesn’t know about the business, but we don’t have any other 

choice. Kill her.”
Heather started screaming, and David stuffed a rag into her mouth 

and asked Rita, “Can I kill her my way?”
Rita looked at Heather and asked, “You are asking me for permission 

to have sex with her before you kill her?” David nodded his head 
emphatically. “Yes, son, you can fuck her, but we only have a few hours 
before the next shipment of slaves arrives, so fuck her then kill her. 
When you are finished with her, we can put her body in the container 
that comes with any of the others who might have died in transit.”

David got a huge smile on his face as Rita left the room. He lifted 
Heather off the chair and threw her onto a small twin bed in the middle 
of the room. He started ripping off her clothing as she screamed and 
attempted to fight back. David struck her several times in the face until 
she was nearly unconscious. When she had stopped fighting him, he 
turned on an overhead light, so he could see her body. He had ripped 
all her clothing off except her bra and panties. After tearing them away 
as well, he laughed and said, “Oh wow. You are hot.” He flipped her 
over onto her stomach and said, “Now, that’s one hell of a nice ass. I 
will start there.”
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Chapter Eight
“Don’t mention this conversation to 

anyone or let them see my card.”

I
t was four fifteen, and Karen had just finished up with a patient when 
Chris called and said, “Hi honey. It’s me. Listen, do you have a patient 
named Heather Snyder?”

Karen was typing some notes into her tablet and said, “She isn’t 
really a patient. She’s a grad student at Northridge, and I have been 
working with her on her dissertation and lending an ear now and then. 
Why?”

“She has been abducted.”
“What?”
“She has been abducted. Do you know of anyone who would want 

to hurt her?”
“No... for God’s sake.”
“When was the last time you saw her?”
“This morning she stopped in to visit with me. She was really 

rattled over the murder of one of the children at the Spirit House Group 
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Home and wanted to talk to me about one of the children who had been 
exhibiting unusual behavior.”

“How so?”
“He is actually a genius who started off as a freshman at Cal State 

Northridge this fall. He is smarter than me and younger than I was 
entering the university system.”

“Who is this kid?”
“His name is Brandon Sinner, and he is ten. She had some concerns 

over some pictures he had drawn as well as how he was taking Helen 
Chu’s death. But let’s get back to Heather. She has been abducted?”

“Yes, and John and I witnessed it at her dorm. There was nothing we 
could do to save her. We have an APB out as well as an Amber Alert.”

“But you don’t think that is going to help, do you?”
Chris was quiet for a few seconds. “No. Other than this kid, did 

Heather have any other issues with people at work or school that you 
knew of?”

“She was a bit critical of Kendra Hopkins as well as Andre Grain.”
“Anything specific?”
“Not really. She just didn’t like the way they were dealing with 

the facility, and there were some strange deliveries that she had gotten 
mixed up in and couldn’t get answers for.”

“What kind of deliveries?”
“That was the key question she had. She had concerns about the 

actions of Hopkins and Grain but nothing she could put her finger on. 
She was also upset because she was not consulted on the intake of Helen 
Chu. Heather is supposed to intake all new cases, but Chu came in under 
the radar, and she said that the child’s behavior led her to believe that 
perhaps she had been abused before coming to the facility and perhaps 
was being abused at the facility.”

“And you just learned about all of this today?”
“Pretty much, now I’m really, really worried about her.”
Chris stated the same and then said he would call her back.
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John was seated across from Kendra and Andre when Chris walked 
back into the office. “I would like to speak to Brandon Sinner.” Kendra’s 
face dropped, and John asked, “Is that a problem?”

“No, no. I don’t know if he is back from school.”
John asked, “Where does he go to school?”
“He’s a freshman at Cal State Northridge.”
“How old is he?”
Chris answered, “He’s ten and a genius, according to Karen. Smarter 

than her according to what she just told me.”
Kendra picked up the phone and paged Brandon. “I don’t know if 

he is here.” She had no sooner said the words when there was a light tap 
on her office door.

Kendra opened the door and in stepped Brandon, all four feet five 
inches of him.

He entered the office and asked, “Where is Heather?”
“I don’t know, Brandon. This is Special Agent Swenson and Special 

Agent Mantel with the FBI. They want to speak to you.”
Brandon nodded, and John asked Kendra and Andre to leave them 

alone. Brandon came in and sat down and stared at John and Chris. 
When the others were out of the office, Brandon looked at John and 
asked, “Heather has disappeared, hasn’t she?”

“What would you know about that?”
“It was the reason that I called you, Agent Swenson. I have reason 

to believe that Heather is in danger.”
“You called me?”
Brandon nodded and said, “Yes, but I can see now that it was a 

phone call made far too late.”
“How did you know that Ms. Snyder was in danger?”
“Heather doesn’t know anything, but she was starting to get curious.”
“She doesn’t know about what?”
Brandon sat back in his chair and said, “That is a great question, 

and it is a question that not even I have the answer to. Something 
is going on here at Spirit House. My late friend Helen Chu told me 
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that she didn’t understand why she was here. She was told she was 
going somewhere else, but there was a mix-up, and she ended up 
here. Don’t get me wrong. She was quite happy with the mix-up, 
whatever that was, but she wouldn’t talk about it no matter how hard 
I pressed.”

Chris asked, “I’m told that you have had some changes in behavior 
over the past week or so.”

“Not really. I have been playing head games with Heather and the 
staff. The changes are intentional. I just wanted to get more of Heather’s 
attention. I have a feeling it backfired. I liked Heather very much.”

John asked, “Why are you speaking of her in the past tense?”
“Because I am certain that she is dead or is dying as we speak.”
“And who would want to hurt her?”
“Again, a great question I don’t have an answer for. I have started 

to pay more attention to what goes on here since Helen’s death. People 
come and go at all times of the day and night. There is something 
happening here, but I have no idea what it is.”

“Then how do you know that it’s bad?” Chris asked.
“It’s just a feeling. Things feel off, but I can’t put my finger on what. 

And now Heather has vanished.”
John stood and asked, “How did you get my phone number?”
“Jim O’Brian left a business card that has been circulating around 

the office. It had a handwritten phone number on it, which was your 
cellphone number. I don’t know why, but I have a feeling if anyone can 
figure out what is happening here, it’s you, Agent Swenson.”

John was leaning forward in his chair. “You have very keen instincts, 
Brandon.”

“Yes, sir, I do, but keen insights without action or at least timely 
action won’t help anyone, as evidenced by Heather’s disappearance.”

John asked, “Do you go on field trips with the home?”
“On occasion but not very often. Money has been tight for the home, 

so we are all grateful for having a roof over our heads, food in our 
stomach, and an education.”
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“Well, I would like you to keep paying attention to things here.” 
John handed him his card and continued, “If you see something out of 
the ordinary, you call my cellphone number anytime of the day or night. 
Okay?”

“Yes sir.”
“Don’t mention this conversation to anyone or let them see my card. 

Agreed?”
“Yes sir.” Brandon stood up and said, “Well, it’s five p.m., and I 

have a lot of homework to get through.”
Chris asked, “You’re a freshman at Cal State Northridge?”
“That’s correct.”
“The youngest freshman in the school’s history I would imagine.”
“I don’t know about that, but the other kids are intimidated by me. We 

were at orientation yesterday and today. Today was my first full day of 
school, and I can tell that I intimidate many of the students and faculty.”

John asked, “What are you studying?”
“Engineering right now, but I have a few years before I have to 

declare. I’m pulling twenty-two units this semester and will do the same 
next. I have the permission of the dean, and I’m hoping to complete my 
undergrad degree in two years.”

“Ambitious.”
“Nothing is gained by sitting on my hands, right?” John shook his 

head and then Brandon’s tiny hand, and he and Chris dismissed him and 
then spoke to Kendra and Andre.

As they were getting ready to leave the facility, a familiar voice 
called out to them. “Agents Swenson and Mantel?”

John turned to see Anita Bandon standing in the entryway, and John 
smiled and said, “You’re here for social services?”

Anita walked up and gave John and Chris hugs and said, “Yes. I had 
two children that needed to be cared for, and I just dropped them off 
with Ms. Hopkins. Are you here about the murder of Helen Chu?”

“Not directly. It’s not officially in our hands. We are seeking 
information on one of the interns here, Ms. Heather Snyder.”
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“Heather. Oh my. Has she done something wrong?”
“No, no. We want to speak with her about Helen and a few other 

things, but she has disappeared.”
“I saw the Amber Alert come over on my phone. Has she been 

found?”
John shook his head and assured her they were doing everything 

they could to find her. “So, have you worked with this home long?”
“Since its inception. Kendra and Andre are good people, and they do 

a lot of good for the kids of Los Angeles County.”
“How many group homes do you oversee?”
Anita got a thoughtful look on her face and said, “About ten. This is 

the largest. I also do field investigations for abuse and neglect even as 
the head of the department. I don’t like shining a seat with my behind. 
Do you have any leads on Helen Chu’s murder?”

“Not at this time, but we are following up on leads.”
“I hope you find her killer. That animal took the life of a sweet little 

girl.”
“Was she one of your cases?”
“No. I’m not sure where she came from. I met her a few weeks ago. 

I don’t know much of her back story.”
John thanked her for her time, and he and Chris left. As they got into 

his truck, Chris asked, “Is it me or is there something very, very strange 
going on here?”

“It’s not you, Chris. There is a killer in that building, and I believe 
we have spoken to that person.”

Chris looked straight ahead and said, “My money is on Crosby.”
John didn’t respond right away. They were driving down Reseda 

Boulevard in the direction of the hospital, and he said, “I think they are 
all dirty and very, very dangerous. We must find Ms. Snyder, and we 
must find her alive. Do we have information on her next of kin?”

“No. Jim and Sam should have that, but I can run it if you like.”
“I will speak with Jim, and we will work from there.”
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Chapter Nine
“One thing about Jim:  

he knows how to party.”

B
randon was sitting at a small desk with several books and a laptop 
when Kendra walked in the common area. She sat down in a chair 
near him as several other children played on the other side of the 

room. It was loud, and Kendra asked, “Would you like a place where 
you can study in peace?”

“No. I like the noise; it helps me focus.”
“So…what did the FBI want to talk to you about?”
“Things.”
“What kind of things?”
“I’m really not at liberty to discuss the conversation, Kendra. Have 

you heard from Heather?”
“No. No, I have not.”
“Where is David?”
“He is running some errands for me. He’ll be back for his shift at 

eleven.”
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“What kind of errands?”
“Just house stuff. Are you okay?”
“I’m worried about Heather. I fear something has happened to her.”
“I’m worried about her, too. I saw the Amber Alert come over about 

her abduction.”
“So did I. It came over on my cellphone.”
“Well, we hope for the best, right?”
“Right. You know she is a very, very important part of this home and 

has a lot of friends in law enforcement. If something happens to her, this 
place is going to be crawling with cops.”

“Why would you say something like that?”
“Her father.”
“Her father?”
“Yes, her father. I don’t know if he has been told about her abduction, 

and I don’t know if the FBI or other police have put two and two together, 
but her father is the head of ICE here in Los Angeles.”

“And how do you know that?”
“She told me, and I met him once on campus. He was there to 

give a talk about immigration during orientation. They have a strained 
relationship but based on the way he was speaking about her he loves 
her very much, and there will be hell to pay if anything happens to her.”

Kendra sat back in her chair and said, “That’s a very bold and 
threatening statement to make.”

“No, it’s not. It’s a factual statement. Heather didn’t want to be 
treated differently because of the work that her father does, so she 
didn’t talk about him. I imagine that he will be down here in a heartbeat 
once he learns of her abduction. Also, since Heather is the daughter of 
a federal officer, her kidnapping falls under federal jurisdiction, which 
means the FBI is going to be all over it.”

Kendra stood up and said, “Well, finish up your homework. Dinner 
will be at six.” Kendra walked out quickly as Brandon watched and smiled.
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Heather was nude and restrained on her stomach with spreader bars 
between her legs as well as her arms. She had a ball gag in her mouth 
and was bruised and weeping. David had raped her several times and 
was preparing to do it again when his cellphone rang. He looked at 
Heather and said, “Saved by the bell. Give me a second, and we will 
have another round of sex for my satisfaction.” David walked away 
from the bed and answered, “Hello Kendra. What’s up?”

“Have you hurt Heather?”
“I have beat on her a bit and fucked all her holes. Why? I was just 

going to start my fourth round before killing her.”
“Don’t kill her.”
“What? Are you insane? I have to kill her. She knows me. She knows 

that I have been raping her. Why this sudden change of heart?”
“I can’t get into it all right now, but lock her in one of the cages 

with the others and wait until you hear from me before you hurt her 
anymore.”

David was becoming animated, and he looked over to the bed where 
Heather lay helpless. “Are you kidding? I just broke the bitch. She will 
let me do anything that I like to her. We can’t let her go. Why on earth 
would you want me to take the risk of keeping her alive?”

“I just learned that her father is the head of ICE here in Los Angeles.”
“Are you fucking kidding me? Do you know how much shit is going 

to come down on us?”
“Not as long as you keep her alive. I will think of something. We can 

ransom her or something.”
David looked at Heather and said, “We could also stick her in the 

container when it heads back to China and have our people take her into 
sexual servitude overseas.”

“Just don’t hurt her anymore and keep her under wraps with the 
kids. You might as well stay there. We have a shipment of kids coming 
in tonight, and you can help process them.”

“Whatever…let me deal with Heather, and I will call you back.” 
David hung up the phone and sat it on a small table and asked, “Is your 
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father the head of ICE here in Los Angeles?” Heather nodded her head 
slowly. “Why the fuck didn’t you tell us that when we brought you in?” 
Heather had a ball gag in her mouth and couldn’t speak. David sat down 
on the bed and ran his hands across the sides of Heather’s breasts and 
twisted her nipple. “This is one fucked up mess. We have a lot to do, and 
you just made my life and everyone else’s life more difficult.”

Karen and Cindy were talking in her office when Cindy’s cellphone 
rang. John’s voice was firm on the other end of the line.

“Cindy, in your conversations with Heather Snyder, did she talk 
about her family?”

“Not much. Her mother was a psychologist who died of cancer 
several years ago. She is an only child, and her father works for the 
immigration department.”

“Immigration?”
“Yes…he is the head of ICE here in LA.” Cindy pulled up her notes on 

her tablet and said, “Her father’s name is Max Snyder. Why do you ask?”
“Heather was abducted this afternoon, and we are trying to locate 

her.”
“Oh God…what happened?”
“Chris and I witnessed the abduction, but so far we have had no tips 

on the van that we saw. Didn’t you get the Amber Alert?”
“I might have, but my phone is off, and my tablet is not set to receive 

calls. I have been in sessions most of the day, and Karen and I were just 
comparing notes. Do you think her abduction had anything to do with 
her father?”

“No. I have a feeling that her abductors don’t know who her 
father is.”

“Do you know him?”
“I have heard of him, but I don’t know him. Most likely Jim knows 

him. He knows about every law enforcement official in the city.”
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“Call Jim and see, and you need to go see Heather’s father right 
away.”

John hung up the line, and Karen asked, “What’s going on?”
“Heather Snyder has been abducted.” Karen didn’t respond right 

away, and Cindy asked, “Are you okay?”
“Yes. I’ve had some conversations with Heather about her father.”
“You have? I didn’t know she had spoken to you.”
“She needed insights from a psychiatrist. She also interviewed me 

for her dissertation. We spoke a little about her father. Theirs is a strained 
relationship, but from what she has told me about him, when he learns 
that she has been abducted he will move heaven and earth to find her.” 
Cindy nodded, and Karen asked, “Are you going to speak with Brandon 
Sinner?”

“Yes… I have a call into Anita Bandon as she oversees these homes.”
“Why not just go to the home and speak to the child?”
“There is protocol when it comes to orphans and abused children, 

so I have to work through social services and not the homes directly.” 
Karen nodded, and the two changed the subject to Jim and Barbara.

“I have to ask, have you given much thought to talking to Jim?”
Cindy nodded her head and said, “Yeah but not now. He has his plate 

full and is distracting himself from his loss with work. It’s only been a 
few days, and I know Jim is hurting badly.”

“I know you have stated that you’re not interested in a relationship, 
but you and Jim share a common history that goes back to even before 
he knew Barbara. Don’t you think that you are just the person he needs 
right now?”

Cindy got teary-eyed and said, “Several weeks ago, Jim and I were 
talking. Barbara overheard the conversation and interrupted us. She 
said, ‘When I’m dead I don’t care what you two do, but until then Jim 
is mine.’ I took that to heart, and Jim and I have had no conversations 
of substance since. You have to understand, Karen, Jim and I were kids 
when I got pregnant with Kevin. We were high school sweethearts. I 
was a cheerleader, and Jim was a football player. Twenty plus years 
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have passed. We aren’t the people we were then. I don’t know that even 
Jim is going to want to talk to me let alone strike up a relationship. It is 
far too soon after Barbara’s death to even think of talking or at least me 
approaching Jim.”

“And if he decides to approach you?”
Cindy seemed to drift off in thought for a moment and then pulled 

herself back and said, “I will talk to him. I will try and support him any 
way I can. The wake for Barbara at Santiago’s has been pushed out due 
to this recent murder, right?”

Karen nodded and said, “Yes. Jim will let us know when we are 
going to celebrate her life.”

“How was the spreading of her ashes?”
Karen smiled and said, “It was really fun. We all showed up 

in funeral clothing, and Jim showed up in shorts and a tank top. He 
was pissed that we were not honoring Barbara’s memory and her life.  
He told us she would never want to see us in such attire for a sendoff 
for her.”

“So, what happened?”
“We all did what we would do if we were partying with Barb. 

Clothes came off, music and laughter ensued, and we went out on John 
and Sara’s yacht and danced and talked and took a few quiet moments 
as Jim released Barbara’s ashes to the sea. Then we partied back into the 
shore dancing and drinking. It was pretty cool.”

Cindy shook her head and said, “One thing about Jim: he knows 
how to party.”

Karen laughed and said, “So did Barbara. I think in the end it was 
good for all of us and for Jim. Don’t get me wrong. There were still a 
lot of tears, but there was more laughter, and I think that’s what you’re 
going to see when we do finally get together to talk about Barbara.”

Cindy smiled through her tears and said, “I didn’t know Barbara all 
that well. We met several times through the years when she was married 
to Jim and then when she divorced him. When they remarried, I was a 
bit shocked, but Jim and Barbara were made for each other, and I think 
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her time with Jill Makin was her own little identity crisis. Barbara tried 
to get me to sleep with her and Jill several times.”

Karen had a shocked look on her face and asked, “Really? Are you 
bisexual?”

Cindy laughed and said, “I experimented when I was young, and I 
went out to a few clubs where Jill and Barbara hung out.”

“Did you ever sleep with them?”
“No. I had a few flings with women who ran in the same circles but 

never got involved with Barbara or Jill. Though Jill was a very, very 
beautiful woman. I was tempted, but I never accepted the invitations. 
In the end, I’m straight. What about you? Have you ever played on the 
other side of the fence?”

“No. I’m straight. I am not attracted to women and never have been. 
I’ve seen my fair share of shit, and I had some really bad experiences, 
but nothing that would send me that direction.”

“Has Chris?”
Karen laughed and said, “Chris is as straight as straight gets. He 

is open minded to all lifestyles and has many friends who are gay and 
lesbian, but he has no interest in men and never has.”

Cindy smiled and looked down at her watch. “Wow! It’s six thirty. I 
need to finish up some dictation and take my weary body home.” Karen 
nodded as they went their separate ways.
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Chapter Ten
“What the fuck have you done?”

M
ax Snyder was reading over a container clearance report and 
called one of his assistants in. “Brad, who cleared these three 
cargo containers from the Eudora Huxley?”

“I don’t know, sir. They have been here for a week in a bonded area 
of customs, sir. I read over the manifest on the containers and didn’t see 
any problems. Do you?”

“They are due to ship out now. I don’t recall seeing the manifest on 
these units.”

Brad laughed and said, “Max, you don’t see the manifest on the 
bulk of the containers that pass through the Port of Los Angeles. I really 
don’t think this is an issue.”

Max was about to speak when he saw Jim O’Brian standing in 
the outer office with John, Chris, and Sam. He put the tablet he was 
holding down and told Brad to go back to work. He stood up and 
waved for Jim to come in and all followed. “What brings you down 
here, Jim?”
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Jim had a stoic look on his face. “Max, this is Sheriff Samantha 
Pritchard and Special Agents John Swenson and Chris Mantel with the 
FBI.”

Max shook hands with all of them and then looked at Jim and asked, 
“Again, what brings the state and feds to my office?”

“Sit down, Max.”
He did as Jim asked, and Jim said, “Heather has been abducted.”
Max was motionless for a few seconds and then asked, “Come 

again?”
John spoke and said, “Your daughter was abducted this afternoon 

near her dorm at Cal State Northridge. Agent Mantel and I witnessed the 
abduction and have issued an APB as well as an Amber Alert, but so far 
we don’t know who has your daughter or their motives.”

Max stood up and paced behind his desk. “Who the fuck would dare 
touch my child?”

 “We are trying to figure that out right now. Is there anyone you can 
think of who would want to hurt Heather?” Jim asked softly.

“No…she has no enemies that I know of.”
“What about you, Mr. Snyder. Do you have any enemies that would 

want to hurt you or your daughter?”
Max looked at John who had asked the question and said, “I’m the 

head of ICE for the Port of Los Angeles. Yes, I have enemies, but no one 
that I could even think of that would dare touch my daughter.”

Jim said, “We are doing our best to find her, Max.”
“You all better do better than your best. You better fuckin’ find her, 

and she better be alright.”
“Have you received any calls or messages regarding her abduction?” 

Chris asked.
“No. This is the first I have even heard that my daughter had been 

taken.”
Jim asked, “I know you two have a strained relationship. When was 

the last time that you spoke to her?”
“It’s been awhile. Probably six months.”
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Chris got a disturbed look on his face and asked, “How could you 
not speak to your only child in six months?”

Max sat back down and looked at Chris and asked, “Are you a 
parent?”

“My wife is pregnant with our first child.”
“So, the answer is no. Are any of you parents?” Heads shook around 

the room. “Well, let me tell you something, Agent Mantel. Shit happens 
when you have kids. It’s not all rainbows and unicorns. The perfect 
family is a myth, but you don’t know that going into it. How is it that 
I haven’t spoken to my daughter in six months? Come to think of it, 
probably longer than that. Because she is a spoiled brat who never 
wanted or had to work for anything. She’s working on that fancy PhD of 
hers, and you know who is paying for that? Me. That’s right. We don’t 
speak much, but I have paid for her education. Does she appreciate 
it? Fuck no. She thinks only of herself. She may know how to apply 
psychological principals and be sensitive to the needs of others, but she 
is not when it comes to dealing with the real world. Now, I have to sit 
here and wonder and worry about her in a situation that is out of my 
control, and most likely it’s because she didn’t listen to my warnings 
and the school’s warnings about recent events.”

John said, “I spoke to the administration office and know about the 
recent rapes and other crimes on campus.”

“Do you think that her abduction is connected?” John shook his 
head, and Max asked, “Do you think it has something to do with the kid 
that was murdered at that group home Heather has been working at?”

“How do you know about the murder?”
“Um…I’m literate and read the paper and watch the news, Agent 

Swenson. It’s my job to know what the hell is going on in Los Angeles. 
You might say it’s my damn job.” John nodded, and Max continued, 
“What the hell would a bunch of people helping kids have to do with 
hurting my daughter?”

Jim said, “That’s what we are trying to figure out. We are trying to 
find out who murdered a nine-year-old child and now has taken your 
daughter.”
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“Well, connect the fuckin’ dots and do it fast. I might not have the 
best relationship with my daughter, but if someone hurts her I will find 
them, and I will kill them.” Jim nodded, and Max stopped talking then 
looked at Jim with tears in his eyes and said, “I’m sorry, Jim. I went off 
on my own tirade without paying you my condolences. I heard about 
Barbara’s death, and I’m sorry for your loss.”

“Thanks Max. You lost Cathy to cancer three years ago.”
“Indeed, but you were there for me. I didn’t even know Barb was sick.”
“That was by design, Max. Barb didn’t want anyone to know.”
“Why didn’t you call me?”
Jim took a deep breath and said, “I watched you and Cathy struggle 

that last year, and Barbara and Cathy were such good friends for so 
many years. After being there with you two through all of that, I couldn’t 
heap my shit on your shoulders. You had to deal with Heather and her 
shit, and then all the shit after Cathy died. I’m glad that we could all be 
together for Cathy’s last days.”

Max nodded and asked, “Did Barb suffer?” Jim nodded, and Max 
asked, “Does Cindy know about Barbara’s passing?” Jim nodded once 
more. “We talked about Kevin’s murder. She called me as Heather and 
Kevin were close. I didn’t call you when I found out, and you know 
why?”

“Had he died of natural causes, Cindy might never have called me at 
all. I like to think she would have, but who knows.”

Max laughed lightly and said, “Don’t even go down that road. Let’s 
focus on the task at hand…finding my daughter.”

“What the fuck have you done?” Max asked sternly.
“I didn’t know. I swear to God I didn’t know.” Kendra was holding 

her cellphone and visibly shaking.
“Where is Heather?”
“She’s safe.”
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“Has she been hurt?” There was a pause, and Max said, “If you or 
one of your animals hurt my daughter, you’re dead.”

Kendra was silent for a few seconds and said, “She’s been raped 
several times.”

Max’s face was beat red as he spoke into the phone, “Who raped my 
daughter?”

“David Crosby.”
“Where is he?”
“He has Heather at the warehouse in Industry. He’s holding her in 

the board room.”
Max took a deep breath and said, “The containers have been released 

and are en route.”
“Containers? I thought there was just one.”
“I did, too, but the shipping company had three for your company. 

Two are going to the Industry address and the other to the South Central 
LA facility.”

“How many pieces are we talking about?”
“The bill of lading says three hundred.”
“Jesus Christ, Max! What am I going to do with that many pieces? I 

don’t have the capacity or resources to deal with that.”
“Well, you better figure it out. I want Crosby to deliver my daughter 

to me.”
“Okay, but it can’t be tonight. I need all hands on deck for this influx 

of new meat.”
“Tomorrow then. We will work out the trade tomorrow.” Max hung 

up the line and looked at Bradley Cutler who was in the office with the 
door closed and said, “Kendra and Andre are getting careless and could 
jeopardize our whole operation.”

Brad nodded and asked, “So, they took Heather, and David raped 
her?”

“No. David took Heather and raped her. I want you to deal with 
Crosby. I will deal with the girls in the container, as well Kendra and 
Andre.”
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“You can’t do anything to Kendra or Andre right now. They have the 
infrastructure that we need to get this operation in full swing.”

“We don’t need David!”
“We do. He’s a sadist and killer without a conscience, and we need 

that quality right now. What about Rita?”
Max shook his head and said, “No. Leave Rita alone. I will have 

David deliver Heather to me and will deal with him over the rape. If I 
get David to deliver her, it won’t get the attention of the feds. I will have 
him take her to my house in Palm Springs, if she is okay, and we will 
deal with Kendra and Andre later.”

Brad nodded and asked, “Where is Heather?”
“David has her in the board room at the Industry building.”
“I don’t think we should wait. We need to get Heather moved ASAP.” 

Max nodded and could see the hurt in Brad’s face and asked, “You still 
have a thing for Heather, don’t you?”

“Yeah. The fact that that piece of shit raped her makes my blood 
boil. David has always been a sick fuck. You do know that he and his 
mother Rita fuck each other, right?” Max shook his head slowly. “Well, 
they do. They are a couple. That’s how twisted he and Rita are.”

“You can kill David and do it slowly but not until the time is right. I 
promise David is yours.”

“Oh, I will make it slow. I will use the whole board room on that 
son of a bitch.” Brad was going to walk out but stopped and said, “We 
can’t really do anything without Cardinal York’s blessing here. No pun 
intended.”

“Everything runs through York. I’m pretty certain there will be a meeting 
with him as the Catholic Church is the front for the whole operation.”

The first two trucks arrived at the Industry location with two cargo 
containers on the back. Kendra was standing on one of the loading 
docks as the trucks backed up. A taxi arrived a few seconds later, and 
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the drivers got into the cab and left. Rita and Donna were standing near 
the dock entrance with black objects in their hands. Kendra opened the 
first container, and the smell was overwhelmingly bad. She recoiled and 
said, “Jesus Christ…do we have any alive?”

Rita walked over with a flashlight and shined it into the container. 
The eyes of young girls shined back at her, most alive, some dead. The 
living and dead were chained together at the wrists and ankles. Rita 
didn’t skip a beat. She reached down and unlocked the locks and pulled 
the bars out from the feet of the children on both sides of the container 
and then began shouting orders in Chinese. The girls who were strong 
enough stood, and the weak crawled along the floor through feces 
and urine to the open container doors. Donna started to herd the girls 
together into the warehouse. She was shouting instructions as well and 
beating the girls that didn’t rise and walk with a black rubber hose. 
There were strong and weak screams. The smell of urine and feces was 
overwhelming, along with rotting flesh, but Donna seemed uninhibited 
or bothered by the situation as she got the girls out of the container. Rita 
called for a headcount, and when it was done there were eighty-eight 
girls out of a hundred alive.

“We lost twelve in transit, Rita, but that might rise as several of 
these little cunts are sick and near death, and we haven’t opened the 
second or third containers,” Donna said as she beat one of the young 
girls. Rita pulled the hidden bill of lading, which had the body count and 
ages of the girls. They opened the second container, and it was worse 
than the first. Donna cleared the container and after a count said, “We 
have seventy-five alive, twenty-five dead. I don’t know who thought it 
was a good idea to rack and stack this cargo, but they did a shit job. We 
have a total loss so far of thirty-seven and most likely will lose a half 
dozen more based on first impressions.”

Rita and Donna herded the girls into industrial showers, and as they 
bathed each other, Rita said, “All but fifteen of these are under ten. 
There are a lot of healthy ones. After they bathe, feed them, then lock 
them in one of the break rooms.”
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Donna grabbed three girls and pulled them by the hair to Rita and 
said, “These are pretty weak. Shall we use them as training tools?”

Rita looked on and said, “Yes. Take them to the board room and 
when we have finished getting these into the housing unit, you and 
David can start.”

Donna and Doris, another worker, led the three little girls away as the 
others were given dresses and led to the dining hall for food. When they 
had been fed, they were placed in a large warehouse room that housed 
multiple kennels to hold the girls. Several monitors were mounted high 
on the walls. The three girls that had been taken were on the screen, all 
nude, with David and Doris standing over them. David called out to Rita 
and asked, “Can I pop their cherries?”

“Yes.” David began raping the three girls; all were under nine. Their 
screams came over the speakers in the holding room, and Rita was 
yelling out threats of the same for anyone who didn’t do as they were 
told. The room erupted in screaming and crying as the children watched 
the three girls being raped and sodomized by David. Doris was beating 
the screaming girls and telling them to shut up. Soon the room fell silent 
and only the screaming of the three girls could be heard. They were 
begging and pleading as David brutalized them. When he was finished 
with one, he would pass the child off to Doris, who would then restrain 
the child to a far wall face out on crosses with their hands and feet 
spread and tied off with leather straps.

When David had finished with the last child, he put her to the wall 
and pulled a whip from a box in a corner of the room. Doris grabbed 
one as well, and David began shouting to the children in their native 
language, “You will obey every command.” The sound of the whips 
striking the three girls’ chests came over the loudspeaker with each 
instruction as Rita and the children looked on.

“You will eat when told to eat. Your food bowls are in front of you, 
now eat!” Another strike of the whip on the girls’ chests rang out, and 
as Rita spoke to the group of girls in the dining hall, the three girls were 
beaten bloody, turned around, and beaten on their backside, then turned 
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once more to face David and Doris. The three girls had long stopped 
screaming and were hanging by their restraints, silent.

Rita called out to David and asked, “Are they dead?”
“Only one. The other two are unconscious.”
“Well, get some smelling salts and wake them, so you can kill them. 

I need to finish this orientation, so Donna and I can get to South Central 
and deal with the last container.”

“I thought there was only going to be one?”
“So did I, but there are three, and we need to see what we have at 

the other facility, so get on with it. You need to come with me as well.” 
David pulled out a military issue field knife and showed it to the camera. 
Rita told the girls in the food hall, “If you don’t obey our instructions, 
you will end up like these three.”

David lifted one of the girl’s heads after running the smelling salts 
under her nose, and she jerked a few times as David slid the knife under 
her neck and removed her little head. He held it up to the camera and 
then to the face of the other girl, who was screaming uncontrollably. 
David beheaded the screaming child then rolled the heads across the 
floor into a wall, and Rita translated to the room full of now traumatized 
girls what David was saying.

“You will do as you are told, or you will be brought here to the board 
room. You will be beaten, and if you have been bad enough, your head 
is going to roll.”

David was laughing as he walked over and picked up the disembodied 
heads and threw them into a trash can. The headless bodies of the two 
girls were shaking violently against their restraints as blood poured onto 
the floor. There was a firehose on a far wall, and he pulled it out and 
then turned on the water and washed the blood from the corpses down 
a drain in the room and left the bodies hanging on the wall. He left the 
room and went to meet Rita and Donna.

Rita called to Doris and said, “Make sure the room is clean and the 
bodies are clean as well. Don’t take them down. Leave them there, so 
the rest of these little shits can ponder their own fate.”
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Chapter Eleven
“Come to bed. Our baby  

needs both of us to sleep.”

I
t was ten after ten when Jim got home. He instinctively called out to 
Barbara…a call that was met with silence. He walked out onto the deck 
where Barbara’s cigarettes still lay on the table and a few butts were 

in an ashtray. Her robe was over the back of the chair and an abandoned 
scotch glass sat next to all of it with a small amount of water from the 
melted ice. Jim walked around the table and picked up Barbara’s robe 
and put it to his face and took a deep breath. He walked back into the 
house and to the bedroom where clothes were strewn around the room, 
and the bed had been freshly made but unslept in. He went into the 
bathroom, started the shower, and entered it fully clothed. He slowly 
slid down the marble walls to the shower floor, his head in his hands, 
openly screaming.
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John walked through the house looking for Sara, who he found sitting 
on the deck in the master bedroom with a glass of wine in her hands, 
staring out into the blackness of the sea. He didn’t say anything. He 
went to the bathroom, and Sara could hear the rush of his urine hitting 
the water in the toilet. She looked down at her watch as John went to the 
bathroom. When he was finally finished, he walked back into the room, 
and Sara asked, “When was the last time you micturated?”

“What?”
Sara rolled her eyes and said, “It’s a medical term for urinating.”
“You want to know when I last peed?” Sara nodded, and John said, 

“I don’t know. Why?”
“Because I timed that, and you peed for nearly four minutes. I have 

never heard of anyone peeing for four minutes.”
“I have a large bladder; it is one of the things that gets trained into 

you in the Corps and in police work. There aren’t always bathrooms, 
and you still have to drink water.”

“It’s bad for your kidneys. I’m amazed you haven’t had a kidney 
stone or a bladder infection.”

“I have had urinary tract infections before. I get an antibiotic, and 
I’m fine.”

He grabbed a bottle of water and sat down on the deck next to her. 
She was curled up in a blanket with her glass of wine. She offered some 
to John, and he moved over and wrapped up next to her, refusing the 
offer, and she asked, “So, how was your day?”

“Distressing, disturbing, and it is only going to get worse.”
She looked at her tablet and said, “It’s ten thirty. It will be tomorrow 

in an hour and a half, and the day will be behind you.”
“It might be behind me, but that doesn’t mean that tomorrow’s not 

going to be a worse day.”
“There haven’t been many good days in a very, very long time.”
John nodded and said, “And I don’t think they are going to get better 

anytime soon.”
“Why? What happened?”
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“We have a murdered child, and the daughter of the head of ICE in 
Los Angeles has been abducted. I fear something really, really ugly is 
happening at a group home for children in Northridge.”

“You’re talking about Spirit House?”
“Yeah…something is going on there, Sara; I know it. I just don’t 

know what it is.”
Sara put her head on his shoulder and said, “You always feel like 

this when there are children involved.”
“I do, but I sense there is suffering going on. I sense that there are  

a lot of kids in trouble, and I can’t put my finger on what the hell it 
might be.”

“You will figure it out. You always do.”
“But how many will suffer and die before I do?” Sara didn’t respond. 

She just lay with her head on John’s chest and listened to the beating of 
his heart. “Did you speak to Jim at all today?”

“Briefly. You?”
“Yes. He’s hurting really badly, but he isn’t letting us see it.”
“Are you worried about him?”
“Are you asking if I’m worried that he will do something crazy like 

kill himself?” She nodded. “No. Jim’s been alone before.”
“Not like this, John. When a relationship ends, you at least know 

where the person is, and you can see or talk to them if you choose. 
Death is a whole other matter. Death changes everything. You can’t talk 
to that person anymore. You can’t see them except in your imagination. 
Barbara and Jim were a tight couple. I’m sure he is suffering the pains 
of hell.”

“I know he is, and I know what it’s like to have the love of your life 
ripped away from you.”

Sara sat up and looked into John’s eyes and said, “I’m about to ask 
you a question that I both know the answer to and don’t want to hear but 
have to ask.”

John pulled her head down on his chest and said, “Yes. If Amber 
was still alive, we would still be married, and you would be a friend.”
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Sara had tears running down her face but didn’t move as she spoke. 
“I knew that was the answer. I blew it the first time, and you and Amber 
were forever. I know how you suffered for years after her murder. I 
know how you still suffer and miss her. I hear you talking in your sleep 
sometimes.”

“I love you, Sara, and I need you. You weren’t second place, and 
you weren’t a replacement for Amber. You were a first love once, too, 
you know, as was Violet years before both of you. I do miss Amber, and 
I still have nightmares wishing I had caught Cruthers sooner. But I did 
get him, and I saved you, and I can’t imagine my life without you in it.”

Sara sniffled a little and said, “Ditto, baby. Ditto.”

Maria was in bed when Sam got home after eleven. There was a note 
with a lipstick kiss telling Sam where dinner was and that she missed 
her. Sam found the food and ate it quickly then undressed and got into 
bed. Maria was nude and warm, and Sam snuggled up against her.

“How was your day, honey?” Maria asked in a groggy voice.
“One of the hardest I think I have ever had as a police officer.” Maria 

turned and pulled Sam to her, and as her head rested on Maria’s chest, 
she said, “I have a feeling that this bad day is but the tip of the iceberg.”

Maria said softly, “Then rest. Tomorrow will be here soon enough, 
and right now you’re in my arms.”

“I’m worried about Jim. He’s all alone now. He wasn’t himself 
today.”

Maria said softly, “He may never be the same again. The love of his 
life is gone, and that changes people.”

“Yeah, but will it change him for the better or the worse?”
“Only time will answer that question, Sam. He has to suffer, to 

mourn. No one can do it for him. He must go through this hell alone.”
“I have nightmares that I’ve lost you, and I stand on the edge of the 

balcony weeping and trying to get the courage to jump and meet you 
again.”
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Maria took a deep breath with tears in her eyes and said, “It doesn’t 
take courage to end your life. It takes courage to move on and live in 
spite of the loss.”

Sam nodded against Maria’s chest. “I know, and I hope I’m never 
faced with your being gone and having to deal with moving on.”

“It’s a relationship, Sam, and if we stay together long enough, one 
of us is going to be left behind. Given the dangers of your work, I 
often think about it as the odds are much higher for you. It will be you 
before me. It is hard for me to imagine, too, and I have nightmares 
about it, but I also know there is nothing I can do about it; it is out of 
my control.”

It was well after midnight, and Karen woke up alone in bed. She 
could see the pale light from Chris’s tablet emanating from the deck. 
She threw a robe over her shoulders and asked, “Can’t sleep?”

“No. I have to figure this puzzle out. I have to find this killer and this 
woman who has been abducted.”

Karen sat down next to him and asked, “You seem a bit obsessed 
with this case, Chris. Why?”

“Children, the most innocent and vulnerable of our society, are in 
real trouble, and I have to figure out what the hell is going on and then 
find and kill the person or people responsible.”

“Those are dangerous words, Chris.”
“Yep, but they’re true.”
“And what’s John’s take on this?”
“He is as confused by this case as any of us, but I sense that he is 

looking at things in a different light as well.”
“What do you mean?”
“This little girl was murdered to keep something secret.”
“She was nine-years-old. What the hell kind of secret could she have 

had?”
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“One that she didn’t realize was going to get her killed. I have been 
pulling up everything I can find out about the kid, and the one thing that 
has me baffled is there is no record of her in any of the state or federal 
systems. She’s not in the child welfare records. She isn’t in any adoption 
records. It’s as if she just appeared out of nowhere.”

Karen looked at him and asked, “Human trafficking?”
“Yes. The kid was of Asian descent. Those interviewed talked about 

her just showing up at the home and working.”
“Working? What do you mean by working?”
“She was doing duties you would see of a maid or house staff. 

According to multiple people, she was handled almost exclusively by 
Kendra Hopkins and only recently was allowed to interact with other 
children and staff at the home.” Karen had a perplexed look on her face, 
and Chris asked, “What are you thinking?”

“There’s a young genius at that home who just started college at 
ten-years-old.”

“Brandon Sinner?”
“Yes,” Karen answered.
“How do you know about him?”
“He’s one of Cindy’s patients. How do you know about him?”
“He called John’s cellphone yesterday to report that Heather Snyder 

was in danger. We interviewed him, and he was afraid for her wellbeing, 
and rightfully so. She was abducted yesterday right in front of John and 
me, and we have no leads on where she is.”

“I just spoke to Heather yesterday morning, and she told me that she 
had some concerns over Andre Grain and Kendra Hopkins. She told me 
stories about strange delivery vans showing up at the home but nothing 
ever getting delivered, and she mentioned how Andre or Kendra would 
intervene and give no explanation. She was also bothered by Helen 
Chu’s death and by her sudden appearance at the home. She told me 
that she did the bulk of the intakes for the home but in the case of Chu 
she was not advised that she was being brought into the home and that, 
as you said, she just appeared out of nowhere.”
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“I need to talk to Anita Bandon. If she doesn’t know anything 
about Chu, then we have proof that there is something very, very bad 
happening at that facility.”

Karen stood up and said, “Come to bed, honey. You need your sleep. 
I need my sleep, and our baby needs both of us to sleep.”
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Chapter Twelve
“Both were in the Catholic Church. He 

was a father, and she was a nun.”

H
eather Snyder was in a holding room. Her clothes had been given 
back to her, and David had disappeared. She had also heard the 
screams of young children but was unable to see anything as she 

was blindfolded. She called out, only to hear her voice echo off the 
walls of the room.

John had gotten into the office early and was running background 
checks on Kendra, Andre, and David. David’s came back the most 
disturbing. Chris had made his way in and saw John at his desk and 
asked, “What’s up?”

“Running checks on the two principals at Spirit House and their 
security guard.”

“Did you find anything?”
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“Crosby is a sex offender.”
“Is he in the database?”
“No. The offense was expunged from his record before he was 

eighteen, so he doesn’t have to register. However, he was convicted as 
a youth for having sex with several children as well as forcible rape and 
sodomy of a child under the age of ten. He was also a suspect in several 
other rapes, but they couldn’t be proven.”

Chris was reading the reports that John had sent to his tablet and 
said, “Well, we know that Crosby is a bad guy. Don’t you think that we 
should…talk to him?”

John nodded and said, “We need to talk to him in our official capacity 
as FBI agents.”

“And if we don’t get cooperation?”
“Then we track him, and the Eagle will take him.”
Chris looked at John and said, “I have a call into Anita Bandon.”
“What for?”
“Ever since we talked to Brandon Sinner, I think that Helen Chu’s 

murder was to keep something terrible a secret. Since Chu isn’t in 
any databases, if Bandon doesn’t know of the kid then we know she 
wasn’t in social services’ care, and then we know we have a real 
problem.”

“What are you thinking?”
“Human trafficking. I think that Spirit House is a front for a human 

trafficking operation.”
“Those are some serious allegations to level against an operation 

that’s been around for half a decade.”
“Yea…well, we have seen it on other levels. It’s the perfect cover 

to bring children into the U.S. as slave labor and for sex trafficking as 
well.”

John was quiet for a second and said, “No…on the surface it would 
appear like a great front, but local, state, and federal scrutiny of the 
facility would make it hard to keep such a damning secret.”

“So…what are you thinking?”
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“There would have to be an even more powerful force behind the 
whole operation. An organization that deals with kids and youth but 
does so away from the prying eyes of the public.”

“Okay…any theories?”
“Theories are all I have, Chris. There are many institutions that deal 

with kids that could mastermind an operation like this. We have to try to 
figure out which one.”

Chris asked, “What about Grain and Hopkins? Anything on them?”
“Not a lot. Both were in the Catholic Church. He was a father, and 

she was a nun. They got caught having sex and then Hopkins ended up 
pregnant and aborted, and the church excommunicated them ten years ago. 
They have no criminal history that I can find. The archdiocese is keeping 
a tight lid on the records, and I can’t do anything to force a release.”

“Then how do you know so much about why they were thrown out 
of the church?”

“Mostly public record and interviews that I have been able to find 
with them and others at the church. Cardinal Joel York, the head of the 
Los Angeles Archdiocese, gave a brief statement on the two.”

“The head of the church in LA talked about these two low-level 
people?”

“I found that strange, too. This doesn’t seem like something that 
would reach his desk. He is also involved with Spirit House and has 
assisted Hopkins and Grain even after their fall from grace.”

“Well, I think we should request an audience with the cardinal.”
John laughed and said, “I think so, too. Call Spirit House and find 

out if Crosby is working today at the home, and if not, let’s track him 
down wherever he is, so we can have a chat with him.”

“I was also thinking about our meeting with Max Snyder yesterday 
and his reaction to his daughter’s abduction.”

“He didn’t seem to be one bit shocked that she had been abducted 
and was pretty cold about the whole thing.”

Chris looked at John and said, “Is it me or is there something in the 
air here that just isn’t right?”
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“It’s not you, and now that I’m thinking about it the source we are 
looking for that is heading this operation might just have clergy or worse 
in the mix.”

Jim was standing at his office window smoking when Sam got in. 
She saw that his door was open, and he was dressed in a pair of slacks 
and a sports coat. She walked in and lit up and asked, “Did you get any 
sleep?”

“No. I couldn’t sleep in our bed. I downed a whole bottle of scotch 
and passed out at some point early this morning on the deck.”

Sam nodded and said, “You’re still drunk. I can smell the scotch on 
your breath, and it’s coming out your pores. If you keep drinking like 
that, you will die.”

“I’m not fuckin’ drunk, and I know that I can’t drink like that for a 
long period of time. Passing out and sleeping are two different things. 
I need time to adjust, and last night drinking was my way of dealing.”

“Drinking has always been your way of dealing. You need to get out 
of the house for a few days. Why don’t you come and stay with me and 
Maria for a couple of nights? We have a nice guest room, and we can 
give you some good meals and company.”

“I don’t want good meals and company, Sam; I want my wife back. 
I know that’s not possible, but I must mourn, and this is how I’m doing 
it. Now, anything new on Snyder’s abduction?”

“Not that I’m aware of. I haven’t spoken to John or Chris yet this 
morning, but so far there is nothing new.”

Jim pulled out his cellphone and called John and asked, “Do you 
have any fuckin’ news on Snyder?”

“No. You?”
“Would I be calling if I had news?”
“I would hope so. Department cooperation is the key to solving 

crime.”
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“Yeah, right. The FBI is always forthcoming with information and 
shares it with other departments. That was fuckin’ sarcasm in case you 
didn’t get it.”

“We don’t have any leads on Snyder; however, David Crosby was 
convicted of rape and other crimes as a juvenile, but since it was before 
he turned eighteen he doesn’t have to register as a sex offender, and no 
one can find the record.”

“Are you going to grab him?”
“Yes. Chris is going to see if he is at work, and if not, we will try 

to get him at his home. Another issue has arisen that you might be 
interested in.”

“And what might that be?”
“Kendra Hopkins and Andre Grain were kicked out of the Catholic 

Church before starting Spirit House.”
“That’s not a news flash, John. Everyone knows that.”
“Did you know that the LA Archdiocese made only a brief statement 

on their removal and that Cardinal Joel York was the person who made 
the statement?”

Jim sat silent. His face started to get red, and Sam asked, “Jim…are 
you okay?”

He spoke into the phone and said, “That son of a bitch York knows 
these two?”

“Not only did he okay kicking them out of the church, but he stays 
involved with the two of them in their efforts at the group home.”

“This just keeps getting better and better. York is a goddamned 
pedophile. You know that, right?”

“I know that he was the head of your parish when you were a kid. I 
know that you dealt with him.”

“I got fucked up the ass by him for three years. I suffered along with 
others at his hand, and the church has hushed it up.”

John said, “I want to talk to him. I want to know his involvement in 
Spirit House, and why he would support two people he kicked out of the 
church. Care to join me?”
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“You bet your ass I want to. Sam and I can meet you at the archdiocese 
offices. What time?”

“I will call you once I set up the meeting.” John hung up, and Jim 
looked at Sam and said, “Keep your day open. We are going to be talking 
with the head of the Catholic Church here in LA.”

Brandon Sinner had an eight-a.m. political science class. He was 
seated at the front of the classroom as the professor lectured. He wasn’t 
taking notes, and at one point his professor stopped speaking and said, 
“Mr. Sinner, this lecture is going to be a large portion of this course, and 
segments will be on the final exam. I suggest that you take notes.”

Brandon smiled and said, “I am taking mental notes, Professor. I 
need not write anything down.”

The professor waved his arms to the whole class and said, “Mr. 
Sinner, here, doesn’t think that he needs to take notes. He is making 
mental notes that he thinks he can retain until finals at the end of the 
semester.” There was loud laughter, but Brandon remained silent. “Well, 
Mr. Sinner, since you have such a remarkable mind, would you mind 
telling me and the class what I have been speaking about for the past 
hour?”

“I’m happy to do that, but I don’t want you getting angry with me.”
“Why would I get angry with you?”
Brandon stood up and addressed the class. He spent twenty minutes 

reciting word for word the professor’s talk from the very beginning. 
The class and the professor all sat mesmerized as the words coming out 
of Brandon’s mouth were exactly those of the professor. After twenty 
minutes he stopped and looked at all in the room and asked, “Have I 
made my point? I don’t even need to attend classes to ace the final. I have 
read the text book and know the subject matter backward and forward. 
I am here to satisfy the school’s requirement for attendance only. It is 
only the first week of school, Professor, but I would be happy to take the 
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final now if you want to prepare it so that I can take on another course 
to speed up earning my undergraduate degree.” Brandon was about to 
sit when he looked at the class and said, “Oh, and the bottom line of 
this course is to demonstrate how your vote doesn’t count.” He sat back 
down, and the professor went on with his lecture.

Max Snyder was sitting with Kendra and Andre in their offices at 
the Spirit House. Andre was sweating, and Kendra was fidgeting in 
her chair as Max spoke. “You two are putting my reputation and my 
business in jeopardy. I finally set up a reliable source for trafficking; 
I finally have all the girls I need to not only work the sweat shops but 
expand the business into the sex trade and private service sector for the 
wealthy…and you grab my kid? Not only grab her but let that animal 
Crosby rape and brutalize her? What the hell were you two thinking?”

Kendra looked at Max and said, “Truly, Max, we had no idea that she 
was related to you. She was getting nosy and asking a lot of questions. 
We were afraid after Chu’s murder that she would start digging more. 
David found her behind my desk yesterday while I was out. Who knows 
what she might have seen.”

“If you are that reckless that you would leave slave data in plain 
sight, you should be shot.”

“No…no…it is nothing like that. All that data is encrypted on flash 
drives and a single laptop. There would be no way that anyone could get 
to that data unless Andre or I wanted them to.”

“Then why did you have David grab my daughter?”
Andre said, “We panicked and weren’t thinking.”
Max shook his head and said, “You two know that the FBI witnessed 

the abduction, right?” Both sank down in their chairs.
Andre asked, “What?”
“Special Agent John Swenson and Chris Mantel were at the dorm 

when Heather was abducted. They put out an APB for the van, and they 
put out an Amber Alert. You two didn’t know this?”
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Andre said, “I heard the alert but was busy with other things and 
didn’t bother to look at it.”

“What about you, Kendra?”
“I had a meeting yesterday afternoon and had my phone and  

tablet off.”
“Was it an all-day meeting?”
“It was a private meeting with one of our new customers, and I dared 

not be disturbed.”
Max shook his head. Where’s David now?”
Kendra said, “Um…he was working with Rita and the others to get 

the new shipment in place and starting the process of intimidation.”
“What was our loss on the shipment?”
“Twenty-five percent.”
“Not bad. Have you reached out to the distributor to make sure we 

get credit for that in the next shipment?”
Kendra nodded. “I sent them a secure email this morning, and they 

just need photos and the ID tags off the kids, and they will make sure we 
are made whole on the next shipment.”

“This new client…is it anyone that I know?”
“I would rather not say yet, sir. I don’t have everything nailed down 

yet, and the client has requested anonymity. They have done business 
with us before but on a very, very small scale. I will say if we can get an 
expanded deal with them it will enhance our bottom line handsomely.”

Max stood up and said, “I’m not going to press on the people you’re 
working with until you have a solid deal. Now, what the fuck are we 
going to do about Heather? Does she know it was David who raped her?” 
Kendra nodded. “Jesus Christ. If she knows, she is going to go straight 
to the police, and with David knowing so much about our operation, 
once they grab him we are all fucked. Where is she now?”

“I have her in holding at the Industry location. I know she is your 
daughter, but we need David more than we need Heather. I can make 
sure that her death is quick and painless. We can dump her body in 
South Central, and since the van is unregistered, we can just leave it, 
and it’ll be an unsolved crime.”
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Max looked at Kendra and shook his head. “Tell me what you know 
about David’s background?”

Andre said, “We did a complete background check on him. He’s 
clean.”

Max sat back down and said, “He’s far from clean. He has a long 
juvenile criminal history for rape that was sealed when he turned 
eighteen. Do you two idiots know what that means?” The two shook 
their heads. “It means that Mr. Crosby’s DNA is in the state and federal 
database. If Heather’s body shows up, they will find Mr. Crosby’s DNA 
in and on her, and he will be nailed. This is not a quick fix, people. 
Somehow, I need to deal with Heather and keep her quiet about this 
situation. David did good on the Chu killing because he didn’t touch 
the girl. However, he did assault Heather, and with the FBI involved 
because she is the daughter of a federal employee, killing her is not the 
answer…at least not now.”

Andre asked, “What do you want us to do with her?”
“Get her out of the Industry facility. I have a house in Palm Springs. 

I will get you the information. Take her down there and put her in my 
panic room. She doesn’t even know it exists, so she won’t know where 
she is, and I will go down and talk to her tomorrow.” Max stood up, and 
Kendra and Andre followed suit. He handed Kendra a business card 
and said, “This is the address as well as the key code. Once you have 
Heather at the house, call me and I will deal with her.”

“I will have one of our delivery men take her down. I don’t want her 
to be able to identify any of us.”

Heather was starting to hyperventilate as she screamed for help. Her 
hands were tied behind her back, and she struggled against the ropes 
until they loosened enough that she could slip her slender wrists out of 
the restraints. She reached up and removed the blindfold and waited for 
her eyes to adjust to the darkened room. There was only the light of a 
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TV monitor in the corner of the windowless room. She could see her 
clothing as well as her bag. She dressed quickly and then opened the 
bag and pulled out her cellphone and tablet. She saw that she had no cell 
service and couldn’t make contact with the outside world, so she started 
to type a text message to John Swenson, who she had put into her contact 
list. She was about to hit send when she looked more closely at the TV 
monitor. At first, her look was one of confusion that quickly turned to 
a look of terror. There, on the screen, were three nude young girls, two 
headless, and the other with her head pulled back, eyes and mouth open. 
They were hanging nude in a crucifixion stance, arms spread, and legs 
crossed and tied at the ankles. Above them was a sign in lights written 
in Chinese. She didn’t need to understand the writing to know that theirs 
were the screams that she had heard the night before. She coiled back 
against a wall and finished off the text, “Agent Swenson, I don’t know 
where I am. I have been raped multiple times by David Crosby, and I am 
staring at the bodies of three little girls who have been brutalized and 
murdered…please find us!” She hit send as the lock on the door to her 
holding room was being unbolted. She put her phone back in her bag in 
the ‘on’ position then put the blindfold back on with her hands behind 
her back.
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Chapter Thirteen
“I can guarantee you and  

I will meet again.”

C
ardinal Joel York had just finished up a morning prayer breakfast 
when he received a message through one of his staff that the 
authorities were in the building asking to speak with him. York 

nodded and finished up some conversation before heading back to his 
lavish office. John, Jim, Sam, and Chris were all seated in a waiting area 
outside the office and did not see him enter.

York called his assistant and asked, “Do you know what they are here 
to speak with me about?” The man just shook his head, and York asked 
him to show them in. John and Chris entered the office first followed by 
Sam. John made introductions. York put out a ringed finger, and John 
laughed and said, “I’m an atheist, Cardinal, and I kneel to no man. None 
of us are Catholic, sir.”

The look on York’s face was one of displeasure, and he said, “It is a 
sign of respect for both my standing in the church as well as to God, my 
child, whether you are Catholic or not.”
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“I’m sure it is to you but not to us; now, can we get down to 
business?” York sat in an ornately carved chair behind a large hand-
carved desk, and the others took seats in front of him. John said, “We 
have another investigator with us as well. It is my understanding that 
no introductions are really necessary for him.” York looked on as Jim 
walked into his office.

York’s face went sheet white, and Jim said, “It’s been a while, Joel. 
You made it to cardinal and archbishop. Second in line to the pope. 
Impressive. And head of the archdiocese. Fucked your way there, huh?” 
Joel didn’t respond.

Jim glared at York, who tried to keep his composure, while asking, 
“How can I help you, Agent Swenson?”

“Kendra Hopkins and Andre Grain.”
“What about them?”
“Your organization drummed them out some ten years ago; however, 

you are still involved in their operations with the Spirit House Group 
Home. May I ask why?”

“Agent Swenson, these two people weren’t cut out for a life of 
celibacy, so we removed them from their church posts and did what 
we needed to do as a church to maintain our standards. However, I 
practice forgiveness. I live that life, and what Kendra and Andre have 
done for the youth of Los Angeles over the past decade since leaving 
the church is quite remarkable. Theirs is an interdenominational 
calling, so they embrace all faiths, and they work hard to make the 
lives of our city’s children better. To provide them protection and 
hope in the bleakest of times. This is their calling, and we as a church 
support that.”

Jim said, “So, you don’t see what you’re doing as a conflict of 
interest, a betrayal of your dogma?”

“No, Sheriff O’Brian.”
Jim interrupted and said, “I’m not the Sheriff of Los Angeles 

County. Ms. Pritchard is. I currently serve as a consultant to the sheriff’s 
department.”
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“I’m sorry, Mr. O’Brian. The church is trying to rise above the petty 
things that keep people down, and one of those is alienating those who 
have left the church or even those who have been removed. Christ still 
loves us all. We are still His children. So, I have made a concerted effort 
to work closely with Ms. Hopkins and Mr. Grain on their mission as it 
is a mission that serves children, who, in their eyes and minds, are the 
future of our world.”

John asked, “Can you give us some examples of how the church is 
helping?”

“I’m afraid I’m not allowed to disclose that information, but I can 
assure you it is a fringe effort on our part to assist. We are not deeply 
involved with their mission but do support it. Remember what Christ 
said, ‘Suffer the children to come to me.’”

Jim laughed and said, “I’m quite certain that there are a lot of 
children suffering right now, aren’t there Joel?” York didn’t respond at 
first, and Jim said, “Everyone in this room knows what you did to me 
when you were a priest, Joel. I have ‘confessed’ your indiscretions to 
these men and women in law enforcement, who are both my colleagues 
and close friends.”

“Yet, you never sued the church over these imaginary issues?”
Jim smiled a devious smile and said, “They aren’t imaginary, and 

all of those who suffered on the end of your cock sued the church and 
settled their claims. I have other plans for you, Joel. I know you’re up 
to no good. I know you’re still hurting children, and when I get that 
proof….”

Jim stopped short, and Joel, who was visibly shaken, asked, “What, 
Jim? What are you going to do?”

“Make sure you feel the pains of hell long before you go there.”
“Are you threatening me?”
“You know me better than that. I don’t make threats. I make 

statements of fact. I know you’re even dirtier than when I was a kid, and 
I’m going to prove that, and when I do…there is someone very, very 
special you’re going to meet.”
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“And who might that be?”
Jim smiled and said, “It’s a surprise, Joel. As I recall, you like 

surprises. This one is going to be really special.”
York’s clock chimed ten, and he said, “I’m sorry, ladies and 

gentlemen, but I have a meeting. I hope I have answered your questions 
to your satisfaction.”

No one reacted. They just stood up. John reached out his hand and 
took York’s in his with a vice grip clamp on it. Jim could see the pain in 
Joel’s face, and John shook his hand slowly and deliberately and said, “I 
can guarantee you and I will meet again, Cardinal.”

Jim and Sam were driving back to their office, and Sam asked, “If 
this York raped you as a child, why have you allowed him to remain in 
the priesthood or alive for that matter?”

“You know nothing about the Catholic Church, do you?” Sam shook 
her head as Jim took one hand off the wheel and pulled a cigarette out of 
his top left pocket, lit it, and said while snapping his Zippo shut, “It’s not 
that easy. These men are immune from prosecution. The church guards 
them with everything they have. It is very, very difficult to go up against 
a trillion-dollar criminal enterprise.”

“A trillion dollars?”
“Yep. Fuck. It’s probably worth more than that today. The church 

moves these pedophiles around like chess pieces from parish to parish, 
and they victimize over and over. The church is also one of the world’s 
leading contributors to human trafficking.”

Sam looked at Jim and said, “Wait. You’re telling me that the largest 
church in the world is also into human trafficking?”

“Yes ma’am. They have a global hold on the world market; they have 
their hands into everything. You have no idea just how much influence 
that church and those people have in our everyday lives. You don’t have 
to be Catholic to have them influence almost every facet of your life. 
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From things as small as food products and clothing, right up to politics 
and even the White House, not to mention ALL other world leaders.”

“I thought Islam was the world’s largest religion?”
“Nope…it is Christianity, and the Catholic Church leads the charge. 

In most countries, priests abuse children, and it goes unreported or 
outright condoned.”

“I thought the church had a strong stance against human trafficking.”
Jim let out a deep belly laugh while exhaling smoke out the car 

window. “They sure do, but they talk out of both sides of their mouth. 
Don’t be fooled by any church’s stance. Sexual abuse happens in ALL 
churches, but in the Catholic Church it’s more prevalent since men and 
women started going public over the past few decades and lawsuits piled 
up. And the church just keeps stroking those big checks. The priests 
take a vow of lifelong celibacy and no matter how you cut it, God is no 
match for the human lust for flesh.”

“If this York guy is so bad, why haven’t you or the Eagle taken  
him out?”

“The Eagle doesn’t just go around killing people. John and I have 
talked about this many, many times. I have never asked him to take out 
York because my case is only one of hundreds, and the Eagle taking out 
a priest turned cardinal would not play well in the media.”

“So, a child predator remains in high office because the Eagle 
doesn’t want to tarnish his reputation?”

“It sounds foolish, but it’s a fact. However, things are about to 
change. I think that York is up to his eyeballs in human trafficking, and 
we are going to catch him.”

“And then?”
Jim took a deep drag off his cigarette, looked over at Sam with a 

look she had never seen before, and said, “I will take him out with the 
Eagle’s help.”
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“Jim really hates Cardinal York.”
John nodded as he pulled into the federal building’s parking lot and 

said, “With good reason.”
“You knew of this and allowed York to continue living?”
“Believe it or not, even the Eagle has to play politics.” Chris’s 

look said it all. “That statement shocks you?” Chris nodded. “I believe 
everything Jim has told me of his abuse at York’s hands as well as what 
he has told me about other abusers in his life, but going around killing 
Catholic priests isn’t what the Eagle does. Even if he kills York, it can’t 
give back what was taken from the victims.”

“So, you sit on your hands even after knowing the realities of a guy 
like York? You play politics with the lives of young people? York has 
risen to the head of the Los Angeles Archdiocese. He is only a heartbeat 
from a vote for pope, and you think the Eagle shouldn’t take him out?” 
Chris said angrily.

John parked his truck and looked straight ahead and said, “I will 
take out York. Jim will get me what I need to do that. Right now, we 
need to focus on what the hell is happening here.” He’d no sooner said 
the words when his cellphone’s text message notification went off. 
“Heather Snyder is hurt but alive.”

“How do you know that?” John handed Chris his cellphone. “It’s 
from the Sinner kid, but how does he know?”

“I don’t know the answer to that, but he must have hacked her 
phone. It’s online, and he gave us the number and service provider.” 
John opened the truck’s door and said, “We track her cell signal to its 
last known location and find her.”

“That poor girl is in some kind of hell.”
“Indeed,” John said, “and we have to find her before someone ends 

her life, and we can’t get answers.”
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Chapter Fourteen
“Your lives aren’t that sacred  

to the church or God.”

H
eather had been loaded into a van by strong hands and was being 
handled gently. “Do you know who my father is?” There was no 
response. She heard the doors slam shut after she was buckled in 

flat on her stomach. She had been zip tied at her wrists and ankles; her 
head was bagged, but her mouth wasn’t gagged, so she could talk to 
the unresponsive driver. “My father is the head of U.S. Customs and 
Immigration here in Los Angeles, asshole. When he finds out what has 
happened to me, he is going to take off all of your heads.” The van 
began moving, and Heather tried to pay attention to the sounds, smells, 
and feeling of the road she was being driven down.

Anita Bandon was getting a cup of coffee in the cafeteria of her 
office building when her cellphone rang. She had a doughnut in one 
hand and her coffee in the other. She had a laptop case over her shoulder 
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as well as a satchel briefcase. She couldn’t answer and walked on to the 
bank of elevators and entered. Sonny Smith was on the elevator when 
Anita got on, and she laughed and asked, “Do you have a match?”

Anita rolled her eyes and mumbled with the doughnut in her mouth, 
“Can you help me?” Sonny took the doughnut from Anita’s mouth and 
placed it in her own then took her coffee.

Both women were strapped with heavy bags, and Anita looked at her 
and asked, “Really? You had to put my damn breakfast in your mouth?”

Sonny took a bite of Anita’s doughnut and said, “Hey, you should 
thank me. I’m saving your life. You’re type two diabetic, aren’t you?”

Anita nodded as she pulled the cellphone out of her bag and looked at 
the caller ID. There was a message, but the caller ID was blocked. When 
the elevator doors opened, Sonny offered Anita back the doughnut, but 
she shook her head and said, “You eat it. I have a box in my office from 
yesterday. And yes, I have diabetes, but my blood sugar is under control, 
and that damn doughnut was sugar free.” Sonny was laughing as the 
doors closed, and Anita was out of sight.

“Good morning, Anita.” Cheryl Smyth had a smile on her face. She 
had been Anita’s secretary for a decade and had a stack of files on her 
desk and said, “This is this morning’s work. Also, your phone has been 
ringing off the hook, girl.”

Anita asked, “Please bring the files into my office. Did you ever 
think to answer my line?”

“No ma’am. Have you forgotten the ass kicking I got from you the 
last time I answered your phone?”

Anita put her bags down and said, “Yeah, yeah. Put the files on my 
desk, please, and please, please get me a doughnut. I injected my insulin, 
and I need some food fast.” Cheryl nodded and ran down the hall and 
came back with a pastry. Anita thanked her and then started retrieving 
her messages. She passed several before hearing John’s voice on the 
line asking her to call him. She dialed John’s number but got voicemail. 
She searched her desk for his card and found it and called his cellphone.

“Swenson.”
“John, it’s Anita Bandon. I’m returning your call.”
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“Hi Anita. Thank you for getting back to me. I left you a message on 
your office and cellphone.”

“How can I help you?”
“I’m sure you are aware of the recent murder of Helen Chu at Spirit 

House.”
“I am.”
“Were you or your office the case workers for her?”
“I wasn’t…but we have several hundred case workers around the 

county. Let me see what we have in our database.” She typed while she 
ate and apologized for chewing in John’s ear. “I’m type two diabetic 
and haven’t had food since taking my insulin, John. I’m on the brink of 
passing out. I don’t even want to check my blood sugar right now. I like 
to live dangerously.”

“No problem. Take your time, and don’t play with diabetes mellitus. 
It’s one of the leading causes of death.”

Anita’s computer screen was scrolling through names. “I have three 
Helen Chus in my system, but they aren’t the one from Spirit House. 
Why do you ask?”

“I am getting conflicting stories from the people running the home. 
You don’t have any record of the girl?”

“Not on first look. If she had been processed in the last forty-eight to 
seventy-two hours, her records might not have updated yet.”

“According to Hopkins and Grain, the girl had been at the home for 
several weeks.”

 “Oh…then I have no record of her.”
“She should be in your system, shouldn’t she?”
“Yes…she wouldn’t be in a government funded facility without a 

record. We get data from police, fire, and other safe haven drop offs for 
unwanted children as well as from shelters and group homes like Spirit 
House, so if she were one of those she would be in our system.”

John was leaning back in his office chair and asked, “Is there a way 
that a child could get into one of these homes without you knowing 
about it?”
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“Sure, but the home wouldn’t get funds for her. It happens now and 
then that a child ends up in the system without being in the system, if 
you know what I mean.”

“Does the home have a duty to report the child?”
“Oh yes. They have twenty-four hours to report a new child to our 

offices or the local field office.”
“Well, it appears that didn’t happen.”
Anita had finished eating and took a sip of her coffee and said, “It 

appears that’s the case here. What are you thinking, John?”
“I’m thinking that the child ended up at Spirit House in error.”
“Like she was in another system?”
“Like she was part of a human trafficking operation and was 

delivered to the wrong facility.”
Anita shook her head and said, “No, John. There must be another 

explanation. What you are insinuating is that Kendra and Andre are 
involved in human trafficking.”

“That’s what I’m saying; it is also what I am starting to believe.”
“I will open an investigation in our office immediately. Is the FBI 

involved?”
“Unofficially. We’re working with the sheriff’s department. There are 

developments in the last twenty-four-hours that I can’t get into right now.”
“I know about the Amber Alert for Heather Snyder. Is that part of 

what you can’t discuss? Have you found her?”
“No…not yet, and yes, there are other details that I can’t talk about 

just yet. I assume you will be going out to interview Ms. Hopkins and 
Mr. Grain?”

“I’m writing up a report right now. Do you want me to drop 
everything and go out now?”

“No…not right now. I will text you when I would like you to go out. 
It might be a day or two. I would like you to interview them and then 
share that interview with me. I can compare the stories. If they are far 
apart, then I will have what I need to move.”

“Okay, but why the delay?”
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“It might be sooner, but I might need a day or two.” John paused and 
said, “You know what? If you have the time, please go out now.”

“Okay.” Anita hung up the phone and asked Cheryl to bring her an 
intake folder as well as clear her calendar for the rest of the morning. “I 
have an urgent case that I need to deal with.”

Cheryl handed Anita the file and said, “I moved all of your morning 
cases to other case workers. Is there anything else that you need?”

“Yes…answers.”

John’s phone chimed with a text message. He pulled it off his belt 
and read it then paged Chris. When he answered, John explained, “I 
received a text message from Heather Snyder. She has been raped. She 
also stated that she is being held in a location where she can see the 
bodies of three young girls on a TV monitor; two have been beheaded.”

“Jesus Christ, John! This is a nightmare. First the Sinner kid texting 
you and now a message from a hostage?”

“I’m plugging her cellphone number into our database.” He was 
working fast on his tablet then said, “This text just came in, and it is 
eleven a.m., but it was typed before six.” He kept working and located 
the phone’s service provider and then worked to hack into her GPS 
signal. “Okay…she is moving on Interstate 10 Eastbound headed in the 
direction of Indio and Palm Springs.” Chris had hung up the line and 
was in John’s office. John looked at the red blip on his screen and said, 
“We need to move now.”

“Do you want to notify local law enforcement?”
John shook his head and said, “No. This is unofficial now. We have to 

find her before we lose her signal again. I have beamed the information 
to you. I will drive, and you will track.” The two men left the building 
and headed for the freeway while tracing Heather’s signal.
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“Good morning to all.” The cardinal was addressing a small room of 
people that included Kendra Hopkins and Andre Grain as well as Rita 
and David Crosby. “I had a most disturbing meeting with the sheriff’s 
department and FBI this morning. Who the hell is Helen Chu, and what 
the fuck happened?”

Kendra rose and said, “Your Eminence, she was one of the slaves 
we were using in Industry for garment work. She was getting worn out 
and working slow and was supposed to be delivered for auction as a 
domestic servant when there was a mix-up, and she ended up at our 
facility.”

“So, you had her murdered? You brought law enforcement right in 
the front door of this enterprise.”

Kendra was silent, and David said, “It was me, sir. I had hoped to pin 
her death on one of the children in the home, but there wasn’t enough 
time. The police moved too quickly with an autopsy and ruled her death 
a homicide before I could plant DNA evidence on her.”

 “You were going to frame one of the children in your home for the 
murder? What kind of animal are you?”

Kendra spoke up and said, “The best type, Your Eminence. He takes 
care of problems for us and does a very, very good job of it. The police 
getting called was a comedy of errors, sir. Something that will never 
happen again.”

York looked out at the small group of people and said, “And I 
understand that one of my parishioner’s children who works at your 
facility has been abducted?”

“Once again, an extreme error on our part. We didn’t know who  
she was.”

“How the hell could you not know who she was?”
“She didn’t list next of kin on her application. She was just an unpaid 

intern from Northridge that we used. We get the grad students all the 
time, sir. We rarely do much of a check on them.”

York stood and said, “You don’t do complete background checks on 
the people working in your facilities?”
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“No sir. If we do that, then they end up on law enforcement’s radar 
and can be tracked back to us if they do something wrong.”

“Like murder a child?”
“I know it looks bad, but we have talked with the girl’s father, and 

he is going to deal with her. I’m certain that this will get worked out. No 
one knows anything about Chu, and I think if we just give it a few days 
the heat will be off of us, and we will be able to continue as usual.”

“As usual? Did you really say as usual? You have no idea how 
unusual things are going to get and fast. The sheriff’s department and 
FBI are investigating. I know the former Sheriff of LA County, Jim 
O’Brian, and I can tell you he is not going to let this go. I met Special 
Agents John Swenson and Chris Mantel, and they aren’t going to let this 
go. And the new Sheriff of Los Angeles County, Samantha Pritchard, is 
a lesbian with a chip on her shoulder, and she’s not going to quit. There 
is no more as usual. Nothing is going to be the same. You two need to 
start a wind down of operations with the home, or get it on the market 
so someone else can take it over. Then, you need to disappear. The same 
goes for the Crosbys. You have put this whole operation in jeopardy and 
need to vanish before this gets any worse.”

Andre stood up and said, “Your Eminence, I think you are 
overreacting. There is no connection to the church, no connection to Rita 
Crosby. There isn’t even a clear connection to David in Chu’s death. I 
think that clearer heads will prevail if we take this one step at a time. If 
we do what you suggest, that is going to send up more red flags than we 
have right now. Any movement or attempt to distance ourselves from 
Spirit House is going to bring even more scrutiny. Things like this have 
happened before in and outside of the church. Yes, they are easier to 
contain in the confines of the church, but it has happened in the private 
sector, and we will weather this storm and be fine. We have spoken to 
Max Snyder, Heather’s father, and he is going to deal with her. She’s 
being delivered to his home in Palm Springs as we speak. Mr. Snyder 
has total control of ICE and is taking care of the shipping issues and 
losses, or will, this week. Kendra and I have this under control. David 
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just needs to lay low, take a vacation or something, for a week or two 
until this goes away.”

York sat down in his throne-like chair and huffed a few times; his 
bald head and face were red, and his round barrel-shaped chest and 
round belly rose quickly against his robes. “You better hope you’re right, 
Andre. You have no idea the hell that could be unleashed here. You’re 
right, though. We can’t kneejerk here.” He looked at the faces in the 
room and then at the team from Spirit House and asked, “So, you three 
will do as you just stated. David, you can come work at the diocese for a 
few weeks doing handyman work out of sight. There is still a lot that has 
to happen to make this go away. You all better know what you’re doing 
because if you screw this up you won’t live to see it resolved.”

“Is that a threat, Your Eminence?” David asked.
“Mr. Crosby, it is a plain statement of fact. The Swiss Guard may 

look like they are dressed in fruity clothing, but believe me they are 
well trained soldiers, and my detail is very, very good at eliminating 
people I feel are a threat. If I even for a second believe that you have 
lost control, you are all dead, and I will gas the kids and move the 
operations to one of the other facilities out of Los Angeles County. I 
have unlimited resources, ladies and gentlemen. Don’t ever forget that. 
Uncovering our operations will not happen; your lives aren’t that sacred 
to the church or God.”
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Chapter Fifteen
“I want you to abduct  

O’Brian and kill him.”

J
ohn and Chris were racing down the 10 Freeway following the blip 
from Heather’s phone. Chris was trying to triangulate the signal in 
case it was lost. He had it narrowed to a three-block radius when the 

GPS signal died.
“Damn it! The signal dropped.”
John was driving fast and said, “Let’s wait. We’re in a common dead 

spot. The signal might not be lost, just interrupted.”
Chris was watching the road as well as his tablet and said, “Take 

Highway 111 into Palm Springs. Don’t go down Bob Hope through 
Rancho Mirage.”

“Highway 111 is a hell of a lot longer route to get into the city.”
“I have the signal isolated to three blocks outside the city.”
John nodded as he neared the exit. “How many homes are in that area?”
Chris pulled up a satellite view and said, “About a dozen very large 

lots with some really, really large homes.”
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“Still no signal?” Chris shook his head, and John said, “Well, let’s 
start running addresses and see if anything comes up that we can connect 
to Snyder.”

Heather was blindfolded and laying on the floor of the panic room. 
Max had found her cellphone and shut it off while rummaging through 
her things. She could hear the movement and hear her laptop and other 
items being removed from her bag.

“Who the fuck are you? What the hell is going on? Where the hell 
am I? Do you know who my father is? He will take your head off when 
he learns what you animals have done to me.”

Max said nothing and took the bag out of the room and locked the 
door behind him. David was sitting in the living room, and Max looked 
at him and said, “You raped my daughter?”

“I didn’t know she was your daughter, Mr. Snyder. We knew nothing 
about her.”

“But you raped my daughter?” David nodded slowly. Max took 
Heather’s bag and sat it on a coffee table and said, “Her phone was on 
the whole time she was being driven down here. I just shut it off. She 
sent a text message before she was moved from the City of Industry 
location. Would you like to know who she texted?” David had an 
alarmed look on his face, and Max said, “Special Agent John Swenson 
with the F…B…I!”

David’s jaw dropped, and he asked, “Oh shit! Did she mention me?”
“No, but she told him she had been abducted and raped and that 

she saw on a TV monitor the bodies of three small children, two 
beheaded and dead hanging as if crucified on a green wall. You killed 
three girls?”

“Yes. It’s Rita’s policy when we get in new shipments. I have sex 
with them and then brutalize them while our new group watches. It is a 
very effective motivational tool.”
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Max nodded and said, “I bet it is. What do you do with the bodies?”
“We leave them hanging for a couple of days with the monitors on in 

all of the work rooms as well as sleeping quarters, even the meal room.”
“And then what?”
“I take them out to the back of our facilities. We have an industrial 

wood chipper, and I throw their bodies into it along with wood and other 
debris and shoot it into a dumpster that is hauled off weekly.”

“Have you ever used it on a live person?”
David laughed and said, “Oh yeah. It’s great fun. You should see the 

horror on a victim’s face when they watch me start using the unit and 
taunt them with the fact that they are going into it. It’s a blast. I have 
raped my fair share of women and children at all of our locations right 
in front of the spinning blades. It’s amazing how accommodating they 
become, especially the older kids and women, when I stand nude in 
front of them and the chipper’s spinning blades. They will do anything 
I want to stay alive.”

“You’re one sick son of a bitch, David.”
“That’s what people tell me, but I feel fine. I’m just doing a job, and 

every once in a while, I have a date who decides they aren’t going to put 
out, and I take them to the chipper.”

“So, it’s a power trip for you?”
“Wouldn’t it be for you? You could have total and complete control 

over another person. I don’t always throw them into the chipper. At 
least not right away. I have had girlfriends,” David gestured with his 
fingers in quotes, “for months who lived and worked with me and did 
everything I told them to and let me do anything I wanted to for months. 
When I get bored with them, I throw them in the chipper.”

“Why didn’t you do that with the kid?”
“No time. I hadn’t intended to kill her, you see. I was going to grab 

her and take her back to my office for sex. The girl had been used for 
sex at the factory, and let’s face it, she was headed to auction, but I heard 
someone in the hall and freaked and smothered her with her teddy bear.”

“Why the cops?”
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“It was a fuck up all the way around. There was no time. Too many 
people saw the body, and the next thing I knew the cops were all over 
the place.”

“Well, I certainly don’t want my daughter ending up in a wood 
chipper. I have been told that you are in hiding for a few weeks and that 
Cardinal York is going to have you working at the Archdiocese in Los 
Angeles.”

“I would be there now, but you asked me to come down here. Why 
did you want me here?”

“I need to employ your special services in ridding the world of a pest.”
“Okay, and who might that be?”
“I want you to abduct former LA Sheriff Jim O’Brian.”
“What?”
“You heard me. I want you to abduct O’Brian and kill him. You can 

use any method that you like, just take video of his murder as a souvenir 
for me. Do this before you go to the archdiocese.”

John and Chris were crisscrossing the large area looking for Heather. 
They could find very little about the owners of the properties in the 
wealthy enclave in Palm Springs.

“Jesus, John. Ninety percent of these properties are owned by 
corporations or LLCs, and all have registered agents that are fronts.”

John was slowly driving down the street when he spotted the black 
van driving a few blocks ahead of him. “Chris, does that van look 
familiar to you?”

“Yea…it’s the one from Northridge. Did you see where it pulled out 
from?”

“No. There are only three houses on this block, though, so narrowing 
it down won’t be too difficult.”

“How do you want to deal with this? We can’t just leave the area 
chasing after the van. What if Snyder is in one of these houses?”
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“She is.” It was nearing dark, and John said, “Your body armor is 
in the green duffle bag behind your seat. I’m going to slow down. You 
jump out. You have everything you need to survey the three houses. 
Find Snyder while I follow the van.”

“And if Snyder isn’t here?”
“Call a cab and head back home.”
“And if I find her?”
“I’m certain that there will be a car or cars that you can grab and 

take Snyder in.”
“Okay. What do I do with her? What if her attacker is there?”
“Drug him or her and bring them to the lair. As for Snyder, you take 

her to your house. Let me know when you have her secured.” Chris 
grabbed the duffle bag as John slowed down then jumped out of the 
truck and ran behind a group of bushes. The two men had their two-way 
radio earpieces in, and John asked, “Are you okay?”

“I’m fine. I will keep in touch as long as you are in range. Out.”
John sped up to get closer to the van and kept a tighter than usual tail 

on it as it had no plates or identifying information. It turned onto the 10 
Freeway heading back to Los Angeles. Traffic was light, and he had no 
issues following the van and its occupants. He was able to get a make on 
the van and ran a check for amenities to see if the model had GPS, and 
it did. He pulled out his tablet and started a scanning program and got a 
hit. He looked down at his tablet and smiled, “Okay, now I can back off 
a bit and will still be able to track you.”
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Chapter Sixteen
“That call? Oh, it was Karma!”

R
ita Crosby had spent the day at the City of Industry plant working 
with the new batch of girls. Ushi Ho was barking out instructions in 
Chinese as the young girls wept and tried to work the machines. The 

three-story building was buzzing with the sound of industrial sewing 
machines as well as other garment manufacturing machinery. Donna 
Harmon was working on the second floor with the workers. She walked 
the floor, beating the girls and speaking to them in Chinese. “If you 
do not work, you will die. Do you see those girls? Do you want that to 
happen to you?” The girls all had their heads down and were weeping. 
Rita called to Donna over a radio and told her to rotate some of the girls 
to the dining hall, so they could be fed and then put back to work.

Ushi was standing next to Rita, who gave her a slip of paper with the 
layout of the first-floor plant and said, “Feed them in rotation. Fifteen 
minutes then back to work.”

“Yes, Ms. C. Right away.” Ushi called out to a group that was not 
new and ordered them to follow her for food as the others worked on.
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One of the children raised her hand, and Rita asked, “What?”
“I need to go to the bathroom.”
“You need to go to the bathroom?” The child nodded, not making 

eye contact. “You hold it, you little shit. You can go to the bathroom 
when you are taken to eat, now work!” There were four large screen 
monitors on the walls all displaying David’s handiwork, and the girls 
would glance up at their dead comrades and then look around at each 
other and press on.

Jim and Sam had finished up some paperwork, and Sam asked, 
“Will you come to the house for dinner? Maria makes one mean ass 
tamale pie.”

Jim laughed and said, “Yeah. What the hell. I’m starving, and I can’t 
take another night wandering around the house.”

She smiled and put her hand on his shoulder and said, “I know it’s 
all still sinking in, Jim, but you have a lot of people who love you and 
care about you. Accept their support.”

Jim teared up a little and said, “It’s hard, Sam. It’s really, really 
fuckin’ hard.” The two grabbed their coats and walked the hall to the 
elevator. Jim asked what time to be there, and Sam told him to just 
follow her home.

Chris had moved between two homes, but there was no sign of 
Heather. He had scaled several walls and had thwarted security 
only to find that the homes were empty. He was about to climb yet 
another wall when he heard the sound of an engine starting up and 
lifted himself up on the wall to see a seven series BMW drive out of 
a garage and down a long driveway. There were two other cars in the 
garage, and he flipped over the wall and ran into the garage, which 
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immediately stopped the doors from closing. He was dressed all in 
black and hid behind a large SUV. The BMW stopped short of the 
security gate that protected the driveway, and Chris waited to see if 
the driver would come back or get out. The lights on the garage door 
opener were blinking quickly and then the doors started to go down, 
and Chris watched as the car drove away. He looked around and said to 
himself, “Great. I’m fuckin’ breaking and entering a damn house, and 
I have no idea whose home it is.” He pressed the night vision on his 
mask, and his counter surveillance equipment was buzzing in his right 
front pocket. He jerked a little and said, “Jesus Christ. I’m a walking 
vibrator.” He moved the unit to his jacket and then approached the door 
to the house. His gear was blocking wireless and hardwired security, 
and he slowly turned the handle on the entry door and opened it. The 
house was dark, and he moved slowly through a hallway past several 
sparsely furnished rooms. There was no sign of Heather. He entered 
the living room and was about to go to the back doors when he saw a 
laptop and a cellphone laying on a coffee table along with some folders 
and a tablet. He pressed the side of the phone, and it lit up. There was a 
photo of Heather on the screen with several friends in the background. 
He shut the phone off and said, “So, you’re here somewhere, most 
likely in a hidden room. Probably a panic room.” He moved back in 
the direction of the master suite and felt his way along the walls in the 
master bedroom closet looking for any entry point. He tapped lightly 
along the closet wall until the wall went from hollow to solid steel. 
“Bingo!” He moved some clothing aside to reveal a full-sized steel 
door. There were no visible hinges, and the locking system had both 
retinal and hand scanners. Chris pulled out his card reader and slid it 
into the top slot of the hand scanner and allowed the microprocessor 
to work through a series of numbers until he was able to erase the 
scanner’s memory. He then put his gloved hand against the green 
scanner, and the lock released.

The room was dark, and he looked around with his night vision to 
see Heather lying face down on a small bed still shackled. He moved 
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near her and placed his hand on her neck to check for a pulse, and she let 
out a blood curdling scream. Chris jerked his hand back and said softly, 
“I’m not here to hurt you, Ms. Snyder. I’m here to help.”

“Who are you?”
“That’s not important right now. What is important is that we get 

you out of here.”
“Where the hell is here?”
“I don’t know that yet.” Chris was able to unlock her restraints, and 

Heather removed her gag and jumped back when she saw the green 
glowing eyes of Chris’s night vision mask.

“Jesus Christ! Who the hell are you?”
“A friend.” He found a light switch and turned on the lights and then 

turned off his night vision.
Heather stared up at the giant man and asked, “How did you  

find me?”
“You sent a text message to my boss, and we tracked your cell to 

this location.”
“Agent Mantel?” Chris nodded. “Why the costume?”
“It’s a long story. Do you recognize this room?” She shook her head 

as he helped her up off the bed. “Can you walk?”
“Yeah. I’m raw as hell, but I can walk.”
“I’m sorry for what you have been through.”
“So, what now?”
“We’re going to borrow one of the cars in the garage. I have orders 

to take you to my home for protection.”
Heather followed Chris out of the room and into the master bedroom 

and said, “How strange.”
“What’s strange?”
“There is something so familiar about this place. Like déjà vu.” 

They walked out into the living room, and she picked up her things 
and put them into her bag. She looked around the house. There were no 
photographs or even artwork. It was a huge home but strangely barren. 
“Do you know who owns this place?” Chris shook his head as he looked 
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around the room for keys. There was a peg board in the hall that led to 
the garage and several sets of keys.

He grabbed the set for a Range Rover and said, “Let’s go. I will learn 
more about the owner when we get on the road.” The two got into the 
truck, and as Chris pulled out of the garage and onto the street Heather 
rummaged around in the glove box looking for proof of insurance or a 
title or registration. Chris had pulled onto Highway 111 and was headed 
for the 10 Freeway as Heather read over the paperwork.

“The car is registered to OPM Holdings LLC.”
“There is no individual named?” Heather shook her head as Chris 

took off his mask. He was covered in sweat, and Heather asked, “You’re 
not here on official FBI work, are you?” Chris shook his head. Heather 
stared out the window of the truck as it sped down the highway and 
asked, “Are you the Iron Eagle?”

Chris laughed and said, “No. I’m not the Eagle.”
“Then, what’s with the outfit?”
“It’s body armor to help protect me in the event that I end up in a 

gun battle.”
“Government issue?”
“Hardly. This is custom made armor, not police issue.”
Heather nodded her head slowly and asked, “Do you know what I 

said in my text to Agent Swenson?” Chris nodded. “There are children 
being tortured somewhere, Agent Mantel. I heard them and saw the 
aftermath of what had been done to them.”

“Do you have any idea where you were?”
“Not the foggiest clue. I know that David Crosby grabbed me at my 

dorm then drugged me, and I woke up with him raping me. That’s all I 
know.”

“Did he say anything.”
“Just cruel sadistic stuff. He intended to kill me.”
“What stopped him?”
“I have no idea. He just left me alone and then the next thing I know 

I’m being carted out here. Where are we?”
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“Palm Springs.”
“Jesus! I have been all over California in the last twenty-four-hours.”
“That you have, Ms. Snyder. But at least you’re safe.”

David didn’t know he had a tail. He had called the sheriff’s office 
asking for Jim to learn that he was gone for the evening. He had sent 
Max a text, and Max responded with the home address for both Jim 
and Sam and no other information. David had just transitioned from 
the 10 Freeway in Santa Monica to Pacific Coast Highway heading to 
Malibu as John followed at a distance. David made two sharp turns, and 
John knew immediately where he was going. He called Jim and asked, 
“Where are you?”

“Just pulling into Sam and Maria’s for dinner. Why?”
“You have an unwanted visitor heading toward your home.”
“I have a what?”
“The black van from the Snyder abduction is heading right for your 

home.”
Jim let out a laugh and asked, “What do you make of that?”
“Well, I don’t think it is someone coming to see you with a 

condolence basket.” Jim asked John what he wanted him to do. “Have 
dinner with Sam and Maria. I have this covered. I will call you if 
anything changes.”

Jim hung up the line as Sam answered the front door. He was putting 
his phone on his hip and said, “Seems I have an unwanted visitor at my 
home.”

“We need to get over there right away!”
Jim shook his head and said, “Nope. We’re staying right fuckin’ here 

and having a meal. I don’t know who the perp is, but whoever it is, is 
about to come face to face with the Iron Eagle.”

Maria walked over and gave Jim a hug and asked, “How do you 
know that?”
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Jim just smiled and said, “Just a hunch. So…do you have anything 
to drink?”

David pulled up to Jim and Barbara’s home. It was the only property 
on the bluff overlooking the sea. He looked around the dark house. 
There was one car parked in the driveway, but there were no lights on. 
He sat for several minutes debating what to do then exited his car and 
walked up to the front door and rang the bell. There was no answer. 
He looked around the compound-style home and hesitantly moved to 
one of the side gates where a motion light came on and an infrared 
camera was filming his movements. He texted back to Max, “O’Brian 
isn’t home, and Pritchard lives back in the San Fernando Valley. I have 
the advantage if I stay here. There is a steep hillside across the street 
from his home. I can take a position up in the hills and get a good sniper 
location and pick him off when he gets home.”

A few minutes passed, and Max responded, “Do it. Tell me when 
O’Brian is dead, then we will talk about what to do with Heather. The 
wood chipper is sounding better and better for ridding me of both, and 
I don’t even have to see her.”

David texted back, “Doesn’t she know where she is?”
“No. I’ve had the house in Palm Springs for years, but she only 

knows about our family home in Woodland Hills.”
David got out of his car and pulled a long case from his trunk and 

started walking up the side of a hill across the street from Jim’s home.

The Eagle watched with his night vision as David made his way 
clumsily up the hillside. He recognized him right away and called Chris 
to see where he was.

“I just got home with Heather. We haven’t gone in yet. Where are you?”
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“I’m watching David Crosby fumble his way up a hill in front of 
Jim’s home with a sniper rifle.”

“You’re kidding me.”
“No.”
“Do you want me to come over there?”
“Take care of Ms. Snyder. I will get Mr. Crosby. I have a feeling that 

he holds the keys to just what the hell is going on here.”
Chris hung up, and Heather asked, “What was that all about?”
He smiled and said, “That? Oh, that was Karma!”
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Chapter Seventeen
“I have a guardian angel  

who watches over me.”

K
aren gave Heather a hug right at the front door as she and Chris 
entered. “Jesus Christ, Heather! Are you okay?”

“I’ve been better. Chris saved me from a fate I fear worse than 
death. I really need to call my father to let him know what has happened.”

Karen was pouring wine for Heather, and Chris said, “Your father 
knows you were abducted.”

“He does? Why didn’t you tell me?”
“It has been a bit chaotic. We told him this morning.”
“What was his reaction?”
Chris looked at Karen and then at Heather and said, “Um…indifferent.”
“Indifferent? Are you telling me that my father didn’t care that I was 

missing and abducted?”
“Well...he wasn’t broken up about it. Don’t get me wrong. He told 

all of us to find you, but he also made it clear that the two of you aren’t 
close and have a strained relationship.”
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Heather took a sip of the wine and said, “I know that my father 
and I haven’t gotten along in many years, but I thought he would come 
unglued at the thought of his only child being abducted.”

Chris shook his head and said, “He was pretty cold about it. I was 
surprised. As I said, he wanted us to find you, but he wasn’t panicky by 
any stretch. Would you like to call him?”

“Yes, but let’s let him stew a little longer. I’m certain that he will be 
calling your offices anytime to get an update.”

Jim was sitting at the table with Maria and Sam laughing lightly 
as the conversation dragged. He’d had a few drinks and was starting 
to loosen up. Maria asked, “Aren’t you worried about who might be at 
your house?”

Jim pulled a cigarette out of his top left pocket and put it behind his 
ear and said, “Not in the slightest.”

“Even if they mean you harm?”
Jim laughed and stood up. “Where can I light up?” Maria pointed 

to the balcony off the living room, and he walked out the doors, lit his 
cigarette, and spoke loudly while snapping his Zippo shut, “Whoever is 
at my home means me harm. There is no doubt about that. Am I worried 
about it? Nope. I have a guardian angel who watches over me.”

Maria walked to the balcony with Sam in tow and asked, “And who 
is this angel?”

Jim laughed and said, “That’s for me to know, and you most likely 
never to find out. I can tell you that the stranger at my home is about to 
start having a really, really, really bad night.”

David had found a sandstone outcropping that gave him a perfect 
view down to Jim’s house. He pulled his high-power scope from the 
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case and looked around through it. “Oh yeah, this is going to be like 
shooting a pig in a barrel.” He continued assembling the weapon down 
on his knees unaware of the person in black behind him.

It was just before midnight, and Jim was a little tipsy. Sam gave him 
a sobriety check and had him blow into her police issue alcohol gun, 
but he came back at 0.05, well under the legal limit to drive. She asked, 
“Are you sure you don’t want to spend the night here? You’re under the 
limit, but I’m worried with this person waiting for you at your house.”

“Relax. I’m fine. I need to take my sorry ass home and wander the 
rooms all night again looking at all of Barbara’s things.”

Maria asked, “Have you moved anything since her death?”
Jim shook his head and teared up. “I can’t bring myself to. I miss her 

so much. I don’t know, but I feel like if I leave it all alone she’ll come 
back. I know that’s not rational, but I’m not ready to move her things yet.”

Maria smiled and said, “It is natural. I didn’t touch any of my 
father’s things for several months. I left his house just the way he left it 
the morning of his heart attack, and I did the same with his office. I can’t 
even imagine what I would do if it were Sam.”

Jim looked at her and said, “You don’t want to know, Maria. You 
don’t ever want to know this feeling.” He pulled out his keys and kissed 
each of the women goodnight then left their home for his own. It was 
ten after twelve when he pulled into his driveway and parked. He sat for 
several minutes just staring at the dark house.

A green laser beam emanated from the end of David’s rifle. He had 
it stabilized with a small tripod stand and was looking through the scope 
at Jim’s car. He couldn’t get a clear shot at Jim’s head and waited for 
him to exit. The Eagle rose behind David, and as Jim pushed the door 
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of his car open, the Eagle pressed his weapon into the back of David’s 
head and said, “Hair trigger.”

 Jim heard some commotion behind him and turned to see a green 
laser sight moving wildly in the darkness then everything stopped. He 
reached into his car and grabbed his Maglite and shined it up into the 
darkness. His light reflected off of the Eagle’s breastplate, and Jim 
asked, “So, who’s my would-be killer?” The Eagle grabbed David by 
the hair and lifted his face in Jim’s direction. “Is that David Crosby?”

“Yes sir, it is.”
“Is he still conscious?”
“A little.”
Jim yelled, “Now, Mr. Crosby, what have I ever done to make you 

want to kill me?” David muttered something unintelligible, and Jim 
asked, “What did he say?”

The Eagle laughed and said, “Mmm, mmmmmm, mmm.”
“I see. Can you translate that into fuckin’ English for me?”
“He said, ‘Oh shit…the Iron Eagle.’”
“Got it. I suppose you’re gonna take him to the lair.”
“Either that or leave him on your hillside. Somehow, I don’t think 

we will get the answers we need by leaving him up here. What do you 
think?”

Jim said, “Fuck you. I’m on my way to the lair.”
The Eagle lifted Crosby’s body and threw him over his shoulder then 

knelt down and picked up the weapon and its case. He carried the man 
and his tools back to his truck then threw him in the back and said, “We 
have so much to talk about, Mr. Crosby, so very much to talk about.”

David made some moaning sounds from the back seat where he was 
lying on his stomach and got out the words, “The Iron Eagle.”

“That’s right, Mr. Crosby. You are in the custody of the Iron Eagle. 
You’ve done some bad things, haven’t you?” David muttered a few 
words, but they were not intelligible. “Don’t worry. When I get you to 
my lair, I have several great drugs that will both wake you up and make 
you scream. I don’t know why, but I have a feeling that you not only 
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like raping women but torturing and murdering them as well. Who 
knows? I might learn some new tricks of the killing trade from you.” 
John pulled into the lair parking garage and parked. Jim was already 
standing at the entrance to the lair, and the Eagle got out and asked, “Is 
Sara awake?”

“I haven’t seen her.”
The Eagle threw David over his shoulder and asked Jim to grab 

the rifle out of the back of the truck. The Eagle tossed David down on 
a gurney in operating room one. Sara appeared behind him dressed in 
hospital scrubs. Jim rounded the corner and saw her and asked, “Do you 
sleep in those things?”

Sara yawned and said, “Only when I know the Eagle is on the hunt. 
When he’s not home after ten, I know I’m most likely going to be 
helping him entertain guests. So…who do you have?”

“The man’s name is David Crosby.”
Her eyes widened a bit, and she asked, “The security guard at Spirit 

House?”
“One and the same. Why? You know him?”
“I’ve met him a few times. There is a strange story floating around 

about him and his mother.”
The Eagle asked, “What’s the story?”
“I have it on pretty good authority that Mr. Crosby is in love with his 

mother and that the two live together as husband and wife, not mother 
and son.”

Jim recoiled and asked, “Incest?”
Sara nodded and said, “Yeah. If it is true, it brings a whole new 

meaning to Oedipus complex.”
Jim laughed and said, “It would no longer be a complex; it would be 

lived out. I have heard of shit like this in the backwoods of some long 
lost inbred people but here in LA?”

Sara smiled and said, “This is way more common than you think. 
Mothers and sons, fathers and daughters, brothers and sisters. The list 
goes on.”
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Jim shook his head and said, “I don’t need to hear this shit. I mean, 
come the fuck on. The world is going to hell in a hand basket. Barbara 
just missed another beauty.”

Sara laughed and said, “I feel in some way she is here right now, and 
she’s laughing her ass off.”

The Eagle was looking at David’s fingernails as well as hands and 
arms. He looked and said, “Set up an IV of Deliverance in regular 
solution and pull a DNA kit.”

“What do you see?”
“A lot of blood and skin under this guy’s nails, and offensive trauma 

on his hands and arms.”
Sara pulled the IV and started the drip but didn’t start the Deliverance. 

She looked down at David’s fingers and hands and said, “Those cuts and 
scrapes aren’t all from adults.”

The Eagle shook his head. “No. They’re from children. He didn’t 
just rape Ms. Snyder; he raped others, and they look like they were very, 
very young.”

Jim helped the Eagle secure David to the gurney after the three had 
stripped him. Jim looked at the Eagle and asked, “Sex trafficking?”

“Human trafficking. I think this guy is on the ground floor of some 
type of human trafficking. It makes more sense now based on what 
Heather Snyder told me in her text and what she told Chris about the 
children that had been murdered. Somewhere, here in LA, there is a 
human trafficking ring, and we need to not only find the main players 
and break it up, but also need to find the victims. I have a feeling that 
Mr. Crosby is going to be missed right away and that will lead to an 
even greater nightmare for the victims and could allow the predators an 
opportunity to escape.”

Sara turned a small nozzle on the IV to allow the Deliverance to 
enter David’s bloodstream. She handed both men ear plugs as David 
began to come to and said, “There is no time to waste. You have to get 
all the information you can out of this guy and do it before morning.” 
David was now alert and screaming as the drug began to take hold of his 
central nervous system.
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Sara walked out of the room and said, “I’m going to make a pot of 
coffee. It’s going to be a long night. Jim, you want to help me? I think 
the Eagle is going to need a little one on one time with Mr. Crosby.”

Jim nodded and followed her out of the room. The Eagle looked 
down at David and slowed the IV drip. David calmed down a little and 
asked, “What the hell are you doing to me?”

“Preparing you to give me information. We’ll start with the order to 
murder Jim O’Brian and then work our way back.”
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Chapter Eighteen
“I know how fear and torture  
can keep you in your place.”

H
eather Snyder was sitting in Chris and Karen’s living room sipping 
a glass of wine after dinner. Karen had her feet up on one of the 
sofas and asked, “Have you called your father yet?”

“No. Chris wants me to hold off on that. It seems my father is not 
as concerned about me as I thought he would be.” Chris nodded while 
drinking a bottle of water.

“Well, concerned or not, I think you should at least call him to let 
him know you are safe,” Karen said.

“No,” Chris said, “she needs to remain silent. There are things going 
on behind the scenes.” He was looking down at a text from the Eagle as 
he spoke.

“Van belongs to David Crosby. Ordered to kill Jim. Jim’s okay. I 
have both. Need you.”

Chris looked at Karen and asked, “So, where would you like Heather 
to sleep?”
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“The guest bedroom, of course.”
Chris nodded and said, “Heather, please don’t turn on your cellphone 

or any of your electronics until I tell you it’s okay.”
“Why?”
“All of your devices…pretty much ALL of our devices…have GPS 

capabilities. Even when they are not formally enabled on our technology, 
they are often running in the background, and that could make you 
traceable. Right now, we don’t know the motive for your kidnapping, 
and as far as we know, no one knows that you have been rescued. I feel 
it’s better to keep it that way.”

“Sooner or later, even though I’m angry with my father, I need to let 
him know I’m okay!”

“Of course. Just not right now. We don’t want to inadvertently put 
you or any member of my household in danger, and we have a lot of 
information to go through.”

Heather sipped her wine and asked, “You don’t think my father had 
anything to do with my kidnapping, do you?” Chris was quiet for a little 
too long, and Heather stood up and said, “Oh…my…God! You think 
my father was involved?” Chris stood as well, and Heather looked up at 
his six-foot-six frame and muscles bulging in a long sleeve shirt he had 
been wearing under his body armor and sat back down.

“Ms. Snyder, there is an old saying in law enforcement. Everyone is 
a suspect. I’m not saying that your father had anything to do with any of 
this. All I am asking is that you work with me and the Bureau to make 
sure that we can cleanly investigate this case.”

“Were these orders from Agent Swenson?”
“They are common sense orders, Heather. You didn’t rape yourself. 

We know who your attacker is, and now we need to find him before 
he hurts anyone else. We have no idea all of the locations you have 
been to since your abduction last night; however, we know that there 
appear to be tortured and murdered children somewhere. You saw it 
on a TV monitor, correct?” Heather nodded contritely. “Do you know 
what it is you might have witnessed?” Heather shook her head. “You 
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might have witnessed a human trafficking warning to others in the same 
building. Since these were young girls that you saw, it is quite likely that 
they were singled out and raped and tortured before being murdered. 
Those acts were likely witnessed by other children who are, in essence, 
human slaves. Human trafficking is a HUGE problem. You most likely 
witnessed children being exploited in ways you can’t even begin to 
imagine.”

“Psychological warfare?”
Karen sat her teacup down on an end table and said, “Heather, I 

know your dissertation is on child welfare and that children and 
adolescents aren’t hopeless cases. There is an underground world of 
human trafficking that is savage and dangerous. These kids are not just 
from foreign countries; they are from right here in America, and it’s part 
of Chris’s and John’s job to find these animals, lock them up, and break 
up their rings.”

Heather sat very still as Chris said, “I need to excuse myself. John 
texted me, and he needs to speak with me.”

“Jesus Chris! It’s after midnight. Can’t it wait until morning?” Karen 
was upset.

Chris smiled at her then walked over and leaned down and kissed 
her stomach and then her lips and said, “No, honey. I need to go. John 
needs my assistance, and he is at home.”

Karen nodded knowingly and kissed Chris’s hand and said, “Be 
safe, my love, and get home as soon as you can.”

As Chris left, Heather said, “I am exhausted. Can you show me to 
my room?”

Karen walked her down two hallways to the guest room and said, 
“We have a pool and hot tub off the back of the house that has a wonderful 
view of the ocean. Feel free to use them if you need to destress a bit. 
You’ve been through a lot and are still in shock, but that is going to wear 
off, and when it does, you have no idea how you are going to react.”

Heather put her bag on the floor next to the bed and undressed down 
to her bra and panties and said, “I’m a rape survivor.”
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“A new survivor?” Heather shook her head, and Karen asked, 
“You’ve been raped before?”

“A few years ago at school.” Karen put out her arms, and Heather 
walked into them. Karen hugged her and said, “I didn’t know.”

Heather was emotionless but embraced Karen and said, “It happens 
to most of us. You know that.”

“Yes, it does…far more than has been reported.”
Heather released Karen and asked, “Are you a survivor?”
“I am.”
“Stranger rape?”
“Adoption rape. I was adopted by a man who brutalized me and 

allowed others to do the same. I was a sex slave for several years when 
I was just a little girl.”

Tears filled Heather’s eyes, and she said, “Yet, you are here. You’re 
healthy and working with people who are survivors?”

“I was very lucky. I would have been dead if it had not been for 
the Iron Eagle. He discovered the crimes, and I was one of only three 
survivors. A lot of girls died, and I know how fear and torture can keep 
you in your place.”

Heather sat down on the end of the bed and stared off into space. 
Karen turned and left the room, leaving only silence in her wake.

Crosby’s screams were reverberating off the walls of the lair. The 
door to operating room one was open, and Chris could see John working 
on Crosby. He walked in and saw Crosby nude on the gurney, his groin 
covered in blood, and his genitals resting on his abdomen. The smell of 
blood, sweat, urine, and burning flesh overtook him for a second, and 
then he got his composure and asked, “Has he talked?”

“Some. He’s one tough nut to crack.”
Chris looked down at the emasculated man and said, “Well, you 

have cracked his…hell, you removed his nuts.” John nodded. He was 
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still wearing his mask and body armor, and Chris asked, “Aren’t you 
hot in that?”

“Oh yeah, but I wanted to get this done before I revealed my identity 
to this piece of garbage.”

David stopped screaming for a few seconds and said, “Agent Mantel, 
for God’s sake, stop this animal from hurting me.”

Chris laughed out loud and said, “No can do. That animal is my 
boss.”

John unzipped his mask and pulled it off. Sweat was running down 
his face, and David screamed, “Oh my God! You’re John Swenson. 
You’re the Iron Eagle?”

“Yes, I am, and I don’t have time to waste with you. Who ordered 
you to kill Jim O’Brian?” David didn’t respond, and John looked at Chris 
and said, “You see what I mean? Hand me those bolt cutters, please.” 
Chris did as asked, and John looked at David and placed the cutter over 
the big toe on his right foot and said, “I’m going to keep asking the same 
question over and over as I cut each of your toes and fingers off.” David 
cried out as John began, and David’s big toe shot across the room.

“Snyder. Snyder. Max Snyder.”
John was so caught off guard by the revelation that he almost forgot 

to stop the bleeding. Chris quickly cauterized the nub where David’s toe 
had been, and John asked, “Heather Snyder’s father?”

“Yes, yes…”
“When?”
“This afternoon at his house in Palm Springs. Heather had been 

taken to his home for safekeeping. I didn’t know she was his daughter, 
but once he found out what had happened to her he ordered her brought 
to his home and then I met him there. He ordered me to kill O’Brian.”

“Why?”
“I don’t know. Killing is what I do. He was adamant that O’Brian 

die. He felt that O’Brian knew more about what was going on than he 
let on in the meeting he had with you guys.”

“What else?”
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“That’s it. He ordered the kill.”
Chris looked at John and said, “That doesn’t make sense.”
“It’s true, dear God. I swear it’s true.”
John stood with the cutters in his hand and put them over David’s 

next toe and said, “What else?”

Cardinal York was awakened at four a.m. by the phone next to his 
bed and Max’s voice asking, “Has David arrived back at your offices?”

“Max? Is that you?”
“Yes. I sent David on a mission for me, and I can’t reach him. Is he 

with you?”
“No. At least, I don’t think so. I haven’t seen him since the meeting. 

What were you having him do for you?”
“I sent him to kill Jim O’Brian.”
York sat up in his bed and asked, “You sent David Crosby to kill Jim 

O’Brian? Are you out of your damn mind?”
“Hardly. O’Brian has a lot of dirt on you, and he is now going to be 

relentless since his wife died this week. He has nothing better to do, and 
sooner rather than later your secrets are going to get exposed, and he is 
going to track all of this shit back to me.”

“What about your daughter?”
“I have her at my home in Palm Springs. I am going to deal with 

her tomorrow afternoon. Is there any way to find out if David is at your 
facility?”

“Jesus, Max. It’s four a.m. Let me call down to security and see if 
David has signed in. I had a room prepared for him, and he is going to 
work here for the diocese for a few weeks until things simmer down. I 
will call you back.” York hung up the line and called security. He held 
the phone tight between his fingers as his detail told him that David had 
not arrived at the building. He hung up the line and got out of bed and 
put on a plush robe. He paced back and forth before calling Max.
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“Is he there?”
“No. Perhaps he is still tracking O’Brian.”
“He’s not answering his phone. David always answers his phone.”
“Max, you sent him out to perform a hit on a man that was one of the 

most powerful police officers in the county. I don’t think killing Jim is 
going to be as easy as killing a nine-year-old girl, do you?”

There was a pause, and Max answered, “No…but if he falls into the 
hands of law enforcement…or worse…”

“Worse? What do you mean by worse?”
“If he lands in the hands of that Iron Eagle character, we are all in 

deep shit.”
“The Iron Eagle? Now, you sound paranoid. What would the Eagle 

have to do with any of this? This is a low-profile child murder, and even 
your daughter’s disappearance doesn’t rise to a level that is going to 
attract his attention. The Eagle likes big meaty nasty cases. Right now, 
Heather’s still a missing person. While the FBI witnessed her abduction, 
Swenson and Mantel couldn’t investigate their way out of a paper bag. I 
mean, really. When was the last time you heard of those two or any FBI 
agents making any arrests? The Iron Eagle is even making the FBI look 
bad. Get some sleep. David will turn up at some point. In the morning, 
we need to move the girls from Orange County up to Industry. Rita 
Crosby called me and told me that she has room for the other girls, 
and we are going to need you to clear the two containers and, more 
importantly, get ready for the next container ship coming in. There are 
four more containers coming in on the Eudora Huxley next week, and 
we need to focus on them.”

“You’re bringing in too many kids too fast. I had hell with the last 
three containers, now you have four more coming in? That’s seven 
containers or seven hundred children in less than two weeks. That is 
even going to raise suspicions at my office.”

“You’re the head of Immigration and Customs Enforcement, right?”
“Yes. I am supposed to be looking for illegals not clearing containers. 

The last round of kids raised a few eyebrows when I sealed off the 
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bonded location and had those containers cleared and moved out for 
release. That is not what I do on a regular basis. If four more come in 
and I do this again,” he paused, “it’s going to raise major red flags that 
could jeopardize everything.”

York had seated himself behind a large mahogany desk in an office 
adjacent to his bedroom. “You have the clout to deal with all of this. Do 
you have any agents that you trust to bring in on this?”

“No! Secrets are only secrets if we keep those in the know at a 
minimum. Do I have dirty agents? Sure. I have agents running drugs 
and guns as well as counterfeit products, but I wouldn’t trust any of 
them with the human trafficking. They answer to me on their deals, and 
I get a taste as do they, but there is no way I would let these people in 
on this. It goes beyond corruption. It’s deplorable behavior in the eyes 
of the public as well as the law. If we got nailed, we would all be doing 
life sentences but we’d most likely be sitting on death row. This is way 
too risky to let anyone in on.”

“Fine. Clear the four containers coming in next week, and I will 
slow the influx for a month.”

“What the fuck are you going to do with seven hundred kids?”
“We need them in several factories as well as for domestic duties. 

We have an aging population of girls that are now women, and they are 
just not as efficient as the young ones. I have handpicked nearly fifty 
to become nuns here for the dioceses. They will work well behind the 
closed doors of my fellow followers in the Lord’s work.”

Max let out a laugh and said, “I thought you and your pals liked to 
fuck boys?”

“Sexual misconduct in the church is a serious issue. Child sexual 
abuse of our parishioners is down to nearly zero. These girls make 
perfect substitutions for the boys and allow us to feed our carnal needs 
while keeping the church pure.”

“Did you just say keeping the church pure? For fuck’s sake, Joel! 
All you are doing is taking the kids from the streets out of the picture 
and replacing them with sexual and domestic slaves…that’s not 
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modifying behavior; it’s just feeding the same animal with a different 
food source.”

“Yes, well, I have prayed long and hard on it, and it is more pleasing 
to the Lord that we do this than exploit the general populace. These kids 
are irredeemable heathens from the Godless Orient. They are chattel 
that will make it much safer for us to carry out the Lord’s work while 
feeding our personal and sexual needs.”

“Jesus! You Catholic priests are some sick fucks.”
“Pot kettle, Max. Are you trying to tell me that you haven’t taken 

comfort with your slaves?”
“I have my servants and sex slaves, Joel, but I don’t share them or 

even let them see the light of day. They work for me in the darkness, and 
in return I never need to worry about them being exposed to the light 
or escaping and becoming my undoing. You Catholic boys have these 
girls in plain sight, and sooner or later one of them is going to get away 
and rat you out, and you will have a whole new church scandal on your 
hands.”

York heaved deeply and said, “Go to sleep, Max. I’ll let you know 
when David shows up.”

“And if he doesn’t? If he has been grabbed by the cops or worse…
then what?”

“David will die keeping our secrets. He’s been tortured for years 
and his mind manipulated by me and the church as well as his mother, 
whom he sleeps with every night. He won’t betray us; he will die first. 
So, don’t worry about it.” York hung up and went back to bed.

Max hung up the line and looked around his port authority office 
and said, “I hope you’re right, Joel. I hope the fuck for all our sakes 
you’re right.”
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Chapter Nineteen
“No. No, you can’t, can you?  

You’re not here anymore.”

S
ara walked into the operating room as John was cutting the final toe 
off David’s right foot. Chris was cauterizing the wound, and Sara 
said, “Jim went home a couple of hours ago, and I’m tired. Can I get 

some sleep?” John nodded, and Sara walked out of the room.

Jim had fallen asleep with a bottle of scotch in one hand and a 
cigarette in the other. He was leaning to the left in a lounge chair, and 
the unfiltered cigarette had burned all the way up to his fingers. He 
jerked from the burn and threw the butt away from him. He was clearly 
drunk and fell twice getting out of the chair and then staggered into the 
living room and fell face first onto the couch. His speech was slurred, 
but he called out to Barbara.

“Barb? Barb? I think I’m going to puke. Can you get me a bowl or 
something to use?” The house remained dark and quiet, and he called 
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out again in his drunken daze and then sat up on the couch, looked 
around the room, took a drink from the bottle, and said softly, “No. 
No, you can’t, can you? You’re not here anymore.” He stood up and 
staggered to the bedroom. He looked at the bed he hadn’t slept in as 
the final scene of Barbara’s life and death played out in his mind’s eye. 
He plopped down in one of the easy chairs in the sitting area and took 
another drink off the bottle. He threw his head back then forward and 
immediately vomited on the floor and himself.

He sat silent for a few moments and then shook his head and put the 
bottle on the floor and said, “If you can see me, you are really pissed off 
right now, aren’t you?” He waited for a response that would not come. 
“Look at me. I’m a fuckin’ wreck. I’m not taking care of myself. I’m not 
taking care of our home. You’ve been gone almost a week, and I have 
to pull it together. You would have already pulled your shit together, 
right Barb? Shit. You would have probably had someone in that bed 
with you by now. You said it, ‘Someone is always left behind.’ Well, it’s 
fuckin’ true, but you should be here to try it. Ain’t no walk in the park, 
babe.” He went to the bathroom, urinated, and then wet a towel and 
began to clean up his vomit. “How many times did you do this for me 
over the years, Barb? How many times do I not even remember? Too 
many times. I know that. You were always really good at holding your 
liquor. You drank me under the table many a night. Yet, here I am alone, 
and I’m behaving like a fuckin’ three-year-old. Jesus! I have to pull it 
together. I have to pull my head out of my ass. If I keep this up, I’m 
going to be joining you really fast, and while I love you and miss you, 
I’m not ready to leave this earth just yet.”

He washed out the towel and found some carpet cleaning power 
under the sink and used it on the spot. It took him nearly a half hour, and 
as he cleaned he continued to talk. When he had finished, he sat on the 
floor in front of the bed and then got up and laid down on his side and 
said, “What a pathetic ass I am,” then promptly passed out.
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Rita was frustrated and pacing the apartment. She’d been calling 
David all day and leaving messages, but he had not called her back. 
It was ten minutes to seven, and the sun had risen, casting light on the 
bedroom she was in and the bed that had not been slept in. She called 
Andre and asked if David had shown up at the house, and he told her no. 
She checked around a few other places, but no one had seen him.

She was about to call Kendra when her cellphone rang, and Kendra 
asked, “Rita, do you know where David is?”

“I have no idea. I just got off the phone with Andre and have been 
making calls all over town. No one knows anything. When was the last 
time you saw him?”

“Um…at the meeting yesterday. I haven’t heard from him since, and 
Andre had to call in another person to work security at the home due 
to David’s absence. I know that Max Snyder wanted to speak with him. 
Do you want me to call Max? I know you two don’t know each other 
very well.”

“Please…and let me know what you find out. I need him. We have 
the auction tonight, and I have a shitload of girls to move around and a 
lot of setup. I am really, really short staffed.”

Kendra hung up the phone and called Max and apologized for calling 
so early, to which he responded, “Yet, you have called me. What do you 
want?”

“By any chance have you spoken to David Crosby?”
Max was seated in a booth at a local diner eating breakfast and said, 

“Not since yesterday. Why? Is he missing?”
“No one can find him. Even Rita has been trying to locate him.”
“He is supposed to be on vacation if you remember correctly. Have 

you called the archdiocese office to see if he is there?”
Kendra’s shoulders dropped, and she said, “I’m so sorry to have 

wasted your time. I have not called them, and I forgot Cardinal York’s 
instructions. I will call over there.”

Kendra hung up, and Max quickly called York’s cellphone. “This is 
not a good time, Max. I am in my morning prayers.”
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“Did David arrive at your facility last night? Is he there?”
“I don’t know. I really have things to do other than babysit Mr. 

Crosby. Now, if you will excuse me, I need to get back to the work of 
the Lord.”

The phone went dead, and Max slammed his fist down on the table 
sending his food flying in the air and drawing the attention of the entire 
diner. He called out for his check and then left in a hurry. He dialed 
David’s number, but there was no answer. He had been up all night at 
the docks and sat behind the wheel of his car with sweat running down 
his face. He drew a few deep breaths then said to himself, “You have to 
relax, Max. You’re letting your imagination get the better of you. You 
need sleep, and you also need to talk to Heather, who may or may not 
have found the emergency supplies in the panic room and may be in 
need of food and water.” He wiped the sweat from his brow and began 
the long drive to Palm Springs. As he looked in the rearview mirror at 
the traffic, he said, “It’s going to take me hours and hours to get down to 
the house. I need sleep. I will go home and then out to the house tonight 
when traffic is lighter. Heather will be fine for a few more hours.”

John was laying on a sofa in the lair’s conference room in a clean 
pair of coveralls. Sara heard his light snore and looked for Chris. It was 
seven thirty, and she called John’s name softly, and his eyes shot open, 
and he asked, “What time is it?”

“Seven thirty, sweetheart.” John sat up on the couch and rubbed his 
eyes. “Where is Chris?”

“I sent him home around four to get some sleep. Did you get 
anything out of your guest?”

“Very, very little. He is one of the most curious cases I have dealt 
with yet. I haven’t done anything to his face as I need him to speak, but 
he has no penis, toes, or fingers, and the only thing he will tell me is that 
Heather Snyder’s father ordered him to kill Jim.”
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Sara sat down in one of the conference chairs and asked, “Why 
would a senior ICE agent want Jim killed?”

“Crosby says Snyder thinks that Jim knows more about what is 
going on than he is letting on.”

Sara looked off in the direction of one of the monitors to see that 
Crosby was out and then looked at John and asked, “Do you think 
it’s possible that with all of the things that have happened in the past 
week, with Barbara’s death and the child murder, that Jim might have 
repressed something that this Snyder guy is afraid is going to come to 
the surface?”

John was standing and said, “Jim was very aggressive with Cardinal 
York. He was also aggressive with Snyder when we met with him to tell 
him of his daughter’s abduction. He didn’t say anything to me or Chris, 
but Jim has a history with both men, and we know he is a sexual abuse 
survivor and has made it clear that York was one of those abusers. So, 
yes, I think that there is a good chance that something is bubbling up in 
his subconscious that even he doesn’t understand.”

“Well, I know he doesn’t like therapy, but this might be a good time 
to get him to talk to someone.”

“There’s no way he is going to talk to Cindy, and I doubt that he will 
talk to Karen.”

“It’s worth a try. With all of this pressure, sooner or later, if there is 
something there, it is going to blow, and you may or may not be able to 
stop him.”

John nodded and said, “I need to get to Max Snyder. I need to get 
him into the lair.”

“And what if this Crosby guy is lying to you and trying to set up 
a well-respected federal agent? You could risk your identity being 
discovered. You don’t hurt innocents.”

“No, I don’t. But for that kid to hold out through the torture that I 
used on him, something tells me that there is more to it, and I need to get 
Mr. Snyder here in my lair.”

“And if he is innocent?”
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“I have had innocent guests before. I can play catch and release if I 
have to without my identity being compromised.”

Sara shook her head and said, “I think you’re playing with fire, John. 
This Crosby guy could just be one sick ass murderer and nothing more, 
and you may have your man for the child murder as well as the Snyder 
kidnapping, and this is all there is.”

John shook his head slowly and said, “While I wish it was that easy, 
I have a strong feeling that Crosby is the tip of the iceberg to something 
more sinister than anything that even I or the Eagle has ever seen.”

“David Crosby has vanished.”
The words sent a chill up Max’s spine. “Jesus Christ. I knew it. I 

fuckin’ knew it.”
York was quiet for a few moments and then said, “David is not here. 

Rita hasn’t seen him, neither have Kendra or Andre. They think he is on 
vacation from Spirit House.”

“But he’s not on vacation. Someone got to Crosby, Joel, and you and 
I know if O’Brian is still drawing breath we have some huge problems.”

York was calm and said, “Max, for God’s sake, Jim has been drawing 
breath for over five decades. He has been the top cop for Los Angeles 
County and has never made a move. He’s not going to make a move 
now. His wife just died, and he is in mourning. I think the last person 
on the planet we really need to worry about is O’Brian. I feel our bigger 
concern is your daughter. What has she seen? What does she know? You 
tell me you have her at your house in Palm Springs. Have you spoken 
to her?”

“No.”
“Don’t you think you should?”
“Yes.”
“Are you afraid to talk to her?” There was a pause of some length, 

and York said, “You’re afraid to talk to her because she knows that it 
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was David who brutalized her, and she is not going to be silent on that. 
And you know as well as I do that every room at the Industry shop has a 
closed-circuit flat screen monitor, and she most likely not only heard him 
killing those three girls, but probably saw the dead children if she did not 
witness their brutalization. You know that she knows about the children 
and the trafficking, which means that you will have no choice but to kill 
her. Right?” Max didn’t respond. “You have containers coming in and 
some that need to go out. Rita told me that there are several bodies from 
shipping that need to be taken care of, and we have an auction before 
the next shipment comes in a few days. You have a great deal to deal 
with before we shutter operations for a few months until the heat is off. 
If I were you, I would worry about talking with Heather and less about 
Crosby. If you discover that your daughter knows too much and can’t 
deal with her yourself...” York drew a deep breath and said, “then I will 
have someone from the church deal with her. All you need to do is call 
me, and I will handle things from there.”

Max hung up the line, shaking his head with tears in his eyes.
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Chapter Twenty
“…you need to prepare the  

showers just in case.”

B
randon Sinner had late classes, so he had eaten breakfast and had 
been reading a textbook when he saw Kendra walking to the back 
entrance of the home. He got up and followed her from a distance, 

keeping out of sight. She walked out the back door to the delivery bay. 
There were two large dumpsters, and he hid behind one and watched 
as a windowless van pulled up to the bay doors, and a thin young man 
exited and spoke to her. He couldn’t hear the exchange, but Kendra 
became very animated, and he knew her body language all too well.

“Well, what has Ms. Kendra all pissed off?” Brandon asked himself 
as he watched the two talking. Kendra motioned for the young man 
to follow her, and as the two went into Spirit House Brandon bolted 
across the loading area floor to the van. He looked but there was no 
one outside. He ran around to the passenger side of the van but wasn’t 
tall enough to see in the passenger window. He stared at the slotted 
handle on the passenger door with his right hand pressing toward it. He 
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looked at the side view mirror, and the sunlight was passing through 
the cab. “It’s empty,” he muttered and pulled on the door handle, but 
it was locked. He moved to the back of the van and tried the double 
doors at the back, but they were also locked. He was just about to 
make a break back to the loading area when Kendra and the young man 
reemerged from the building. The man was carrying a large case, and 
Kendra was walking slowly behind him. Brandon heard the door locks 
release, and he ran back to the passenger side and opened the door. 
There was a steel wall behind the seats of the van, prohibiting him 
from getting all the way in. However, there was enough room between 
the passenger seat and the wall that he could slip into the van and stow 
away. Kendra and the driver approached, and Brandon could now hear 
their conversation.

“I don’t know what on earth possessed Rita to send you out here in 
broad daylight, Ryder.” Ryder Hunter had been working for Rita and 
Andre for nearly ten years. He had started off as a youth in the foster 
care system where he met Kendra and Andre, who had taken him under 
their wing. Now twenty-five, working for them was all he knew, and he 
was loyal to a fault.

“I’m just following orders, Ms. Hopkins. Rita told me that you had 
a parcel that needed to be picked up.”

“What’s going on with the broken product in the shipping containers?”
“All product has been placed in a single container at the Industry 

facility, Ms. Hopkins, and I assume that David will deal with it.”
She shook her head and said, “David is on vacation for three weeks.”
“Well, you better find someone to clean it up because it smells like 

hell and is going to attract attention.”
“The container is sealed, right?”
“Yes, but there are vents and such on the unit to allow airflow. All 

living things require air, Ms. Hopkins. As it is, none of the containers 
have been cleaned out, and the one at Industry with the broken product 
is getting really bad. We have had a few warm days and decomposition 
is working fast.”
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“Take this to Rita. I will call her and let her know it is coming. You 
can at least clean out the empty containers, can’t you?”

“It is not my area. I just pick up and deliver your goods.”
“Look, Ryder, I will make this easy. You clean out the other two 

containers, and I will throw in a nice sweetener for your time.”
“How sweet?”
“Triple your usual fee for pickup and delivery.”
Ryder smiled and said, “I can’t turn that down. I will take care of it 

after I see Rita.” Kendra nodded, and Ryder got in the van and drove off.

The Industry factory was buzzing with activity. The only sound was 
that of the sewing machines and other equipment that were being used 
to make textile products. Several of the new young girls were clumsy 
in their sewing, and Doris was getting frustrated with them. She had 
beaten two with a cane that she used to help her walk, but they weren’t 
learning fast enough. Ushi had been working with the girls for most of 
the night, but they weren’t picking up on their duties. Doris called Ushi 
to the board room and ordered her to strip. Ushi did as she was told and 
went through the motions as if it was a usual ritual. The tiny nude girl 
stood in front of the three dead girls, and Doris ordered her to put her 
hands on the wall next to one of them. “Now, put your ass out,” she said.

Ushi bent away from the wall and raised her rear. Doris had a long 
leather whip and began whipping the child while screaming obscenities 
in Chinese. Ushi remained silent with each lash of the whip, and Doris 
screamed, “My God, you will get these girls trained, or I will kill you 
myself.” Doris stopped for a moment and looked into the camera; her 
skin was ashen, and her long gray hair unwashed and tangled. Her smile 
was like the mouth on a Halloween pumpkin. Her eyes were completely 
black from a procedure she had done on the whites, and she looked like 
a cartoon character. She screamed into the camera, “You little shits will 
learn your jobs and your place, or by God I will kill each and every one 
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of you.” She reared back with the whip and struck Ushi several more 
times until the child fell to the floor. “Now, get your ass up and work 
ALL of the floors.” Ushi stood and staggered over to where her dress 
was, and Doris said, “No clothing. You work nude until you have these 
girls whipped into shape.” Blood was running down Ushi’s back as she 
put the dress on the bed in the corner of the room and then staggered 
back to the main floor. Several of the other girls were quietly weeping, 
and Ushi sat down with three girls and began to instruct them in the use 
of the sewing machines again.

One of the girls asked, “How long have you been here?”
Ushi didn’t look up as she knew Doris was within earshot. She 

whispered, “I can’t remember. It feels like I have always been here; 
now, please learn. If you don’t, you could be next.” The girls watched 
and followed Ushi as she worked and started picking up speed as Doris 
looked on with a smile on her face.

David was unconscious on the gurney, and Sara was standing with 
John and Chris and asked, “What do you want to do with him?”

“Make sure he stays out for the day. Chris and I are going to pay 
Max Snyder a visit.”

“Will he be a guest?”
John looked at Chris and Sara then at David and said, “I don’t know. 

It will depend on how he answers some of my questions.” He walked 
out of the operating room with Chris behind him. Sara took a syringe 
and injected the contents into the IV. David’s breathing became deeper, 
and he started to snore as Sara left the room.

The van pulled into the loading docks at the City of Industry building, 
and Ryder got out and went inside. Brandon moved the seat and exited 
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the van. He had his cellphone with him and turned on his GPS and started 
recording everything with his camera. The large white three-story building 
was nondescript and fit perfectly with the other Industry buildings. He 
walked up to the back entrance and saw that a door was ajar, and he 
slipped into a long partially lit hallway. He cocked his head, listening 
as he heard the hum of machines off in the distance. He worked his way 
down the hall quickly to a set of double doors where the sound was even 
louder. He could hear several women yelling in Chinese, and he listened 
as they spoke. Brandon pushed one of the doors open far enough to see a 
large nearly windowless room and sewing machines and many children.

Donna was barking out orders on the main level after Doris had taken 
Ushi up to the third floor to work their way down to see how the other 
girls were doing. Donna was shouting threats to the girls as they worked 
on the machines in front of them. Brandon opened the door a little more 
and slid into the large room and then ran and hid behind a large laundry 
bin as he listened to Donna yell. He pulled up speed dial on his phone 
and found John’s number; he looked down at the signal strength to see 
that he had no service inside the building. “They must have something 
jamming cell signals,” he whispered to himself. He moved around the 
bin and started to shoot more video, picking up Donna’s voice and the 
long line of sewing machines and the dozens and dozens of young girls. 
He had been behind the laundry basket for several minutes recording 
when he saw Ushi walking in front of Doris, nude and bloody. He put 
his hand over his mouth as not to let out a scream but continued filming.

Rita walked out onto the main floor with Ryder next to her. She 
called Donna and Doris to her. She was standing only a few feet away 
from where Brandon was hiding.

“We have a breach!” Rita said coldly.
Donna asked, “What type of breach?”
“David is missing, and Joel and Max fear he has fallen into the 

hands of law enforcement.” The two women stood in stunned silence, 
and Rita said, “I’m not in panic mode yet, but you two need to prepare 
the showers just in case.”
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Donna looked across the room and then up and said, “We have over 
a hundred girls here. How do you propose to shower them all?”

“There is enough room to take the bulk of them in one shot. The 
canisters are mixed, and they are ready for use. Without David, we must 
work alone. You two were taught how to use them, right?”

Both women nodded, and Donna said, “This seems like a last ditch 
effort, Rita. With so much invested, do you really want to even think of 
pulling that trigger?”

Rita laughed and asked, “I can do twenty to life. Can you two?”
They shook their heads, and Donna asked, “And what do we do with 

all of them after they have been showered?”
“David has a chipper out back. It will take some work, but I know 

that if we need to go this route I can enlist Ryder as well as Max and 
even Joel to help with cleanup. We need to be prepared, so get to it. 
Chop, chop.” The two women walked off together, and Rita looked 
over at Ushi who was talking to several girls as they worked and asked, 
“What the fuck happened to you?”

“Example, Ms. Crosby. Doris wanted to make an example out of me.”
Rita shook her head and looked up at one of the monitors and the 

dead girls. “You would think that those three would be example enough, 
but then again watching one of your own getting a good beating but 
being left alive is also a motivator.” Ushi didn’t respond and Rita said, 
“Go to my private questers and shower, then get one of your dresses 
and get back on the floor.” Ushi nodded and ran off. Brandon watched 
her leave, and when Rita started to walk down the corridor between the 
machines and girls sewing he made a break for it and followed Ushi up 
a stairwell.
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Chapter Twenty-One
“Think of me as your fluffer…to  

keep you erect between girls.”

S
am had Heather with her when she arrived at the office. Jim’s office 
was empty. She called out to one of her clerks and asked if anyone 
had heard from him, and the answer was no.
Heather sat down in one of Sam’s office chairs and asked, “How 

long do I have to be with you? When can I call my father?” Sam’s face 
was grim, and Heather asked, “Are you okay?”

Sam nodded slowly and said, “You will be with us until we 
understand what is going on, Heather. It could be a few hours or a few 
days. I can’t tell you for sure.” Sam pulled her cellphone off her belt and 
asked Heather to stay put as she went into Jim’s office and called his 
cellphone.
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Joel York was down in the main sanctuary hearing confessions. He 
was about to leave the box when someone stepped in and sat down. Joel 
slid the panel open and said, “Hello, my child.”

“Hello.”
Joel’s face dropped, and he asked, “Jim?”
“Yes.”
“Have you come for confession?”
“Why the fuck else would I be in this damn box?”
Joel sat with his back pressed against the wall of the confessional 

and said, “I will hear your confession.”
Jim took a deep breath and said, “I don’t forgive you father for you 

have fuckin’ sinned.”

John and Chris arrived at Max Snyder’s office only to learn that 
he was not in. John asked when he was expected, and one of his 
commanders said, “He’s out for the day. Is there something that I can 
assist you with, Agents?”

John shook his head, and Chris asked, “Do you know where Mr. 
Snyder might be?”

The man looked at Chris and said, “I don’t know. He doesn’t take 
much time off, and we have the world’s largest container ship coming 
tomorrow, which takes up a ton of our time. I would guess that he is 
taking some personal time.”

John looked out the window over the Port of Los Angeles and asked, 
“The Eudora Huxley is coming in tomorrow?”

“Yep. She just made a drop and had a few others up the coast and 
will be here tomorrow night to drop off and take on cargo before heading 
back over to China.”

John had a puzzled look on his face and asked, “I thought the Eudora 
Huxley ran the transatlantic route?”
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“It did, but the owners have recently found running the Asian route 
to be more profitable, so they run from Japan to China and most of the 
Pacific Rim.”

John asked, “So, do you have any idea where Mr. Snyder might be?”
The man shrugged and called out to the general office, “The FBI is 

looking for Max. Does anyone know where he is?”
A female voice said, “Palm Springs.”
John and Chris looked at each other, and John asked, “Do you know 

where?”
A young female ICE agent appeared from behind a bunch of cubicles. 

Her uniform was neatly pressed; she had her black hair in a ponytail, 
and while she muted her beauty with little to no makeup she caught 
Chris’s eye, and John saw it.

Chris looked hard at the woman and asked, “Ashley? Ashley 
McFarland?”

She smiled at Chris and said, “Hi Chris. It’s been a long time.”
“A really, really long time. You look great.”
“As do you. Congratulations on both your marriage and the upcoming 

birth of your first child.”
“Thanks. How do you know where Max is?”
Ashley laughed and said, “Max is older but single, and we have 

dated a bit. He has a house in Palm Springs. I would bet he’s there.”
“Do you have an address?” She grabbed a post-it note off a nearby 

desk and wrote something down and handed it to Chris, who looked at 
it and then handed it to John. It was the address that they had recovered 
Heather from, and while John had no reaction, he looked at Ashley and 
thanked her and pulled Chris by the arm out of the office.

Andre was seated in a lunch room at the Industry location watching 
dozens of young girls eating fast and ravenously. Rita was standing at 
the end of the room, shouting orders in Chinese and smacking girls who 
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she felt were not performing to her liking. The bulk of the girls were 
eating through tears, and many had bruises on their arms, hands, and 
faces, mostly from open-handed slaps, one that Andre witnessed while 
watching Rita.

“Do any of them speak English?”
Rita was staring down one young girl while answering, “No…these 

are literally just off the boat from Shanghai.”
“So, now that we have this new source for unlimited girls, what are 

your plans?”
She sat down next to him and said, “While we have a solid supplier 

right now, I don’t want to get caught or become dependent upon a 
supplier. If we keep these alive and the older ones develop, we have 
started a breeding program.”

Andre smiled and said, “Tired of being at the mercy of the dealers, 
huh?”

Rita nodded and said, “David has impregnated about a dozen girls. 
As soon as they start menstruating, he starts fucking them.”

Andre laughed and said, “Old enough to bleed, old enough to 
butcher!”

Rita just rolled her eyes and said, “Tacky, Andre. Really tacky. Do 
you want to get in on this action?”

“You mean impregnating children?” Rita nodded. “I don’t know…I 
mean…they are just children.”

Rita laughed, “So what? You were fucking children when you were 
in the priesthood?”

“That was different.”
“How is it different?”
“I don’t know. I seduced most of my sex mates, and they were all in 

their late teens.”
“How did that sit with Kendra?”
“Fine. She was sleeping with altar boys as well as girls. We had a lot 

of fun before we were thrown out of the church.”
“I see. But you got thrown out for getting Kendra pregnant, right?”
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“That’s a bit of a tall tale. Kendra was pregnant, and I fell on the 
sword for her because I cared for her, but she got pregnant by one of the 
many boys she was fucking. She didn’t even know who the father was.”

“You two were real sluts!”
Andre nodded, looking over the room of girls, and said, “You know 

I might just take you up on the offer. If we can keep this all inside, we 
can ween ourselves off of the foreign slave traders, which would make 
it so much easier than having to deal with Max Snyder at customs. He 
gets greedier and greedier. He took forty percent on this last batch of 
girls. We really have to work them hard to keep up with demand and to 
get product out to recover that huge commission to him.”

Rita nodded and said, “Yes, he is getting greedy, and while we need 
him right now, his day is coming, and someone will put a bullet in his 
head.”

Andre nodded as Doris entered the room. She didn’t address him or 
Rita. She just yelled at the girls to get up and back to work. She chose 
five to take care of the dishes and clean the kitchen and ran the others 
out of the room. Andre looked at the clock and asked, “Ten minutes? 
That’s all the time they get to eat?” Rita nodded. “Do they get enough 
nourishment?”

“Once they are up to speed, I give them a half hour. Hunger and 
thirst are good drivers as is a sound beating to keep them in line.”

Andre looked at the two large monitors in the dining hall and pointed 
to the three bodies hanging from the wall and said, “That’s got to be a 
hell of a motivator as well.”

Rita nodded and asked, “Why did Kendra waste Ryder’s time 
sending me this information on Chu? I thought this was over.”

“I don’t know. Call and ask her.” He stretched and asked, “So, do 
you have any girls here that you want impregnated now?”

“Did you have a girl in mind?”
Andre smiled and said, “I’m horny…and not just one girl. I was 

thinking two or three.” Rita called Donna over the radio and asked how 
many girls still needed to be impregnated.
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“We have ten that haven’t gotten pregnant yet.”
Rita put the radio on the table and asked, “Do you want to fuck ten? 

Do you have the stamina and the semen for ten girls?” Andre nodded 
quickly. “Donna, bring all ten to the board room. I have a guest who 
wants to give them a run.” She looked at Andre and said, “You can 
do what you want with them, but you have to cum in their pussies. 
Understood?” Andre nodded, and Rita rose and said, “Follow me. We 
don’t have a dressing room, and you are going to be on camera while 
you rape the girls.”

Andre stopped and asked, “On camera as in live sex?”
Rita nodded and said, “The board room is always a live feed to keep 

the girls in line, so you will be fucking these girls in a room that has live 
camera feeds.”

Andre looked up at the three bodies on the screen and said, “There 
is no way I can have sex in a room with dead bodies.”

Rita let out a little laugh and said, “You won’t be. The board room 
has several rooms to it. You will have a private room for sex, and we 
will stream it live, so the girls can see and hear you fucking.” Andre 
followed her to a set of stairs and then up to the board room. When they 
got to the entrance, Donna was closing the main door, and Rita asked, 
“Are they all stripped?”

Donna nodded and looked over at Andre and asked, “You, Mr. 
Grain? You are going to spread your seed in here?” Andre nodded, 
and Rita asked Donna to take him into the room and to help him with  
the girls.

Rita walked away, and Donna took Andre by the hand and led him 
into the room. The smell of decaying flesh nearly made him throw up. 
Donna could see him gagging. She laughed and said, “Believe it or not, 
you get used to it.” She opened a second door and pulled Andre in fast 
and shut it behind her.

There was a king-sized bed in the middle of the room, and the ten 
girls were each standing nude with their hands folded in front of them. 
Andre looked at each of them and asked, “How old are they?”
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“They range in age from thirteen to sixteen.”
Andre smiled and said, “They look like they are in their late teens or 

early twenties. They don’t seem to be afraid.”
“They’re not. They know what you are going to do to them. They 

will give you no resistance and will follow your every instruction.”
“Do they speak English?”
“Some of them do. These girls are pretty much used up for the 

sweatshop work, so they will be sold off as domestic servants and sex 
slaves after we get a few kids out of them, or we will put them into one 
of our brothels around the state and get all the mileage we can out of 
them in the sex trade.”

Donna was removing her clothing and told Andre to do the same. 
He watched Donna undress and smiled and said, “You are not a very 
attractive woman, but you have a nice body.”

Donna reached over and undid Andre’s pants and pulled them down 
to reveal his rock-hard erection. She smiled and said, “You really know 
how to impress a woman, Mr. Grain. I don’t have the looks, but I do 
have the body. It’s all the same in the dark, right?”

Andre was removing his shirt and said, “I have never looked at it 
like that, but I guess you’re right.” Once they were nude, Donna asked 
Andre to pick the first girl and then she brought the girl over to the bed, 
and Andre pounced on her and began to pound away. Donna laughed, 
stroking his hair, as the girl underneath him tried to breathe and hold 
back tears.

“Think of me as your fluffer, a woman with a hot body, to keep you 
erect between girls.”

John and Chris were on Highway 111 heading to Snyder’s house. 
The two men had been talking as they drove. “If Snyder gets to the 
house ahead of us and learns that Heather is gone, you know he’s not 
going to hang around.”
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John nodded and said, “Our only chance of grabbing him is going to 
be the element of surprise. Did you leave the panic room open?”

“I closed the door, but it is unlocked.”
John looked down at his navigation and said, “2801 North Vista 

Grande Avenue. That’s new construction because this is an older part of 
Palm Springs.”

“Well, it might be old, but it is also really, really flat out here.”
“It’s also very secluded, which is what Snyder wants.” He stopped 

the truck and pulled into a vacant lot that was overgrown with trees and 
brush. He pulled a gym bag from the back as did Chris, and the two men 
put on their armor. Chris put his two-way radio into his ear and after a 
sound check John said, “It’s noon, so moving in stealth is going to be 
very difficult.”

“There is a house next to Snyder’s. I jumped the wall when I 
was looking for Heather. All of the homes I checked were vacant but 
Snyder’s, so we have privacy. Follow me. There is a lot of security, but 
I was able to jam all of it and get Heather.” The two men got out of the 
truck and made their way to Snyder’s house.

Max had stopped at a local diner and picked up a couple of 
sandwiches. He had left orders with his office that he not be disturbed. 
The owner of the diner knew Max well and brought him the food and 
asked, “So, is Heather coming down?”

“Yeah, George. She hasn’t seen my new place, and I thought I would 
bring a little lunch and show her around.”

“Is she meeting you at the house?”
“Yep. She should already be there, so I need to get to the house.” 

George handed off the food, and Max told him to keep the change.
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John and Chris had made quick access to Snyder’s house, and when 
they knew it was empty Chris asked, “What now?”

“You take a position at the front of the house. I’m going in the panic 
room.”

Chris laughed and said, “‘Panic room.’ Oh man, does that take on a 
whole new meaning.”
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Chapter Twenty-Two
“Where are we going?”  

“To make you a woman.”

B
randon had followed Ushi into Rita’s private quarters in the 
building. He watched as the girl started the shower and then 
watched her bathe. She was wincing in pain as the water fell on her 

back, and Brandon had tears in his eyes as he stayed out of sight. She 
exited the shower and tried to dry off but found it nearly impossible. 
Brandon appeared from the bedroom and walked up behind Ushi and 
said, “Let me help you.” Ushi jerked around and started to scream, but 
Brandon put his hand over her mouth and said, “I’m not here to hurt 
you. I’m here to help you. If you scream, and they find me, they will 
kill me, won’t they?” Ushi nodded slowly with Brandon’s hand over 
her mouth. “Then, let’s not get killed. I’m going to take away my hand. 
Promise not to scream?” Ushi nodded, and Brandon released her.

“Who are you?” she asked.
“My name is Brandon Sinner. I’m an orphan and live at Spirit 

House.”
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“What is Spirit House?”
“It’s complicated. This is a sweatshop, and you are part of a human 

trafficking operation, aren’t you?”
Ushi shook her head and said, “I’m a prisoner like all of the others.”
“All of the others?”
“Yes.”
“How many?” Brandon was gently dabbing the water and blood off 

of Ushi’s back as he dried her.
“It’s hard to say. I have been here for years.”
“Your English is very good. Have you gone to school here?”
“No. I learned fast after they took me.”
“Where are you from?”
“China. My parents sold me and my two sisters to these slavers.”
“Where are your sisters?”
“Dead. They didn’t survive the trip here.”
“What is this? Who are these people?”
Ushi opened a drawer and pulled out a small blue dress and put it on. 

She heard Rita’s voice in the distance calling her name and said, “You 
have to hide. If she finds you, she will kill you.” Brandon looked around 
the room, and Ushi grabbed him by the wrist and pulled him over to a 
wardrobe. She opened it and said, “Do not come out of here no matter 
what you hear.” Ushi was just shutting the door when Rita walked in.

“What the fuck are you doing?”
“Bathing as you told me.”
There was blood soaking through the back of the clean dress, and 

Rita looked at the dress and the blood-covered towel on the floor and 
asked, “How did you dry yourself?”

“Painfully, Ms. Crosby.”
Rita hauled back and slapped the girl with an open hand and said, 

“You will speak to me politely, you little bitch, or I will take you back 
to the board room and finish you.” Ushi had tears in her eyes but didn’t 
cry, and Rita looked at her and asked, “You get your period, now, 
don’t you?” Ushi nodded slowly, and Rita said, “But you haven’t been 
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fucked?” Ushi shook her head again slowly. Rita got a huge smile on her 
face and said, “A virgin. Oh, how prophetic. Follow me.”

Ushi walked slowly behind her and asked, “Where are we going?”
“To make you a woman.”

Jim had walked York out of the church and to his car. The two men 
stood silent for several moments, and York said, “You have to forgive, 
Jim. You have to let the past be in the past.”

Jim shook his head and said, “That’s not where the past wants to 
stay. I know you’re into some bad shit, Joel.”

He pulled a cigarette out of his top left pocket, lit it, and as he 
snapped his Zippo shut a young choir boy came running around the 
corner and said, “Father York, David Crosby isn’t in the building.”

Jim took a deep hit off his smoke, and York snapped at the boy, 
telling him to leave. Jim looked at him and said, “Do I need to cuff you 
and read you your rights, or are you going to take a drive with me to talk 
about what you know?”

York was standing near Jim’s car in all of his religious regalia and 
said, “I will go with you, but I need to change.”

Jim laughed, expelling smoke from his lungs, and said, “You might 
be able to change clothes, but we both know there isn’t anything else 
about you that will change. I will escort you.”

“Jim, I’m a man of God. I’m not going to run away.”
Jim laughed and said, “You’re right, you’re not.”

Max pulled into the drive and parked his car. He sat for few minutes 
staring at the front door then grabbed the bag of food and walked into 
the house. He looked around and then walked over to a small closet 
and opened the door. Chris was only a few feet away, hidden behind 
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a chair. He could see light coming out of the darkness and watched as 
Max peered into the dark closet and then jumped back. He pulled his 
cellphone off his hip and dialed. “David, goddamn you. Where the fuck 
are you?” He was talking to voicemail and said, “You better call me 
right away. Heather isn’t in the panic room. At least I can’t see her on 
the monitor.” He hung up the line and then looked around the house. He 
was quietly talking to himself. “Jesus Christ. Did David kill her? Did 
he take her back to Industry and put her in the damn wood chipper? No. 
No. He wouldn’t do that. Calm down, Max, calm down.” He stepped 
back from the closet and put the bag of food he was carrying down and 
said, “Shit! She might have gotten into the bathroom in there. I can’t 
see in there. I’m getting all panicked for nothing.” He walked out of 
the room, and Chris followed him, staying several steps behind as Max 
went for the panic room. John had managed to slip underneath the bed 
in the room and heard Max talking as he entered.

“Heather, honey? Are you in here?” There was no response. He saw 
that the bathroom door was ajar, and a light was on. He walked past the 
end of the bed to the bathroom and opened the door to see that Heather 
wasn’t there. He stepped back quickly and looked around and then 
began to run for the exit. He was stopped dead in his tracks as John’s 
hand grabbed his ankle in an iron grip. He fell to the floor and started 
screaming as he saw the bed rise in front of him and the body armored 
body of the Eagle pulling him up with one arm. Chris entered the room, 
and Max yelled, “What the fuck is going on here?”

The Eagle had pulled Max up by the ankle, and he was now dangling 
in midair. The Eagle handed him to Chris then leaned down and looked 
into his eyes and said, “I have the same question for you.”

Chris threw Max on the floor and pulled a tranquilizer gun from 
his body armor and aimed it at him. “For God’s sake,” Max screamed, 
“what the hell are you doing?”

Chris shot him in the chest and said, “Taking you to meet with the 
Iron Eagle, Mr. Snyder. He has many questions.”
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Sam was with Heather at a local taco truck eating lunch when Jim 
called. “Sam, I have someone that needs ‘a good talking to.’”

“Okay…who?”
“Cardinal York.”
Sam was trying to be as cryptic as possible with Heather sitting 

across from her and said, “Okay. Where is this conversation going to 
take place?”

“You know where I’m taking him.”
“Do you think that’s a wise idea?”
“Absolutely. He’s changing clothes, and we will be headed for the 

lair in a few.”
“Does the cardinal know where you are taking him?”
Jim laughed and said, “No…but he likes surprises.”
Sam took a sip of her soda and said, “I don’t think he is going to like 

this one.”
“I’m sure he won’t, but I am going to get the information out of him 

that we need.”
“Okay…and what information might that be?”
York walked back into his office after leaving the dressing room, 

and Jim said, “I will call you later. Do you still have our guest?”
“Yes. We’re having lunch.”
“Don’t let her call her father. Just keep everything on hold. I should 

have more information for you in a few hours.”
Sam looked at her watch and said, “It’s just past one. Should I plan 

on another night?”
“Definitely.”
Sam hung up the phone, and Heather asked, “When can I call my 

father?”
“Soon, Heather, soon.”
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The room was quiet, and Brandon peeked out of the wardrobe to see 
the room was empty. He walked softly to the door and saw that there 
was no one in the hallway. He could hear the hum of machines in the 
distance and pressed his back against the wall and began to inch his 
way toward a bright light. There was a bank of windows that looked in 
on a large room full of equipment. Brandon watched as dozens of girls 
were working on different types of machines. Several were unrolling 
long spools of fabric as others put patterns on the fabric and then began 
cutting. Some were working on sewing machines, and others were 
moving large batches of clothing in wheeled bins to large openings in 
the walls where they dumped the products and went back for more. He 
crawled between the windows and looked up to see a large flat screen 
monitor; it was in split screen mode, and on one side he saw the bodies 
of the three little girls, and on the other he saw a man’s nude back and a 
woman’s nude breasts. He looked closely and saw that there appeared to 
be a girl near his age underneath the man. She was weeping, and it only 
took him a few seconds to realize what he was watching. He stared at the 
screen and the girl until he heard Rita’s voice come over the speakers.

“I have a treat for you. I have a virgin who needs to be deflowered.” 
Brandon watched the man rise and then turn to face the camera. His eyes 
were wide as he looked at Andre Grain’s nude body and hard erection 
covered in blood and semen. Rita came into the frame with Ushi by her 
side and said, “This one has never been fucked.”

“How old?”
“Fifteen and a nice body. Take off your dress,” Rita ordered. Ushi 

did as instructed, and Brandon watched as Andre grabbed Ushi and put 
her on the bed and began raping her.

Brandon looked away and saw a shadow pass between him and Rita’s 
room. He looked around and saw a set of double doors with an exit sign 
over them. He ran to the doors and pressed the bar to open them. He could 
hear the clattering of machines as well as several female voices barking 
orders even as Ushi moaned and cried. He walked up the stairs until he 
was able to get to the roof access. There was no alarm warning on the 
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door, and he pressed the steel bar and the door gave way. He walked out 
onto the roof and ran and hid behind an air conditioning unit. He pulled 
out his cellphone and dialed John Swenson’s number. When it went to 
voicemail, Brandon spoke quietly into the phone, “Agent Swenson, it’s 
Brandon Sinner, and I don’t know where I am, but there are a ton of 
young girls here. Several are dead, and one is being raped. They will kill 
me if they catch me. I’m on the roof of the building, and I have my GPS 
on. You can triangulate my position with my phone number. I’m going 
to hide here on the roof as long as possible. You have to help us, all of 
us. There is horror here. Things that I have never seen before.” Brandon 
heard the door to the roof open and hung up the phone and put it under 
the unit with the GPS on. He slid around and looked back at the door 
to see a middle-aged woman walking around. She didn’t seem to know 
he was there. She lit a cigarette and then walked over to the roof’s edge 
and leaned on another unit. She had a radio clipped to her belt and stood 
smoking. He heard Rita’s voice come over the radio.

“Doris, Doris? Where the fuck are you?”
“I’m on the roof having a cigarette.”
“I need you on the main level quickly. Several of the girls need 

bathroom breaks as well as food.”
Doris dropped the half-smoked cigarette to the ground and stamped 

it out. “I’m on my way. Just hold your horses.” She started for the door 
when she noticed that the gravel on the roof near the entrance had been 
disturbed. She leaned down then looked around and said, “Little feet. 
Why would there be little feet up here?”
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Chapter Twenty-Three
“No, Joel. That’s how justice works.”

C
hris and John were heading back up the 10 Freeway to Los Angeles 
when John noticed he had a voicemail on his cell. He and Chris 
listened to Brandon’s soft voice and the message and then the abrupt 

end. John didn’t say a word. Chris had his tablet out and was working 
to track the signal from Brandon’s cellphone. It took a few minutes, and 
Chris said, take the 60 Freeway to Industry.”

“What do you have?”
“The signal is coming from 497 South Hacienda Boulevard in 

Industry.”
“Great triangulation.”
“I learned from the best.”

Sara and Karen had finished their rounds and were getting ready to 
go to lunch when Jim called. Sara looked down at her cellphone and said, 
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“I don’t think this is going to be good.” She answered, and Jim said he 
was en route to the lair. “Okay. The Eagle has a guest there as you know.”

“Yeah, well, I’m about to add another.”
“Who might that be?”
“Cardinal Joel York.” Sara was holding the phone close to her face 

as Karen watched her body language. “Okay…um…have you spoken 
to John?”

“No. I don’t need fuckin’ permission to bring in a predator. Or has 
the Eagle changed his stance on child killers and rapists?”

“No, no. But he’d probably like to know that you’re bringing such 
an important person to the lair and why.”

“He has a secret, a secret that only the Eagle and his special 
interrogation techniques can unearth.”

“Okay, sure, sure. You have access to the lair, right?”
“Yes, but I need to know where to put him.”
“Use operating room two as Crosby is in operating room one. Karen 

and I will meet you at the house.”
“Where’s John?”
“He and Chris went out to see Max Snyder. Depending on what they 

found, they are either with him or have him.”
“I’ll start an IV on York.”
“Do you know how to do that?”
Jim laughed and said, “Yeah! I haven’t been twiddling my fuckin’ 

thumbs when a victim comes in. I have watched you and John work. I 
can do it.”

“It isn’t all that easy, Jim, plus you don’t know how to administer IV 
solutions or drugs.”

“When will you be at the lair?”
Sara shrugged, looking at Karen, and said, “Karen and I will leave 

now. Where are you?”
“On PCH, about ten minutes out.”
“Okay, well, put him in the operating room, and we will be there in 

a half hour.” Sara hung up the line and said, “We need to leave now!”
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“What’s going on?”
“Jim is losing it, and we need to get to him before he blows.” Karen 

didn’t question her. She just followed Sara out of the hospital commissary.

York was in handcuffs, and tears were streaming down his face. 
“You don’t want to do this, Jim.”

“Oh, but I do. It’s time, Joel. Time for you to meet your maker. But 
before that, you need to chat with the Iron Eagle.”

“That cruel murdering Godless monster? You know who he is?”
Jim had a cigarette between his teeth and smiled saying, “I have 

known him practically from day one.”
“And you did nothing as a police officer to protect the public?”
“Protect the public? The Eagle protects the public. He takes out 

animals like you; he brings the most unjust to justice, and when he 
is finished with them he sends them to God for their final judgment. 
Between capture and killing is when the nightmare is endured.”

York was looking out the passenger window at the rock cliffs of 
Santa Monica as they drove toward Malibu. “What do you want to 
know? I will tell you everything.”

Jim blew smoke out the window as they followed the winding road 
and said, “I want to know everything, Joel. Everything. But you’re not 
going to get off without facing a mortal fate.”

“That’s not fair. That’s just cruel and sadistic.”
Jim shook his head and said, “No, Joel, that’s how justice works, 

and you are going to come face to face with justice, and I guarantee you 
aren’t going to like it.”

Andre was lying on the bed physically spent. All eleven girls were 
laying around him or on the floor. Ushi was staring up at the ceiling, and 
Andre had his right hand on her breasts. He had not allowed her off the 
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bed and had forced her to perform oral sex on him as well as the other 
girls in the room. Her face was swollen from being slapped, and there 
were muted cries and sobs from the others. Donna had her legs spread 
and was holding one of the youngest one’s head between her thighs and 
rubbing the child’s face up and down on her vagina. “Lick it, you little 
shit. Lick me out.”

Andre looked over at Donna, who was sitting on the edge of the 
bed holding the child’s head firmly with one hand and moving it up and 
down on her with the other, and asked, “Can she breathe?”

“Her tongue is still moving, so I would say that’s a big yes.”
Andre sat up and called out, “Rita? Can you hear me?”
“I can hear you.”
“I’m finished with these girls. I need to get back to the house. Is 

Kendra still here?”
“She left about an hour ago. She wasn’t very happy with you, by the 

way.”
“She’ll get over it. What do you want me and Donna to do with these 

girls?”
“Donna and Doris will take care of them. You can shower and dress 

in my room, just wear your robe in the halls.”
Andre laughed and said, “Why? Do you think I’m going to damage 

the workers? They did watch the action live, right?”
“They saw all of it. Just get out.” Donna was still lying on the bed 

and pushed the child away from her as Rita said, “Donna, get dressed 
and then get the girls cleaned up and back to work.”

John and Chris pulled into the industrial park near the address. Chris 
held up his tablet and said, “We are right on top of the signal from 
Sinner’s phone. Do you dare call him?”

John shook his head and said, “If what he said is true, we are about 
to walk into a rat’s nest of horror.”

“So, how do you want to approach this?”
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“I don’t know. I have a really bad feeling.” He pulled out his 
cellphone and called Jim and said, “Chris and I are at a location where I 
think something nightmarish is happening.”

“And what the fuck do you want me to do about it?”
“I don’t think there’s time for me to interrogate Crosby or York. I 

have Snyder in the truck, but he’s out, and I can’t very well torture him 
here.”

“WHAT THE FUCK DO YOU WANT ME TO DO?”
John paused and asked, “Are you certain that Cardinal York is dirty? 

I’m not talking about what he did to you and the others. I’m asking 
if you think that he might be involved in something darker and more 
sinister.”

“Isn’t child rape sinister enough? What other types of sinister are 
you looking for?”

“Human trafficking. Did you meet the Sinner kid at Spirit House?”
“The little genius fuck who’s in college? I think so.”
“He’s in this building, and he told me he has seen dead children and 

heard screaming and crying. I need to know what’s going on in there, so 
Chris and I can make a plan of attack.”

As Jim and John spoke, Sara and Karen arrived at the lair, and Jim 
handed the phone to Sara and said, “The Eagle needs information, and 
he can’t torture it out of these two. You talk to him.”

Sara got on the line and said, “You do know that Jim has York here 
in the lair, right?”

“No. I knew he was going to talk to him, but he has him?”
Sara stepped out of the room and said, “Jim is making half sense. 

He’s convinced that York knows all of what’s going on here, and he is 
expecting you to extract that information.”

“It’s impossible, Sara. Chris and I have a mess where we are right 
now and possibly dozens or more lives hanging in the balance. I’m 
going to need you to be my eyes and ears, and Jim is going to have to be 
the prosecutor and extractor of justice.”
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“Jesus, John! What if York is innocent? It’s your reputation that is 
on the line if an innocent man dies here today.”

“York is by no means innocent; he has committed high crimes that 
are punishable by death. If Jim can get more out of him on this situation, 
then it is a feather in his cap and could help me save lives. Jim will not 
kill an innocent man.”

“Stay parked. I will dose Crosby and York with Deliverance. Is there 
any key information that you have that I can use to jog their memories?”

“Ask them about 497 South Hacienda Boulevard in City of Industry.”
“Seriously?”
“Yes. They have no idea that we have this information. It will make 

them talk.”
“Okay. Stay put. I need some time.”
“Make it fast, Sara. Countless lives may be hanging in the balance.”
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Chapter Twenty-Four
“You are really going to  

love what I found inside.”

J
ohn and Chris were sitting and watching the building from two 
units down as they waited for Sara’s call. Chris pointed at the front 
entrance and asked, “Recognize him?” Andre Grain had exited and 

was walking to his car. “Do we let him go?”
John looked back at Snyder and said, “No.”
Chris opened the door and walked toward Andre, who was opening 

his car door. The windows at the front of the building were blacked out, 
and Chris’s counter surveillance equipment was picking up and blocking 
external surveillance from the building. He quickly tranquilized Andre, 
pushed his body into the passenger seat, started the car, and pulled out 
of the lot while asking John through his earpiece, “What do you want 
me to do with him?”

“Go down the street and around the block then park next to my 
truck.” Chris did as instructed, and John opened the passenger door and 
said, “We are amassing quite a collection of people we can’t talk to.” He 
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looked around at the buildings next to the address and said, “These are 
vacant. See if you can gain access.”

Chris slipped out of sight and within a few minutes reappeared and 
said, “I will drive Grain’s car around back. Follow me. The place is 
vacant alright, and you are really going to love what I found inside.”

York was screaming in operating room two as Crosby was screaming 
in room one. Karen was dealing with David as Sara and Jim dealt with 
York. Jim asked, “Does 497 South Hacienda mean anything to you?” 
York was writhing in agony on the gurney. Jim had stripped him and 
restrained only his wrists and ankles, so his body could arch and move 
against the pain.

York was severely overweight, and Sara had him hooked up to an EKG 
machine and said, “Careful with the pain, Jim. He’s already throwing off 
irregular heart rhythms; it won’t take much to give him a heart attack.”

Jim smiled at York and said, “Did you hear that? I can send you into 
cardiac arrest… now, the Eagle isn’t here, but his wife is, and she is a 
trained ER doc, so she can resuscitate you over and over. She can even 
operate on you right here to keep you alive. Now, answer my goddamn 
question. Are you familiar with this address?”

“It’s a sweatshop.”
“Child trafficking.”
“Yes. For God’s sake, stop the pain.”
“How many children are there?”
“A couple hundred.”
“Are there other locations?”
York slammed his head back against the gurney and accidentally bit 

through his upper lip, and blood began to run down his face. “Two other 
locations in Orange County, but Industry is the main hub.”

Jim pulled Joel by the hair and looked him in the eye and asked, 
“What’s your contingency plan in the event of a raid?” Joel’s eyes were 
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filled with tears. Jim continued to stare into them and said, “I know those 
tears aren’t for the children. I’ve got you, you son of a bitch. What’s the 
kill plan?”

“Gas.”
Sara looked down at York and asked, “You have a fuckin’ gas 

chamber at these facilities?”
“Only one in Industry. We have an airtight room that we use.”
Jim shook his head and said, “Jesus Christ! You fucking animal! 

You’re gassing kids?”
Sara asked, “What type of gas?”
“Nitrogen. It’s fast and painless.” Jim hauled off and slugged York 

in the face. Sara stepped back as Jim began to wail on York.
“It’s fuckin’ painless? Painless? You son of a bitch. How the fuck 

would you know?”
Blood and teeth were flying out of York’s mouth. Sara yelled, “For 

crying out loud, Jim, stop. We need him to be able to speak.” Jim’s 
hands were bloody, and his knuckles were bleeding. Sara pulled him 
aside and said, “We know enough.”

Jim shook his head and said, “No, we don’t. We need to know if this 
gas chamber is ready now or has to be prepared.”

She walked over to the gurney and injected more Deliverance into 
the IV and asked, “How long does it take to set up your killing room?”

“It’s always ready. We have large canisters of nitrogen hooked up to 
an intricate plumbing system; it works just like a shower. The kids go in 
and in a matter of minutes they are dead. It’s really humane.”

York’s screams became louder as the Deliverance started to take 
hold. Sara looked at his bloodied face, “Like Nazi death camp showers?” 
York nodded as he beat his head against the gurney, and Sara gave him 
a second injection that made him catatonic.” She called John. “Jesus 
Christ, John. It’s a sweatshop, one of three that York and others have in 
So. Cal. They are human traffickers. This one has a gas chamber. They 
use nitrogen in what sounds like a shower situation to kill their victims, 
and it is ready to go at a moment’s notice.”

“Who told you this?”
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“York. There are several hundred children in the location, John, and 
they can kill them if they know you’re coming.”

“How many people in the building tending to the slaves, and how 
many kids can they kill in one grouping?”

“I just put him into a catatonic state.”
“Well stimulate him, Sara. We need to know.”
She pulled a syringe from her lab coat and injected it into the IV. York 

snapped awake screaming but then began to settle. Sara said, “I have 
stopped the pain temporarily. How many people are running the facility?”

“Three or four. Rita Crosby oversees all operations. She has two 
other women working for her. Donna Harman and Doris Van Camp. 
David Crosby works there as well, but he has vanished. He does all of 
our cleanup work.”

“Cleanup work?”
“He takes care of the bodies of those who died in transit as well as 

those that were not fit to serve or sell. He would shower them and then 
grind them.”

“Grind them?”
“There is an industrial wood chipper on-site and several large 

rollaway trash bins. When a slave isn’t working out, or if we have 
problems with them, he gases them and then grinds their bodies up. The 
bins are hauled away once a week, and David takes care of odor control 
and other things for the kills.”

Sara slapped York across the face and said, “You have disappeared 
just like Mr. Crosby. You people are unbelievably savage animals.”

Sara regained her composure as Jim looked on and laughed lightly 
and said, “We know where Mr. Crosby is.”

“Do you find my agony funny?”
Jim was laughing and said, “Yes, but that’s not why I’m laughing.”
“Then why? Why? Why? Why?” York screamed.
Sara smiled and said, “Cardinal, you really need to relax. This is 

only the beginning. You haven’t met your host yet. All that I have done 
to you and am doing to you is foreplay. Jim’s laughing because we know 
right where David Crosby is.”
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“YOU DO?”
“Yes, we do. He’s in the next room over. You have conditioned him 

well. The Eagle tortured him hard to pull what little information he 
could get out of him, and it had nothing to do with you or that place or 
the children. Are any of those women armed?”

“They have guns and other equipment.”
“These showers…how many children can you murder at a time?”
“About seventy-five to a hundred, depending on their size.”
Sara had her phone on speaker and asked, “Did you get that?”
“Yes. Three armed and dangerous and the ability to kill up to a 

hundred children in only minutes. Jim, are you there?”
“I’m here.”
“I have two people right here with me and a kid who got into the 

building but escaped. I am going to be tied up here with Chris for quite 
a while. I don’t think that Cardinal York and I are going to meet. I know 
you have an axe to grind with him. Do you want to do the honors, or 
should I have Sara and Karen take care of it?”

Jim looked at Sara and then at York. “Jesus, John. I wish Barbara 
was here. She would know what to do.”

Sara looked at him and said, “If Barbara were here, Cardinal 
York would have been dead hours ago. She helped kill her fair share  
of animals but nothing like this. She would have ground him to  
pieces.”

Jim nodded and said, “John, this is personal. I will deal with York. 
Save those kids. I have a feeling you are going to be doing some grinding 
of your own.”

“Do what you need to do, Jim. Make it as brutal as possible for as 
long as York can survive. Sara has told me his heart is weak. As soon as 
you have finished, I need you and Sam here on location.”

Sara said, “Roger that. Save the kids, John.”
When Sara hung up, York asked, “Please. I’m begging you to stop.”
Sara looked at the EKG and then at Jim and said, “If I put him under 

again, I doubt that he will survive. The pain from the Deliverance will 
kill him, and I know you don’t want him to get off that easy.”
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Jim stepped forward and said, “Well, then, I guess I will do the work 
of justice myself.”

Sara pointed to two tables covered with blue medical cloth, as well 
as the dental equipment drills and other tools near the gurney, and asked, 
“Do you need any help?”

“Not in extracting justice, but please stay with me in case this fucker 
goes into cardiac arrest.” Sara pulled a crash cart over while Jim picked 
up a large pipe wrench from one of the tables. He looked at York with a 
cold dead stare and said, “I am going to start with something the Eagle 
wishes on all of his victims before he kills them. ‘May God NOT have 
mercy on your soul.’”

Brandon had moved between several units as Doris was investigating 
his footprints on the roof. She had gotten close to him twice, but he 
managed to stay out of view. Her radio had been squawking with Rita’s 
voice getting angrier and angrier until she gave up her search and left. 
Brandon heaved a sigh of relief then looked over the edge down to the 
empty parking lot. “I hope Agent Swenson got my message.” He ran 
back over to his cellphone and picked it up to see that the GPS was still 
tracking. He opened his contacts and called John’s number.

“Special Agent Swenson.”
“Agent Swenson, this is Brandon Sinner. Did you get my message?”
“Yes, Brandon. Where are you?”
“I’m on the roof of the building.”
“Front or back?”
Brandon looked over the edge and saw the rooftops of other buildings 

and the empty parking lot and said, “Rear of the building.”
“Move as far to the end of the building as you can and stand up.”
Brandon ran along the roof top away from the roof access to an open 

end of the building and stood up. He looked down to see a black pickup 
truck and a tall man in black standing next to it with a pair of binoculars. 
“Can you see me, Agent Swenson?”
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John waved an arm and said, “I see you. There’s a fire escape about 
fifteen feet away from you. Do you see the bent steel ladder?”

Brandon looked around and then spotted it and said, “I see it.”
“Climb down it. I will release the lock, so you can come down to 

the ground.”
Brandon started for the ladder but stopped and said, “I can’t come 

down, Agent Swenson. There are children in here that need help.”
“That’s my job, not yours. Come down the ladder, so I know you’re 

safe.”
Brandon stood near the ledge and the ladder and said, “I can’t. I met 

a girl. She’s a prisoner. They have done horrible things to her and others. 
I have to save her. Now that you’re here, I can make my move.”

“No, Brandon, you can’t. If you end up back in that building and are 
captured, they will kill you, and they won’t do it until they have hurt 
you really, really badly while asking lots of questions. You might be a 
very bright kid, but you are still just a kid. You need to get the hell out 
of there, and let me and my men handle this.”

Brandon looked back across the roof to the distant access door and 
then back down to John, who was now at the bottom of the building 
unlocking the ladder and pulling it down.

Brandon yelled, “Do you promise you will save them?” John nodded 
emphatically. Brandon started down the ladder just as the door to the 
roof access opened for a second time.

Sara was pushing adrenaline into York after shocking his heart after 
two heart attacks. Jim had broken most of the major bones in York’s legs 
and arms, and Sara had been cauterizing digits that Jim had amputated 
with the bolt cutters. He had not said a word as he worked on York and 
passed his final judgment on him. She was working hard to balance 
keeping York alive while running the recording equipment in the room 
to get York’s confession. Jim grabbed York’s penis in his left hand and 
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pulled it hard and then cut it off with a scalpel. York seized on the table 
as blood shot into the air.

 “Jesus, Jim, slow down. You’re going to kill him too fast.” Jim was 
in a fury and slit York’s testicles and allowed them to fall onto the table 
then smashed each with a ballpeen hammer. York’s eyes rolled up into 
the back of his head, and Sara called a code and told Jim to stand clear. 
She shocked the old man’s chest, but this time his heart didn’t respond. 
She hit him three more times and then looked at the clock on the wall 
and said, “T.O.D. for Cardinal Joel York…four thirty-one p.m.”

Jim was still holding the scalpel in his hand as York’s still grimacing 
face began to lose its color. “Jesus Christ! I killed him.”

“Yes, you did, Jim. He died very, very badly.” Sara was wiping 
blood up off the floor and continued, “You did the right thing. How 
an evil animal like this was able to spread such heartache and hurt 
through a church through children and call himself a man of God is 
beyond me. He used his religion and his power to sexually abuse boys 
and girls for decades. You knew you weren’t his only victim. Why 
didn’t you stop him?”

Jim dropped the scalpel to the floor and backed away from the 
gurney. “I couldn’t stop him, Sara. The sickness of pedophilia is 
rampant in the church. He was moved from parish to parish, and he 
rose higher and higher in the church until his own power rivaled that 
of the pope.”

Sara looked at Jim and asked, “Are you telling me that this animal 
could have become pope?”

Jim nodded slowly and stepped to the doorway and said, “I need to 
wash up and get out of these coveralls.”

“You know where the wash room is. Get cleaned up and have a 
drink. I will finish up with Mr. York’s body and join you.”

Karen was seated in the foyer of the lair when Jim came out after 
cleaning up. She looked him up and down and asked, “Are you okay?”

He grabbed a glass and poured some scotch in it and said, “I don’t 
know. I don’t think I will ever be okay. How is Crosby?”
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“In agony but only from the Deliverance I used on him. He’s 
catatonic because I couldn’t bear to hear his screaming any longer. It 
will be up to the Eagle to deal with him and York when he gets here.”

“He’s not going to get here anytime soon; there is another nightmare 
unfolding, and he and Chris are right in the middle of it.” He swigged 
the scotch and poured another. “That’s my limit for the moment as I 
have to head for the City of Industry.”

Karen sat down next to him and put her hand on his trembling hand 
and said, “This, too, will pass.”

He laughed and said, “I have an awful lot of fuckin’ shit that is 
supposed to pass.” Karen sat holding his hand, and he didn’t resist. He 
finally took a cigarette from his top left pocket and said, “I need to get 
some fresh air and call Sam.” He walked out onto the deck, but Karen 
didn’t follow.

Sara joined her, and Karen asked, “Do you think this experience was 
cathartic for Jim?”

Sara was pouring her own glass of scotch and said, “I don’t know. 
It was brutal and violent. I saw a side of Jim I didn’t know existed, so it 
was a bit cathartic for me.”

John walked Brandon over to the abandoned warehouse that Chris 
had hacked into. Brandon was eyeing John’s body armor and said, 
“That’s not FBI armor.”

“How would you know that?”
“I read, and I’m interested in ballistics and criminal justice…and 

that’s not police issue.” The two walked into the warehouse, and Chris 
was leaning on John’s truck. Brandon saw Andre’s car and asked, 
“Andre Grain is here?”

Chris said, “His car is. Are you surprised to see his car?”
“Not really. I just saw him raping the girl I told Agent Swenson I 

wanted to save.”
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John looked down at Brandon and asked, “You saw this in real 
time?”

“Yes. There are TV monitors all over that place, and they had a split 
screen. One showed the bodies of three dead girls, two were decapitated, 
and the other screen showed Andre raping this girl. There was also a 
nude woman in the room I didn’t recognize and a lot of other girls.” 
Brandon looked around the warehouse and said, “A machine shop. 
CNC equipment and a lot of tools. Is this the FBI’s location?” John 
told him no and asked how he ended up in Industry. Brandon explained 
everything to the two men and when he was finished he said, “Kendra 
and Andre are into some bad shit, guys. Kendra has gone back to Spirit 
House, and Andre…” He paused and looked at Andre’s car and said, “If 
he is not here with you, he’s raping young girls next door.”

Chris said, “The kid looks tired, John.”
Brandon shook his head, and John said, “You do look a bit tired, 

Brandon. I will need to talk to you more later, but for now you should 
nap.”

“But I’m not tired.” Chris reached over and pricked Brandon with 
a tranquilizer dart. “Hey!” Brandon’s speech began to slur after his 
comment, and he asked, “But…why?”

He slipped out of consciousness, and John said, “For your own 
protection.”
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Chapter Twenty-Five
“What kind of ‘situation?’”

S
am pulled up to the address Jim texted her. She came heavily armed 
but alone. John and Chris asked her about Heather, and she told 
them that she was safe with Maria. The three were standing near the 

front of John’s truck when Jim pulled into the garage. He stepped out 
of the car, looked around, and asked, “Who’s the nude guy on the CNC 
machine?”

“Max Snyder.”
Jim nodded, lighting a cigarette, and asked, “And the naked guy on 

the milling machine?”
“Andre Grain.”
Jim took a hit off his cigarette and walked over to Snyder, who had 

his arms and legs bolted to the lathe and was gagged. “I bet you have a 
thousand things running through your mind right now. How did we find 
you? How do we know your evil deeds? Am I right?” Snyder couldn’t 
move his head. He blinked wildly, and Jim said, “Well, it wasn’t from 
your daughter, who is safe by the way. I know how worried you must 
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be. She is safe and sound and has been since you had her taken to your 
home in Palm Springs.” He tapped his cigarette ashes onto Max’s 
stomach and called out to the group and asked, “Do these two assholes 
know who has them?”

John answered coldly, “No. Feel free to make introductions.”
Jim smiled at Snyder and said, “Well, you are being hosted by none 

other than the Iron Eagle!” Max’s eyes grew wide, and Jim laughed. 
“That’s right…he couldn’t bring you to his lair, so he has brought his lair 
to you.” Jim looked at the machinery and the steel blades and drill bits that 
were organized neatly near both units and both of the men’s nude bodies. 
“And WOW! He has a damn cut up time planned for the two of you.”

Jim walked over to Andre who was in the same situation as Max and 
asked, “Did you hear who your host is?” Andre’s eyes were wild, and 
tear filled, and Jim said, “Tears are appropriate, Mr. Grain. They are most 
certainly fuckin’ appropriate. You are going to feel pain like you have 
never imagined, and I’m going to enjoy watching you and Mr. Snyder 
slip in and out of consciousness as you’re slowly disemboweled after 
the Eagle’s other methods have been employed, such as emasculation 
and grinding flesh.” Andre, while unable to move or speak, had a clear 
look of panic in his eyes, and Jim laughed and walked away.

“Someone was or still is here,” Rita said in one of the empty feeding 
halls as the girls worked in the outer building.

Doris and Donna looked perplexed, and Doris asked, “What makes 
you think that?”

“I went up to the roof to have a cigarette and found a pair of small 
footprints.”

Doris nodded and said, “I saw them when I took a smoke break 
about an hour ago. Did you check the roof completely?”

“Of course, I did. I found footprints that went all the way across the 
roof and to the fire escape where they ended.”
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Donna spoke up and said, “There is no way to get to the ground from 
there. It’s at least a ten to fifteen foot drop even if someone was up there 
and tried to climb down.”

Rita nodded and said, “All that being said, I haven’t been able to 
reach David or Max, and now that Andre has had his fill of the girls, 
he’s back at the house with Kendra. Since I can’t talk to David, I have 
enlisted Ryder to do the cleanup, but I don’t like the fact that everyone 
close to us is missing.”

Doris spoke up and asked, “You’re not thinking about gassing the 
girls, are you?”

“No. I mean, I don’t want to, but York was adamant that he would 
want the girls gassed if there was the slightest hint of trouble.”

“Have you spoken to York since that conversation?”
Rita shook her head, and Donna said, “We need to keep calm. Why 

don’t you call Cardinal York while we work with the girls?”
Rita nodded and said, “First, I’m going to speak with Ushi. I think 

she knows who is or was here.”

David Crosby was visibly broken. Sara and Karen had been working 
on him the entire afternoon, and after hours of torture the two women 
had succeeded in doing what the Eagle couldn’t. They broke his mind. 
He was rattling off the names of all those involved in the trafficking 
operation and how Spirit House was a front for York’s human trafficking 
operation. Sara called John and said, “Karen and I broke Crosby. The 
entire operation is the brain child of Cardinal York; however, Crosby 
has given us a list of all involved.”

“Let me guess. Max Snyder was the ring leader for getting the slaves 
into the U.S. through customs?”

“Yep.”
“Spirit House is actually a front for the slavers, and Kendra Hopkins 

and Andre Grain were the keepers of the slaves, and they worked with 
others.”
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“You got it. The others include three women: Rita Crosby, the leader 
of the sweatshops, and her lieutenants Donna Harman and Doris Van 
Camp. They also have an inside man who works for Snyder named 
Ryder Hunter. He’s the delivery man and works with a few other people 
at the port who are in on this conspiracy.”

“I have Snyder and Grain. One of the kids from Spirit House, 
Brandon Sinner, stowed away in one of the delivery vans and ended up 
at the sweatshop.”

“Jesus! Is he okay? I know Cindy and Karen know that child. He’s 
a genius.”

Karen was standing within earshot and asked if Sinner was okay. 
Sara nodded as John spoke. “I’m prepared to extract justice on Grain 
and Snyder, but first I need to get into that building, and I need to know 
where the other locations are.”

“I have the information on the other locations. Crosby spilled 
everything. The bulk of the girls are at the location in Industry; the 
others are being worked at the other locations and or being prepared for 
auction.”

“Then they aren’t in immediate danger.”
“Yes, they are. They are impregnating the girls and hoping to keep 

everything in the U.S., so they don’t have to deal with the Asian slave 
traders.”

John was looking at the two men on the machines and said, “This 
doesn’t come as a surprise to me. I need Kendra Hopkins, and I can’t 
lose a person here as we are about to take the building and save the 
kids.”

“What do you want me to do?”
“I’m going to call Lance and have him and Philly go out to Spirit 

House and grab Hopkins and bring her here.”
“You want her there and not at the lair?”
“Yes. I have more flexibility here than I do at the lair, and I don’t 

need any more information. We now know all of the players and have 
all but one of them.”

“What should I do with Crosby?”
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“Well, you and Karen have done such a good job grinding him for 
information, and you have it all recorded, right?” Sara said yes. “You 
know how to use the meat grinder, correct?”

“Sure.”
“Why don’t you grind the point home and send him off fittingly.”
Sara had a smile on her face as she looked at the white draped 

grinder in the corner of operating room one. “That thing is such a bitch 
to clean.”

John laughed and said, “I’ll clean the unit.”
“Crosby told me that there is an industrial chipper behind the 

Industry location. He grinds up the remains of kids and even strangers. 
He’s a serial killer, John. A cruel savage emotionless serial killer.”

“I see, well, just sedate him. I will deal with him myself when I get 
back to the lair.”

Sara coughed a bit and then said, “No. I will deal with David. You 
guys be safe. You have no idea how twisted these people are.”

He laughed and said, “Oh, you would be surprised by just how 
much I know about these people. I will be home late, but I will be 
home. Call Cindy and have her call Anita Bandon. She will need 
to get a team of social workers to Spirit House after the guys grab 
Hopkins. They will also need a team of social workers here when we 
are finished.”

“Will do.”
John hung up the line, called Lance, and said, “I need a favor.”
“Shoot.”
“I need you and Philly to go over to an address that I am texting you 

and grab a woman named Kendra Hopkins.”
“Okay. What do you want us to do with her?”
“Sedate her and bring her to me in the City of Industry.”
Lance laughed and asked, “Did you move the lair?”
“Only temporarily. I have a mess here, Lance. Hundreds of children 

enslaved by a human trafficking ring and who could be murdered at any 
moment.”
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Lance looked at his screen and saw two texts from John. “Okay, we 
are on our way. You need help where you are?”

“Hopefully, it will be over by the time you get here, but there will be 
a lot of cleanup and a lot of children in need of assistance.”

“Okay. We’re off and will see you in a few.” Lance hung up and 
looked at Philly and said, “The Eagle needs us to help save a bunch  
of kids.”

“What are we waiting for? Let’s do it.”

Andre’s muffled screams were reverberating off the walls of the 
shop. He had given the Eagle all the information that he needed on the 
building access codes, all of the surveillance, and information on the 
few weapons that were on-site. John along with Chris, Sam, and Jim 
had put an action plan in motion to invade the location. Chris and John 
would enter via the roof, and Jim and Sam would enter the building 
through the main entrance. Jim asked, “So, you want us to show up as 
the sheriff’s department? You think that’s a good plan?”

“Yes. They will be shuffling things around, and it will distract them 
while Chris and I grab Harman and Van Camp. You will then deal with 
Rita Crosby, and once we have them subdued, we can work from there 
to secure all of the children.”

Jim shrugged and said, “This is your mission. We will do as told.”
“Everyone have their earpieces in?” Everyone nodded, and the 

Eagle said, “Okay… once we have made access from the roof, we will 
radio you two to enter. We have to be coordinated. We’re only going to 
get one chance to end this without the loss of any more children.” The 
group nodded, and John and Chris ran out of the building as Sam and 
Jim waited for the call.
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Cindy was just leaving her office when her phone rang. It was Karen, 
and Cindy asked, “Where have you been? I haven’t seen you all day.”

“Sara and I had some business to take care of, but I should be in the 
office tomorrow. The reason for my call is to talk to you about Brandon 
Sinner. You’ve been working with the children and Spirit House for 
several years, right?” Cindy said yes. “The Sinner kid has been bounced 
from several adoptive homes, is that correct?” Again, Cindy confirmed 
Karen’s information. She asked, “Do you know why he was returned 
after adoption?”

“He intimidated his adoptive parents and siblings with his 
intelligence.”

“Do you know his IQ?”
“He has been tested on all of the scales, and the reality is that he 

doesn’t fit into any one testing model. His IQ has registered over two 
hundred; he is extremely intelligent, scary smart.”

“Why would you say scary?”
“There is a fine line between genius and madman, and this kid 

straddles that line.”
“Are you saying he is a bad person?”
“Oh no. I’m saying that he is at an intellectual level that is far 

beyond his physical years. Brandon’s intelligence is, in fact, his greatest 
weakness. While he has a wonderful mind, it can be swayed for good 
or bad. It’ll all depend on the things he’s exposed to over the next few 
years.”

“Do you feel that if he sees or experiences violence it could cause 
him to become violent?”

“It’s possible. Why are you asking me all these questions about 
Brandon? I don’t see a scenario where he is going to be exposed to 
anything but positives. He is in school; he has a good structured life at 
Spirit House, and he has the psychological and emotional support that 
he needs to learn how to cope with his intelligence.”

Karen was quiet for a moment and then said, “Unfortunately, life is 
not a constant; it changes, and over the last twenty-four-hours, outside 
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of the things that have happened at the house this week, Brandon has 
gotten himself mixed up in a situation.”

“What kind of situation?”
“I’m not at liberty to discuss it yet; the situation is still very fluid, 

but I will update you when I know more.”
Cindy huffed and said, “If there is a situation that requires my 

attention with one of my patients, I need to be made aware of it.”
“You will be once I have more facts. John has asked that you call 

Anita Bandon and that the two of you meet at Spirit House as there has 
been a change in management of the house, and the children are going 
to need attention.”

“What the hell are you talking about?”
“Just call Anita. Things will become clearer in the next several 

hours. I have to go.” Karen hung up the line and looked at Sara and said, 
“I hope you all know what you’re doing. Cindy is not one for just letting 
things go. She’s going to want answers. And when she gets to the house 
and both Andre and Kendra are gone, as well as Brandon, she is going 
to call us then the cops.”

Sara nodded and said, “By then we will be able to get to her and 
keep her quiet.”

“I hope for all of our sakes you’re right.”
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Chapter Twenty-Six
“He knows your sins, Sister.”

K
endra was typing on her laptop in her office when she heard 
rustling outside. It was just before seven, and she called out, “If 
you are looking for dinner, it is ready in the dining room.” There 

was no response, so she sat back and looked at the dimly lit hall outside 
her office door and called out, “Andre?” She could see the front foyer, 
and it was empty. She walked into the entryway and saw the front 
doors were unlocked. “I could have sworn I locked these when I came 
in.” Kendra pulled a set of keys from her pocket and fidgeted with the 
locks then went back to her office. There was a man in shadow sitting 
behind her desk, and she asked, “Who are you, and what are you doing 
in my office?”

Lance remained seated, and Phillip came up from behind her and 
cupped her mouth with his hand and injected her with tranquilizer 
solution. She began to fall into his arms, and he said, “We are 
messengers of the Iron Eagle, who wishes to speak with you. He 
knows your sins, Sister.”
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Lance was laughing as Kendra went out. He turned on the lights in 
the office and asked, “Did you really need to be that dramatic?”

Phillip nodded and said, “I know this chick’s past. She was a nun 
here in LA before she was thrown out of the church.”

“Did she do something to you?”
“Not directly, but she tortured a lot of gay boys and girls while she 

was in the church.”
“Tortured? How do you know that?”
“I introduced you to Andy Olsen a few years ago, remember?”
“Yeah. He was a Marine and was a MARSOC trainee. What’s that 

got to do with this woman?”
“Andy and I have been friends since he was a kid. His father was 

an Army Ranger who was killed in the first wave of the invasion of 
Afghanistan in 2001. Andy was only ten but wanted to follow in his 
father’s footsteps when he learned of my service in the Corps. I met 
Kendra at a fundraiser, and we struck up a friendship.”

“Okay…but what does that have to do with her?”
Lance pointed at Kendra. “The Catholic Church has several, sexual 

orientation correction plans.”
“So, Andy was gay?”
“Yeah, and this chick oversaw a very brutal method of physical 

abuse and when Andy was outed as a teen he ended up in her 
program.”

“And?”
“The long and short of it is he ended his life three years ago, hung 

himself with a belt in his closet on base at Camp Pendleton. In his suicide 
note he detailed not only the physical torture but the psychological 
torture and named Kendra Hopkins and then Fathers York and Grain as 
being behind the ‘correction’ methods.”

“What were the methods?”
“Let’s just say that one was to be gang raped by York and Grain as 

well as others while Hopkins stood over him calling him a sinner, saying 
that he was going straight to hell as she forced him to perform oral sex 
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on her, and telling him to get his mind right with God and to be cleansed 
of his homosexuality.”

Lance stood up, and Phillip lifted Kendra into his arms. Lance said, 
“Let’s get her out of here and to the Eagle… but based on what you have 
told me she doesn’t deserve a quick death.”

“No, she doesn’t, but we will leave that to the Eagle.”

The Eagle and Chris had climbed the ladder to the roof and made 
their way to the roof access door, which was ajar. Both men had their 
masks and body armor on. The Eagle had two small saddle bags on 
his hips. The men had knocked out all of the wireless surveillance, so 
only the internal was on with the hall and room cameras out. Crosby’s 
confession to Sara and Karen gave the two men great detail about the 
facility, and the Eagle had been able to get blueprints of the building, so 
each knew where they wanted to move. The sound of machinery was all 
that could be heard as they descended the stairs to the second floor. The 
Eagle pointed to a pair of double doors, and Chris moved to them and 
opened the door just a little. The room was dimly lit with a deep green 
light. The bodies of the three girls were hanging in view, and Chris put 
his fingers to his masked face and entered the room.

Both of their masks now had remote cameras that fed to two tablets 
and each other, so they could see what the other saw as well as record 
their searches and recovery. The Eagle moved forward against the 
wall following the sound of the machines when he heard Rita barking 
instructions.

“Sew, you little bitches. Sew.”
He moved until he could see dozens of young girls in dark blue 

dresses sweating and sewing as Rita beat them with a black leather whip.
“I have one of the women in my sights,” Chris heard the Eagle say.
“I have three rotting corpses in mine.”
“I can’t take out this target until we know where the other two are.”
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Chris said, “I’ll move down the corridor. There’s nothing I can do 
in here.” He passed the Eagle as he approached another set of stairs. He 
slid down a railing where he heard the voices of two women.

“Just beat the little bitch, Doris. Don’t fuckin’ coddle her.”
“I’m not coddling her, Donna. I beat her unconscious.”
“Take her to the shower and leave her there…and get another girl on 

the machine. We have to get this order filled.”
Chris watched Doris pull a small child by the hair across the room 

and drop her near the door, then she grabbed another one from a long 
table and ordered her to work. “I’m going to take this one to the showers. 
I will be right back.”

“Don’t dally around. Rita wants all of these girls in the showers as 
soon as this order is finished.”

Doris dragged the child by the hair as if she were a rag doll. Chris 
said, “You have Rita Crosby, John. I have line of sight on Harman and 
Van Camp. I can take them both out.”

“Do it, then I’ll get Crosby.”
Doris headed straight toward Chris, forcing him back up the stairs. 

He followed her until she opened a large steel door and entered. Chris 
didn’t allow the door to shut and crawled into the room. There were 
multiple shower heads and stalls. Doris threw the girl to the floor and 
headed back to the entrance. Before Doris could make a sound, he had 
her drugged and zip tied on the floor. “Van Camp is down.”

The Eagle moved to the entrance of the room. Rita was at the far 
end of the warehouse screaming instructions and beating children. She 
never saw him pull his weapon, let alone fire it. Her head simply jerked 
back, and the whip fell from her hands, and she collapsed to the floor. 
The Eagle zip tied her hands and feet and said, “Crosby is down.”

Chris could hear Donna, but he couldn’t see her; she was barking 
out orders, and he could hear the sound of a cane striking bare skin. He 
moved around to the back of the room and saw her standing behind an 
entire row of young girls, all nude and bleeding as they sewed. Donna 
was laughing and screaming. She called out to Ushi and said, “Tell these 
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little bitches they will get no food until this order is finished.” Chris saw 
Ushi standing at the other end of the building; she was calling out loudly 
in Chinese, and the girls began to speed up on their work.

Chris had a line on Donna, but he didn’t know Ushi’s role. He called 
out to the Eagle and said, “There’s another girl, a young teenager, who 
is shouting orders in Chinese at the other end of the room. No one told 
me about her. What do you want me to do?”

The Eagle had made his way down to Chris’s floor and was near the 
warehouse entrance and Ushi. He said, “You take down, Harman. I will 
deal with the girl.” Chris shot Donna, and Ushi saw it. She turned to run 
only to run right into the Eagle, who was now towering over the girl 
sprawled out on the floor.

Ushi looked at him and said, “Please don’t kill me.” The Eagle 
shook his head and then sedated her. The other girls had stopped their 
work and were sitting silent.

John spoke in Chinese, “All of you are safe. I am here to help you 
as are others. I need your cooperation. Please stay at your work stations 
for a few minutes while I get more help for all of you and be quiet.” The 
room was silent with dozens and dozens of young eyes staring at the 
Eagle. “Jim, come in and bring Sam. We have the area secured.”

Jim and Sam entered the front of the building and in a matter of 
seconds were in the room with the Eagle and the children. “Jesus Christ,” 
Jim said, looking with both passion and pity on the girls in the room.

Sam looked around and said, “We are going to need a lot of help.”
The Eagle nodded and said, “We have bodies in the building.”
Jim looked up at one of the monitors and said, “I can see that. We 

need Jade and Jessica here.”
The Eagle lifted Rita over his shoulders and said, “Make the call…

then I want you to call Anita Bandon and tell her that you and Sheriff 
Pritchard have discovered a human trafficking operation and that you 
need all hands on deck.”

“You know I can’t do that until you have finished with those animals, 
and you know the Eagle can’t be here.”
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“There is a large mess hall where the girls eat. There are two floors 
of children. Get them into the hall and instruct them to sit.”

“Do they speak English?”
John called out in English and asked, “Does anyone understand 

English?” Two hands raised, and one of the girls who spoke with very 
broken English said, “I understand little bit.”

“Do you know where you eat?” The child nodded.
“Tell everyone to follow you to where you eat.” The girl spoke in 

Chinese to the girls, who all rose in an orderly fashion then lined up and 
followed the young girl out of the room.

“Okay, Jim. The girls are headed to the mess hall. Have Sam see if 
there is anyone who speaks English.” Sam was able to get to one girl who 
had broken English as well, and within fifteen minutes there were nearly 
two hundred young girls packed into the feeding room. The Eagle had 
one of the girls explain in Chinese that he was locking them in there, and 
that they would be freed very soon. He left the room with Jim and Sam.

Chris had Donna and Doris on the floor in front of him. He looked 
at the Eagle and said, “You can’t gas these people; it is way too easy and 
painless for them.”

The Eagle nodded and said, “You’re right. They must suffer the 
pains of hell.”

Jim smiled as did Sam, and Sam said, “In most cases that the Eagle 
has handled, I have had an ethical dilemma. I have none here. They 
deserve to die slowly and in great agony.”

John called Sara and told her that he was bringing new guests and to 
prepare all operating rooms. “How many guests will you have?” she asked.

“We have five now, but I will be adding at least one more, and there 
might be others.”

“I will set up gurneys. I think this is the most people you have had in 
the lair. What prompted this sudden change of decision?”

“Suffering, Sara. Suffering of children under the yoke of a group of 
vicious animals, who must endure exactly what they inflicted on their 
victims.”
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“Well, I better starting mixing bags of Deliverance. Karen has gone 
to Spirit House to meet Anita. I’m really missing Barbara right now.”

“I understand, and we will get there as soon as we can, so that you 
will have many hands to help.”

Sara hung up the line. She was standing in front of David, who was 
bloodied and brutalized and said, “It seems your host has a whole group 
of people that he is bringing back here for punishment based on your 
information.”

David gnashed his teeth at Sara and said, “Good. I should not be the 
only one to suffer this way.”

“You gave plenty of suffering to others, David. You deserve every 
ounce of the punishment you have received and will receive.”

David shook his head and said, “Cardinal York always quoted his 
most loved line from the gospel of Luke, ‘Jesus called them unto him, 
and said, Suffer little children to come unto me, and forbid them not: for 
of such is the kingdom of God.’”

Sara looked at him and said, “You don’t even understand what that 
means, do you?”

“Sure, I do. The kids are going to suffer at my hands and the hands 
of their owners and captors, but when they die they go to Jesus.”

Sara shook her head slowly and said, “I’m not a religious person, 
and I’m on the fence about God, but I have read the Bible, Mr. Crosby, 
and that is not what was being said in those lines. Cardinal York used 
them out of context. If you have read the quote in its entirety you would 
understand what this Jesus person was saying.”

“Contextualize it for me, then. I would love to hear it from a non-
believer.”

Sara drew a deep breath and said, “And they (parents) brought unto 
him also infants, that he would touch them: but when his disciples saw 
it, they rebuked them. But Jesus called them unto him, and said, Suffer 
little children to come unto me, and forbid them not: for of such is the 
kingdom of God.” Verily I say unto you, whosoever shall not receive the 
kingdom of God as a little child shall in no wise enter therein.’ This is 
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a simple parable of faith, David. Basically, Jesus is telling his followers 
and those around that they must become as simpleminded as children 
and abandon all logic in order to go to heaven. It makes no sense, but 
it has nothing to do with the literal suffering of children at the hands of 
animals like you and your masters.”
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Chapter Twenty-Seven
“…make everyone as  

uncomfortable as possible.”

K
aren and Anita arrived at Spirit House at ten after eight. There was 
minimal staff, and all of the children had been fed and were bathing 
and preparing for bed. Anita asked where Kendra and Andre were, 

but the staff member she spoke to told her she had no idea. “So, you are 
running on autopilot?”

“Not really. This is all part of the nightly routine. We don’t need 
Kendra or Andre to do these tasks. It’s our job.”

Anita walked the rooms with Karen and asked, “What’s going on here?”
“Kendra and Andre are gone, Anita, and they aren’t coming back. 

You need to get staff here to take care of these children.”
Anita looked her in the eye and asked, “What are you talking about? 

Kendra and Andre have dedicated their lives to helping children. They 
would never just abandon them.”

“It’s complicated, Anita. There’s so much more to this than even I 
know. I am expecting a phone call any minute, and you and I are going 
to be asked to go to another location.”
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“Another location? For what?”
“I don’t have an answer just yet.”

The cars and trucks were full of people, and the Eagle asked Jim and 
Sam to take their occupants to the lair. Jim laughed and said, “I have Grain 
and Crosby in my trunk, and Harman and Van Camp on the floor of my 
car. Sam has Snyder, and Lance and Philly have Hopkins. What now?”

The Eagle looked around the now empty warehouse and said, “Take 
them to the lair and help Sara make everyone as uncomfortable as possible.”

Jim had just lit two cigarettes and given one to Sam and asked, “On 
what earthly plain are you going to give any of these monsters even the 
remotest bit of punishment for what they have done?”

“That’s one hell of a good question, Jim,” Chris said while looking 
at the Eagle.

Lance and Philly were standing near their truck, and Philly said, 
“While death is a personal experience, whether one dies in a group or 
with a thousand people, the Eagle could make this both an agonizing 
death for all involved as well as an example setting event and warning 
for others who will follow in their footsteps and commit these acts.”

“What the fuck are you talking about Philly?”
“Oat Mountain.”
The Eagle looked at Phillip and asked, “Operation Rome Is Burning?”
Phillip nodded. “Yes. The bodies that we left tortured and entangled 

in the shape of the Eagle’s calling card. If you remember, we made it so 
that not only did those that were attempting high treason die in a most 
brutal fashion, but the photographs are also still being circulated to this 
day. They are haunting images, and I think that’s how these people need 
to die. Slowly disemboweled, alive, feeling every cut of the blades as 
we entwine their intestines into a smaller version of the Iron Eagle’s 
calling card.”

The Eagle looked at Phillip and asked, “And where do we do this 
and where do we hang them for all to see?”
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Phillip pointed to the building next door and said, “The sun has set. 
We have all night. If we do it right, we can hang them off the main 
building’s façade facing Hacienda just in time for sunrise.”

Sam and Chris were looking at each other, and Sam asked, “Don’t 
you think that is just a bit over the top? I understand wanting to send 
a message, but I think more innocent people will be impacted by these 
actions than guilty.”

John nodded and said, “It will start a lot of issues for me in the long 
run, Philly. Also, while they deserve to suffer, I don’t want to traumatize 
an entire city and nation with such a grotesque public display. However, 
I think you have the right idea. We will do this, but we will do it at the 
lair and then videotape them hanging off the bow of my ship at sea. 
Their blood and bowel contents will chum the waters for the sharks, and 
I will feed them alive and in agony to the creatures.”

Sam turned her head, and Phillip smiled and said, “Well, let’s get 
these over to your lair. Are there any others?”

“At least one more, and I have to pick him up at the Port of Los 
Angeles and bring him to the lair.”

Everyone got into their cars and left, only John and Chris were alone 
in the shop, and Chris asked, “So…now what?”

“We call the police, and let the sheriff’s department as well as local 
PD start.” Chris dialed 911 and gave the information to the dispatcher as 
John got onto the 60 Freeway and headed for the Port of Los Angeles.

“You do know we are going to get a call on this, right?” John said 
yes. “So, we are going to pick up Ryder Hunter?” John nodded as they 
transitioned to the 605 Freeway headed to the port. “Do you know where 
this Hunter guy is?”

“He works for Snyder, so he won’t be hard to find.”
Chris stared out the window at the lights passing by the truck. He 

was quiet for a few minutes then said, “I saw what you and your men 
did to those mercenaries at Oat Mountain. It’s all over the internet, both 
edited and unedited versions. Do you think that you are going to make a 
dent in human trafficking by killing these people?”
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“In the big picture? No. But for our local area and those who are 
engaging in these actions, it will have an impact.”

“How do you figure?”
“We have books and records from Grain and Hopkins. We will be 

able to implicate the cardinal in this and the Catholic Church, which will 
have a far-reaching impact overall. We will be able to establish a task 
force just for this issue and save a lot of children and arrest a lot of perps.”

Chris laughed lightly and said, “Well, that might be true, but you 
can’t kill them all, John.”

“I can only kill the ring leaders we have found thus far and make 
an example of them. However, there will be more rooted out over time, 
and as they fall, more children will be saved. My hope is that this is a 
wakeup call for everyone.” He pulled his truck into a parking spot in the 
port authority parking lot and called the ICE office and asked for Ryder.

As they waited, Chris asked, “What the hell are you going to do, 
John? Invite him out to the truck?” John nodded, and Chris started 
laughing and asked, “What’s your invitation going to be? ‘Hey, Mr. 
Hunter, come out to my truck. I’m going to torture and kill you?’”

Just then John spoke into his phone. “Is this Mr. Ryder Hunter?”
“Yes.”
“Mr. Hunter, my name is Special Agent John Swenson with the FBI. 

I would like to speak to you about a matter that requires attention.”
“What matter would that be?”
“I think that we should meet outside of your offices, Mr. Hunter. It’s 

in your best interest.”
“What are you talking about?”
“Your delivery services, Mr. Hunter. I want to speak with you about 

your delivery services. I can have a team of agents come down and take 
you if you wish, or we can speak privately. It’s your choice.”

“Where are you?”
“In a black Chevy Silverado parked at the far end of the lot.”
“You do know this whole area is under video surveillance, right?” 

John said yes, and Hunter said he would be right out.
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“Is there anyone else who works with you in that service on location?”
“Yes.”
“How many?”
“Two.”
“Bring them along. It will save us all a lot of time.”
Ryder hung up the line and called to two of his men and said, “We 

have an unwelcome visitor.”
The two men asked who, and when they heard the name they both 

shook their heads and said, “We are in deep shit.”
Ryder shook his head slowly and said, “I don’t think so. He wants to 

talk about the delivery services and isn’t threatening in any way. I think 
he wants in on the action, Dillon. I think he might want to get in on this. 
He’s waiting in his truck outside.”

Dillon James and Leonard Falcone stood up, and Leonard said, “We 
better have our weapons ready just in case.” The three men left the office 
and headed for John’s truck.

Chris hid behind the truck while John stood in the dark parking lot 
in front of it with his arms folded in front of him. He saw them and said 
to Chris, “There are three of them, Chris. Are you ready?”

“Roger that. I’m ready.”
John waved an arm, and the men approached him. “Agent Swenson?”
“That’s correct, Ryder.” The men approached slowly, and as they 

did, John pulled a tranquilizer gun from under his arm and shot Ryder. 
The other two reached for their weapons, but Chris got off two quick 
shots, and John and Chris picked the men up fast, threw them into the 
truck, and drove off.

Chris asked, “Are we on tape?”
“No. I had the signal jammed, and we were also between zones.”
“What if it picked us up?”
“There is no way to recognize the truck or us. Besides, if there is an 

investigation, they’ll be calling us.” Chris nodded as they headed back 
to the 10 Freeway and on to Malibu.
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Chapter Twenty-Eight
“Jesus…you killed York?”

T
he cries and moans of the injured and dying were coming out of 
the boathouse. Jim was working with Phillip and Lance as well as 
Sara and Karen as each person was being disemboweled and their 

intestines sewn to each other. There was blood all over the boat ramp, 
and Jim asked, “Just how the fuck are you going to move these fuckers 
once we have them finished?”

Phillip pointed to a steel frame that the bodies were on and said, 
“Once we have them cut and set, we will wrap the skin of their feet and 
wrists to this aluminum scaffolding and raise it over the water. They will 
then be hanging, bleeding, and screaming. If they think they are in pain 
now…just wait until we raise them, and all of their weight bears down 
on them.”

John left the boathouse and went back to the lair. Andre, Rita, 
Kendra, and David were still in operating rooms one and two. John 
had emasculated Andre and David and had removed Kendra and Rita’s 
breasts as well as opened their abdomens and removed their reproductive 
organs. Sara had returned to help John, and they had mutilated the prime 
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players. Only Max Snyder remained unharmed. After they had finished 
with the others, Sara asked, “What are you going to do with Max?”

“We are going to put him on the rack.” Sara nodded and left while 
John pushed Max’s nude restrained body out of the room. He was gagged 
and tried to speak, but his words were unintelligible. Sara was standing 
next to the rack with restraints in her hands, and John lifted his body 
and placed it on the rack and slowly put the wrist and ankle restraints 
on him. Sara attached the EKG lines, and John pulled Max’s wrists and 
ankles tight then pulled on a lever that stretched the man against the 
frame. Sara had started the recording equipment, and John asked, “Tell 
me about the slavers in Asia.”

“I don’t know about the slavers. I clear the containers for a fee. I 
get them around the bonding units for customs and out to the buyers. If 
you want to know who is behind the trade, ask Cardinal York, Kendra 
Hopkins, and Andre Grain.”

John cranked the rack, pulling the man’s limbs harder, and he let out 
a yell and said, “I don’t have the information.” John turned a few levers 
and then pulled on the crank again, stretching Max’s arms and legs to 
the point that there were several cracking sounds from his elbows and 
knees. “Dear God,” Max said.

“God has nothing to do with this, Mr. Snyder. I will be sending 
you on your way to meet God if such exists. Now…you know who the 
traders are because you deal with the bills of lading. You also negotiated 
directly with the late Cardinal York, so who are the slavers?”

“Jesus! You killed York?”
“Well, his heart gave out before I could get a lot of information, but 

I did get some before he met his maker. Now, the slavers.”
“Shanghai. They come out of Shanghai.”
“That doesn’t give me anything to go on.”
“You don’t understand. Human trafficking out of China isn’t what 

you think.”
“Then, by all means, educate me because when I pull this lever again 

your arms and legs will be broken.”
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“These kids are sold by their parents. They weren’t abducted. They 
were sold to the group, then they were loaded into shipping containers 
and sent to the U.S. as well as Mexico, South America, and Australia.”

“So, this is an international smuggling ring?”
“It’s an international sales ring. The kids are bought and paid for. 

Their families can’t make it in the poorer parts of China, and rather than 
killing them or letting them starve, they sell them into servitude and in 
turn they make money. This isn’t new, and you know that, Swenson. 
Kids are a commodity. For years, the Chinese government had banned 
families from having more than one child. And if the child was a 
girl, families committed infanticide. While the government officially 
outlawed the practice several years ago, it goes on today. They were 
overpopulated, and the misguided government saw the eradication of 
girls as a solution to the problem. So, rather than kill the girls, many 
parents went around the government and sold them.”

John was holding the lever and asked, “Who pays for the kids and 
who gets the cash when they are delivered?”

“I really don’t know. The church was York’s cover. He used it to 
bring in the kids and then move them through different fronts. In the case 
of this trafficking ring, it was York as well as Hopkins and Grain who 
made the money. I received a fee based on the cargo and delivery but 
nothing when it came to what they did with the girls after they got them.”

John said, “Well, I guess I need to have a conversation with Hopkins 
and Grain.”

Max took a deep breath, relaxed, and said, “Yes. They have the 
information that you want. Now, for God’s sake, release me.”

John pulled the lever, dislocating Max’s arms and legs. Sara handed 
John a pair of bolt cutters as she held the cauterizing unit. “You see, 
Max, you haven’t been absolved of anything. You’re an animal, and 
while I’m going to send you on your way, you must be punished.” Max 
screamed as John removed all of the man’s fingers and toes. He removed 
his penis and testicles then put him on the gurney and took him down to 
the boathouse.
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Sara had set up the rack for Kendra, so that John could interrogate 
her next, and after a near hour’s long session, he tore her arms and legs 
out of their sockets and did the same with Andre. John and Sara extracted 
enough information to move internationally with his government 
contacts. He handed the group over to Phillip and Lance while Jim and 
Sam continued working with the others. At five a.m., the men moved 
the bodies onto the ship and let John know they were ready for disposal.

Jim said, “I’m going out with you and the others.”
John said, “Chris will help you down at the ship. Are you sure you 

want to do this?”
“Yeah. I have seen fuckin’ animals in my days but nothing to this 

level of derangement. I want to watch them die.”
“And die they will.”
“Have you passed your final judgment on them?”
“No…that’s to be done at sea.”
“Have you talked to Jade or Jessica?”
“They have been on scene in Industry. By the way, have you or Sam 

received a call about the Hacienda scene?”
“Nope. I figure the locals as well as our departments will fuck around 

out there before they call in the big dogs.”
John laughed and said, “Jade and Jessica want to go out with us 

when we take the bodies. I texted her our departure time, which will be 
six a.m.” Jim nodded and headed off to the boat.

Sara was standing with John and said, “How fast can you put the 
wheels in motion on this international situation?”

“I already made calls, and as we speak there are operations moving 
in Asia.”

“What about the China connection?”
“I contacted our office in the U.S. Embassy in Beijing and gave 

them the names of the traffickers.”
“Do you think that the people there will allow the FBI to move?”
“It’s politics. China doesn’t want a bad reputation, especially dealing 

with children.”
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“So, what will happen?”
“Our agents will report the perps to the authorities, and the perps 

will vanish.”
“Vanish, as in die?”
“Indeed, and they will die badly. There are countries out there like 

China that don’t mess around, and in this case the perps having slaved 
in children will most likely face a terrible end. China, for the most part, 
uses lethal injection and a firing squad. These crimes, however, will 
rise to a different level, and everything we have will be provided to 
the people’s court and the police, which will result in the arrest and 
immediate killing of all involved. China keeps their tactics secret, and 
executions are rarely witnessed anymore. However, in this case, I have 
a feeling it will be a very public spectacular that might even get an 
international audience.”

Sara nodded and said, “Jade and Jessica are here, and you and Chris 
are being summoned to Industry.” She followed him down the ramp to 
the boat house as Jade and Jessica were walking onto the boat.

John asked, “How are things in Industry?”
“Tense. We’re keeping the media away. I’m surprised you didn’t 

hang these assholes on the building,” Jade said with anger in her voice.
“I thought about it, but it was just too much for the public. What I’m 

doing with these animals is sufficient.”
“I hope you got them all and hurt them good.”
“Go to the bow and see for yourself. I need to cast off and get this 

finished.” John walked off, and Sara followed Jade and Jessica to where 
the others were.

Jade looked at the carnage and winced at the smell of feces and 
blood and said, “It’s Oat Mountain all over again.”

The ship headed out to sea as the sun rose, and once it was nearly 
a mile offshore, John allowed the ship to drift in the deep waters then 
came forward and ordered the steel rigging raised over the sea. The 
screams were deafening, and Sara was handing out ear plugs to dull the 
sound as John stood on the bow looking over his victims. Blood was 
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now dripping into the sea, and it only took a few minutes for the first 
shark fins to break the surface. The screams took on both terror and 
agony, and John said, “I will make this short. May God, if such exists, 
NOT have mercy on your souls.”

Phillip released the winch, and the whole unit began to slowly sink 
into the sea. There was a sudden frenzy on the water, and sharks were 
jumping in and out as they ripped pieces of flesh from the screaming 
victims. The unit was submerged for several minutes, and when Phillip 
started the winch again to raise the steel frame, there was little of it left 
and no sign that there had ever been anyone on it.

Sara looked at John and said, “Well, that’s that.”
John shook his head and said, “No. Now we all have to go to work. 

Even that was not sufficient punishment for those animals, but it was the 
best I could do given their crimes.” No one spoke as John drove them 
back to the house. They just sat, silent and stoic.
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Chapter Twenty-Nine
“Eat, drink, and be merry for  

tomorrow someone is going to die.”

J
im was standing on the deck off the living room. The maid had 
cleaned the room and made the bed. He stood smoking a cigarette 
and looking out at the sea when Sam walked out and said. “It’s been 

one hell of a week.” He nodded, and she asked, “Why don’t you take a 
vacation?”

“And do what? Wallow in misery in another location? Barbara and 
I talked about this moment many times through the years, even before 
she was sick. We knew that in the real world it was very, very likely that 
one of us was going to be alone.”

“And Barbara wanted you to move on with your life, right?”
Jim nodded, “And vice versa. But here I stand in my mid-fifties, and 

I just don’t have the strength or the desire to start anything over again. 
Barbara and I had something that only comes along once in a lifetime, 
and that’s if you are really lucky. We had a strong friendship as well as a 
passion for what we did for a living. I want to be your Undersheriff and 
work with you on cases.”
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“There is no one I would want or trust more than you, Jim. We can 
start the paperwork tomorrow if you like.”

Jim nodded and said, “Now that the shit has settled, I think it is 
high time that we all have that goddamned drink at Santiago’s to toast 
Barbara.”

“I couldn’t agree more. What time?”
Jim looked down at his watch and said, “It’s one thirty. Let’s make 

it five. We can all get smashed.”
Sam leaned in and gave Jim a kiss on the cheek and said, “We are 

wanted at Spirit House.”
Jim nodded and said, “I will meet you there.”

Jade and Jessica were finishing up the autopsies on the children 
from the Industry location. Jessica was looking down at the remains of 
one of the decapitated girls and said, “Just when I think that I have seen 
it all, I am shocked at the savageness of man.”

Jade was pulling a sheet over the corpse and said, “I used to say that, 
too, but not anymore. I have just seen too much over my years doing this. 
To be honest, just once I would like to have a nice simple natural causes 
case. Someone who died peacefully of old age after living a full life.”

“That won’t happen anytime soon, will it?”
Jade shook her head and said, “No. Ever since we opened this special 

victim’s unit, others get to deal with the day-to-day stuff, and we have to 
handle the sick twisted reality of man.”

“Well, I’m getting fed up with it.”
“Are you asking to leave the unit?”
“No…I want the Iron Eagle to stop these killers before they can do 

the things they do.”
Jade laughed. “Don’t we all? But as long as there are people, there 

will always be these types of crimes, and we will handle them and be on 
the front line with John and Chris and everyone else.”
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Jessica nodded and said, “Chris is really coming into his own on the 
killing front, isn’t he?” Jade nodded. “I should get more involved with 
the Eagle and work to help him with justice.”

“We both do enough, honey. Let’s not blur the lines between what 
we do and what the Eagle does.”

“Blur the lines? The lines have never been clear. John could use 
help, and I’m going to talk to him about taking a more active role.”

“It’s your life, Jess, and your sanity.”
“What? You don’t think I can handle meting out justice?”
“I think you would do fine at it. What I don’t think you can do is 

live with yourself after killing someone. It makes no difference how 
bad the person was, you aren’t a killer. You have killed, and you have 
helped with kills, but it is a long way from being a direct victim or 
helping under instruction to doing what John and Chris do. Those men 
have been on both sides of that line and even they have their moments 
of doubt. John has no conscience.”

“Of course, he does.”
Jade shook her head and said, “No, he doesn’t. John is a pure killing 

machine. A highly trained person who can detach from reality when 
killing. He sees what he is doing as helping humanity.”

“That means he has a conscience.”
“It means he feels social responsibility. He sees his killings as 

bettering our city and saving lives, but he has no sense of compassion 
nor does he have a conscience in the way that we have one. I have 
walked in on him with victims on a gurney in his lair, and he was asleep 
as his victims screamed uncontrollably. Sleeping like a baby right in 
front of his victim. John is not human. He is a machine, and sooner or 
later that machine is going to break down.”

Jessica looked Jade up and down and asked, “Are you talking about 
John going over to the dark side?”

“Possibly, but it’s more likely that he will just tire of doing this and 
will just pack up and leave. He and Sara have more money than God, 
so they have no problems there. I think that there is a breaking point 
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even for the Iron Eagle and possibly for Sara. And if he hits that wall, 
I think he will just disappear one day along with Sara, and no one will 
ever find them.”

Jessica was scrubbing up and said, “All the more reason for there to 
be someone to take John’s place if he decides to leave the work.”

“That’s what he is grooming Chris to do.”
“Chris is John’s pawn, not a highly trained killer. Chris does have 

a conscience, and I have seen it firsthand. You might think that John is 
some kind of sociopath, but Chris isn’t, and I don’t see a situation that 
would put Chris in the role of the Eagle.”

“And you see yourself in that role?”
Jessica nodded quickly and said, “Sure! Why not? I could at least 

try working more closely with John and see if I can handle it. I don’t see 
any harm in trying.”

Jade finished washing and shut off the faucet with her elbows. “If 
you want to approach John about becoming his protégé, I’m not going 
to stop you. Just be careful what you wish for. It might be more than you 
can handle.” The two women walked out of the morgue, and Jade said, 
“Jim wants to have Barbara’s wake tonight at Santiago’s. Are you good 
with that?” Jessica nodded as they walked back to their office.

Karen and Cindy had finished up at Spirit House and had arrived on 
scene in Industry when Jim approached them. “Shrinks on scene? Are 
you going to counsel these tortured children?”

Karen frowned and said, “We are here at Anita Bandon’s request, 
and, yes, we are here to try and help these children.”

Cindy hadn’t said anything, and the two hadn’t spoken much since 
Barbara’s death. Jim asked, “Are you two coming to the wake tonight 
at Santiago’s?”

“We had not been extended an invitation, but, of course. What time?”
“Five, but I will be there sooner.”
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Jim walked off, and Karen said, “He is going through hell.”
Cindy nodded and said, “Yes and no. Jim is a level-headed man. 

I knew Barbara really well, and she and I talked about her impending 
death.”

Karen looked shocked and said, “You and Barbara talked before her 
death?”

Cindy nodded. “Yes. She eavesdropped on a conversation between 
Jim and I several weeks ago. She was aggressive at first, telling me to 
stay away until after she was dead. She came by my office a few days 
later, and we had a session, and she asked me to look after Jim when she 
was gone.”

“But you don’t want a man in your life.”
Cindy laughed and said, “I am Jim’s friend, and he is mine. We 

aren’t going to fall in love and elope. We are mature adults who shared 
a common bond over our son and have grown closer since Kevin’s 
murder.”

“Yet you’ve steered clear of Jim since Barbara’s death.”
“Of course. He has to have time to mourn. Jim isn’t like most men 

that you might know. While he loved Barbara very, very much, he will 
not sit around on his hands and feel sorry for himself. It has been one 
hell of a week, and he has had the distraction of this case helping him, 
but he will move on and fast.”

“Does that moving on include you?”
“If he wants me, but I don’t have romantic feelings for him. We’re 

just friends, and I will be there to support him. Barbara and I are two 
different people. I don’t drink or smoke like she did. I’m not much for 
swearing, and I don’t want to have someone in my life in an intimate 
way who is in law enforcement.”

“But Jim is retired.”
Cindy laughed and said, “If only. He’ll be back in the game if he 

already isn’t in a formal role. Sam needs him, and I know in her own 
way she loves Jim very much. Not romantically but like a father figure. 
She will give him anything he needs from time off to a formal job at the 
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sheriff’s department. Maria cares for Jim, too, and those women will be 
a super support structure for him.”

“I love Jim, too. We all do. We have seen and been through some 
real nightmares. We will all be here for him. However, Jim is also a 
carnal person, and he loves physical intimacy, and that is not something 
he can get from any of us.” She paused for a moment. “Well…I know 
Sam and Maria would throw him one if he needed to bust a nut. Jade and 
Jessica probably would as well.” She laughed and said, “While I doubt 
that physical intimacy is on Jim’s mind right now, I know he has needs, 
and it is good to know that he has safe alternatives. However, what 
Jim needs immediately is a way to vent, and that’s what tonight will be 
about. He needs to be surrounded by his friends and to tie one on. To 
laugh and listen to stories about Barbara. And then when it is over, we’ll 
see where he goes from there.” Karen stopped, remembering Cindy’s 
earlier comment, and asked, “Do you really think that Jim will get into 
another relationship quickly?”

Cindy nodded. “Yes. Yes, I do. If only for the physical intimacy. 
That’s where his friends really are going to play a pivotal role. He’s in a 
fragile state. We just don’t want him to end up getting hurt even deeper.”

“I don’t see how we can stop that.”
“You can’t directly, but you can keep an eye on him. You are going 

to have a child in a few months. Invite him to be a part of that.”
Karen laughed, “Yeah right! Jim had nothing to do with his own son. 

What the hell would he want with ours?”
“He fucked up, and he knows it. He has told me that, so being 

involved with you and Chris as you enter this new stage of your life 
might be just what he needs. Just keep an open mind, that’s all. Now, 
let’s get with Anita, so we can get to Santiago’s for a celebration of life.”

Jim walked into Santiago’s at just after four. Javier was sitting on 
his bench reading the paper and pretended not to see him. Jim walked to 
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his spot at the table, and Javier called out and said, “A bucket of cerveza 
for Jim.”

The bucket arrived quickly. Jim cracked open a beer, and Javier 
walked over to the table and asked, “How you doing?”

“The whole gang will be here soon to celebrate Barbara’s life.”
“Si. John called me. What you want for food and drinks?”
“All of your great appetizers and then, of course, steaks.”
Javier sat down and called out for two glasses and a bottle of his 

best scotch. He poured the liquor and handed one to Jim and toasted 
Barbara then sat for several seconds before saying, “I not see you since 
Barbara’s death.”

“I’ve been dealing with some really, really bad people.”
“Si. I hear that Cardinal York has vanished.” Jim nodded. “You have 

anything to do with the case?”
“Nope. That’s the LAPD’s fuckin’ problem.”
Javier laughed lightly and said, “I know you two close.” Jim frowned, 

and Javier said, “Sorry. I will leave.” Jim shook his head and said, “No, 
stay. You are one of my oldest friends. I have so many people coming by 
five, and all I want is to be alone.”

Javier nodded, drinking the scotch. “But you alone not good. 
Barbara tell you that right here in this bar, remember?” Jim nodded. 
“When Margarita die forty years ago, I cried a lot. I no understand why 
God take her from me so young. I had two young children. She gone. 
I remember one night after she die I was sleeping and heard her voice 
calling to me. I think I in a dream, and I look through the darkness for 
her and call out to her. I never see her, but I hear her, ‘Javier…I’m in 
a better place. Find love again for you and the boys.’ I remember tears 
running down my face and realize I was awake. The next day I do what 
she tell me and start to live again and love. You were with me after my 
second wife die three years ago. We had a great love and a great life, and 
I owe it to Margarita.”

Jim swigged the last of his scotch, and Javier poured him another. 
He pulled a cigarette from his top left pocket, lit it, and said while 
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snapping his Zippo shut, “It’s not that I won’t move on. I will, but right 
now I just got the courage to have the house cleaned and Barbara’s 
things put away. I can’t even imagine another woman in my life  
right now.”

Javier stood up laughing. “Don’t imagine. It will happen when is 
meant to happen. Don’t close your heart.”

The old man hobbled back over to his stool as Cindy and Karen 
entered the bar. Before long, the whole area was filled with people and 
liquor was flowing. Everyone was laughing and telling stories about 
Barbara. Jim was half drunk and said, “I remember when the Eagle 
grabbed Barb and hid her in a bathroom that I was hiding in while 
covering Steve Hoffman in a meeting he ended up having with the 
Eagle. I had no idea that she was even in the fuckin’ head, but I caught 
the wrath of hell when Steve and I learned that not only was I in the 
same bathroom with her and couldn’t see her, she knew I was there but 
was gagged. When Steve and I found her at the hospital, I could hear her 
from the entrance. Steve laid back, and I went in, and she just screamed, 
‘YOU LEFT ME, YOU SON OF A BITCH!’ I was trying to calm her 
down, but she just kept screaming until a young nurse whispered, ‘If 
you scream one more time, I’m going to jam this needle into your ass 
and knock you out.’” He was laughing with tears in his eyes. “Barb got 
quiet, and I thought I was out of the woods. I mean, we were divorced, 
for Christ’s sake. She even waved for me to come close…then knocked 
me to the floor with a slug to the face. I remember she got up off the 
gurney and said softly, ‘You left me, you bastard’ as we walked out of 
the hospital.”

John was laughing so hard he had his hands on his sides, and the 
harder John laughed, the harder Jim laughed. It became infectious, and 
the whole room was roaring with exception of Maria and Cindy who 
were looking on a bit confused. Maria grabbed Sam and asked, “Do you 
want to let me in on why this story is so funny?”

Sam had tears streaming down her face as she laughed and said, “It’s 
an inside joke.”
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Cindy had pulled away from the group. She had a glass of wine in 
her hands, and Sara staggered over to her and asked with slurred speech, 
“Are you okay?”

“I’m not good at suffering drunks. I would think you as a physician 
would not encourage such behavior.”

Sara stood up straight and took on a more somber tone, “Cindy, I’m 
both a physician and the wife of a law enforcement officer. Between 
me and my husband, we see more death in a single day than anyone 
will see in a lifetime. The specter of death is ever present, and there are 
times when we have to just cut loose and take a second to laugh even at 
tragedy.”

“Yet John and Chris are drinking tonic water. If everyone needs to 
cut loose so much, why aren’t they drunk?”

“Because those two men must be clearheaded twenty-four hours a 
day, seven days a week. Because at any moment a call could come in 
that could put their lives on the line.”

“And yet he is laughing like he knows everything.”
“That’s because he does know everything. He and Jim have been 

close friends for years. Jim lost the love of his life. He needs his friends. 
This most recent case has tested the boundaries of life, love, and even 
friendship. For a few hours, Jim’s not alone. For a few hours, he can 
celebrate Barbara’s life with all of us who knew and loved her so much.” 
She paused briefly, and her face grew grave. “Take this in, Cindy. 
Embrace it and enjoy it because as John always says there is something 
or someone worse lurking in the shadows waiting to be revealed or to 
reveal themselves through their actions to law enforcement.” Sara’s 
eyes teared up. “So, eat, drink, and be merry for tomorrow someone is 
going to die, and it will be up to the people around this table to sort it 
out and bring evil to an end, even if it is for a short while.” With that, 
she staggered back to the table where Javier poured her another scotch.

Cindy saw Karen sitting next to Chris with a glass of water, and the 
two shared a sad smile. The party went on well into the morning until 
Jim announced that it was time to go home. The room began to clear, 
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and Karen was helping Sara and Jade while Jessica was sprawled out 
unconscious on a long table. Javier already had taxis lined up outside 
the bar. Cindy helped get Jade and Jessica into a cab, while John and 
Chris helped to get the others on their way. Jim was sitting alone at the 
table half passed out.

John looked at Cindy and asked, “Do you mind seeing Jim home?” 
She told him that she would help him, and Karen and Chris helped her 
get him to the waiting taxi. Once Jim was in, she slid in beside him.

Karen asked, “Will you be okay taking care of Jim?”
“Yes. I will get him home and into bed.” She looked at the clock 

on the taxi’s dashboard and said, “Jesus! It’s three thirty. I will get Jim 
down and then sleep in his guest room.”

Karen nodded and asked, “Are you straight?”
Cindy laughed and asked, “Is that a question as to my sexual 

orientation or my sobriety?”
The question caught Karen off guard, and she started laughing. 

“Sobriety, silly.”
“I’m pretty buzzed, but I can take care of things. I will see you at the 

hospital in the morning.”
Karen nodded and asked, “Are you too buzzed to remember what 

time you have your first patient?” Cindy nodded, and Karen said, 
“Don’t worry about it. I’ll handle your calendar. Get in when you feel 
like you are a hundred percent.” Karen gave Jim’s address to the driver 
and closed the door then watched as the taxi drove off.

John had been watching from a distance and walked over to Karen 
and asked, “Is that such a good idea?” Cindy taking Jim home? I was 
going to do it.”

Karen smiled and said, “It’s a great idea, now you need to get Sara 
home. She’s plowed.” John nodded and left.

Chris took Karen’s hand and asked, “How is my girl and our baby?”
“Envious of all the fun everyone had while I had to stay sober.”
Chris laughed and asked, “The world of the drunk looks much 

different through the eyes of the sober, huh?” Karen nodded. He opened 
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the door to his car and got Karen seated and said, “Let’s grab a few 
hours of precious sleep. We haven’t had much this week.”

It was seven a.m., and Jim raised his hand over his eyes as the 
sunlight was like a beacon shining off the surface of the sea outside his 
bedroom window. “Jesus Christ!” He fell out of bed and crawled across 
the bedroom floor and pulled the drapes. He got up and staggered nude 
into the bathroom and stood for several seconds before cursing, “Come 
on, you fuckin’ prostate. Release the dogs already.” His urine struck the 
toilet with ferocity as he put his hands behind his head and let out a low 
moan. “Jesus, I’m still drunk. Fuckin’ double vision.” He flushed the 
toilet and grabbed a glass off the sink, filled it with water, and drank it 
down, repeating the act five or six times. He staggered back to his bed 
and collapsed and was on the brink of passing back out when he heard a 
soft snore. He ignored it at first and then in his confusion began to reach 
around on the bed calling Barbara’s name, but he groped an empty bed 
and, yet, the snoring went on. He opened his right eye and looked again 
at the clock then sat up on his elbows and called out loudly, “Barb? 
Barbara? Where are you?” There was no response, just the low snore, 
and he looked around the darkened bedroom. He slammed his throbbing 
head back on the bed and said, “Great. I’m hallucinating. I have really 
done it this time.” The snore did not stop, and the breaths were deep and 
even. He sat up again, and this time got to his feet and started to walk 
to the bedroom’s entrance when he saw a shape curled up on the chaise 
lounge next to the bed. He cocked his head then walked over near the 
top of the lounge to see Cindy curled up like a cocktail shrimp in her 
clothes from the night before with a light sheet over her.

He stared for several seconds, and Cindy must have sensed he was 
there because she said, “I see you still sleep commando.”

Her voice was groggy, and Jim laughed lightly and asked, “What are 
you doing here?”
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“You got drunk. I got a bit tipsy, and John was going to take you 
home, and I told him I would do it.”

“Okay, but why are you laying on the lounge? You’re obviously 
freezing.”

Cindy stretched and said, “Your breathing was labored, and I could 
hear you from the guest room. I was worried, so I came in here.”

“Where did you get the sheet?”
“I took it off the bed in the guest room. Don’t you have any damn 

bathrobes?” Jim staggered over to the closet and grabbed a heavy robe 
off the door and threw it to her. She went to the bathroom and returned 
with the robe on. “That’s better. My clothes weren’t very warm, but I 
will be fine with this and the sheet.”

Jim staggered over to the bed and sat down and looked hard at Cindy, 
who was getting clearer to see, and asked, “Is this some type of dream?”

Cindy shrugged and said, “I’m awake. A little dizzy from too much 
wine, but I’m awake.”

Jim threw himself back on the bed, and Cindy sat up and asked, 
“Are you okay?”

“I’m still pretty hammered, so I can’t tell if this is a dream or a 
nightmare.”

She got up and helped him around to his side of the bed and tucked 
him in. “It’s not a nightmare, Jim. You’re tired, and it’s been a very, very 
long week. Sleep. I am not going anywhere until I know that you are 
rested and have sobered up.”

She started to walk back to the lounge, but Jim grabbed her hand and 
asked, “I know we keep it cold in here. If you’re going to sleep, you can 
lay next to me.”

“Do you think that’s a good idea?”
Jim laughed and said, “I couldn’t get my dick up with a crane right 

now. The bed is warm, and we can both get some sleep, and you won’t 
need to worry. I will know you are safe and warm.”

Cindy smiled and walked over to the other side of the bed, removed 
her robe, and slid under the covers. She ran her hand over his balding 
scalp and said, “Sleep.”
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Jim yawned and said in a low voice, “You, too. I will protect you.”
Cindy smiled and whispered, “Always the protector.” Jim began 

to snore, and Cindy spooned him and nuzzled her head into his back 
and called Jim’s name softly a few times, but his snore was heavy. She 
nuzzled his head and said, “I love you, Jimmy.” She closed her eyes and 
in a matter of seconds she was asleep.

Jim was lying on his side breathing deeply with his eyes closed and 
tears running down his face.
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Ransom
The Iron Eagle Series: Book Twenty

Prologue

I
t was twenty after two when Jim’s eyes shot open. He looked at the 
large display on the digital clock on his night stand and squinted 
a couple of times before he saw the letters, ‘PM’. He also noticed 

something he hadn’t felt in a while. Physical warmth on the back of 
his body. There was an arm straddled over him, and he could smell 
the light notes on the skin and knew it wasn’t Barbara. He moved 
slightly, and he heard Cindy ask, “Are you finally awake, sleepy 
head?”

Jim rolled over to see her smiling face, and he shook his head a few 
times and asked, “What the hell are you doing here?”

“Making sure you don’t drown in your own vomit.”
Jim sat up in the bed and so did Cindy. He looked over at her bare 

chest and asked, “Did we?”
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Cindy put her fingers over his lips and said, “We didn’t have sex. As 
a matter of fact, when you invited me to bed you told me, and I quote, 
you couldn’t get your dick up with a crane.” She lifted the blankets and 
then looked at Jim and said, “I see that’s no longer the case.”

“Morning wood.”
“It doesn’t hurt to have a nude woman in the bed with you, does it? 

I mean, I still have some sex appeal, don’t I?”
Jim laughed and said, “Oh yeah. Fuck yeah. If I didn’t know better, 

I would say you were nineteen again.”
Cindy laughed and said, “Thank you. I take good care of my skin, 

and for a mostly drunk cop you have pretty nice skin, too.”
“Are you trying to seduce me?”
Cindy stretched and said, “No. Just making a clear statement  

of fact.”
Jim sat up on the edge of the bed and grabbed a cigarette and walked 

out onto the deck. He lit up and asked while snapping his Zippo shut, 
“So, you came home with me to take care of me?”

Cindy was still lying in bed and said, “You weren’t breathing right. 
Given how much you drank last night, I chose to take you home and 
watch over you.”

“We didn’t have sex?”
“No.”
“Were you hoping to by bringing me home?”
“NO!”
“And we have been naked in bed most of the day and haven’t  

had sex?”
Cindy nodded with a smile on her face and stepped nude from the bed 

and walked out onto the deck and laid down on one of the lounge chairs. 
Her large breasts and white skin shined in the afternoon sunlight, and 
she said, “I can see why you two built this house here. It’s completely 
private. You get direct sunlight all day long. It’s beautiful.”

Jim was sitting at one of the tables smoking and said, “Barb picked 
the location. She figured when we retired it would be a great spot.”
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“She wasn’t wrong.” Jim shook his head and stubbed out his 
cigarette. “Are you hungry?”

“A little. I’ll know more after I throw up.”
Cindy laughed and said, “Please don’t tell me you drink like this 

every day.”
“No, but I drink my fair share and the share of others. My doctor 

keeps tabs on me and tells me I’m hurting my liver. She wants me to cut 
back, but I just keep going.”

“And who’s your doctor?”
“Sara Swenson.”
Cindy laughed with her hands shielding her eyes and said, “Well, 

you are in good hands, and she is just a stone’s throw away if you need 
her.”

“Yeah well…” Jim stopped mid-sentence and said, “Excuse me,” 
then bent over the railing and started throwing up. Cindy was laughing, 
but he ignored her. When he was finished, he looked at her and asked, 
“So, what do you have in mind for brunch?”

Jesus Alvarez was typing when Christina Amos entered his view 
and said, “You have a deadline, Jesus. Do you have the story?”

“I just emailed it to you and the news desk.”
Christina frowned and said, “I hate it when you do that. You know 

all of your stories go through me first. I’m your damn editor.”
“Sorry. It won’t happen again.”
“Yeah, right. I know that’s BS.” She fumbled with a stack of 

envelopes on Jesus’s desk and asked, “Do you ever read your damn 
mail?”

“Snail mail is always advertisements, a few crazies I send to the 
tabloids, and people commenting on my column who either want to kill 
or kiss me.”

“When’s the last time you went through it?”
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“I don’t know. A day or two ago.”
“Well, it’s three, and you don’t have anything for now, so read your 

damn mail.”
Christina walked away after throwing the pile at him, and he tossed 

it on his desk and picked up his tablet. “If I have free time. I’m going 
to check social media.” Jesus was scrolling through news stories and 
replying to messages when a red envelope from the stack caught his 
attention. The color was off. He grabbed the open envelope, as all mail 
was screened for chemicals like anthrax, but none were ever read. He 
looked at it closely and noticed it had a pungent odor. He pulled the 
single piece of paper from inside. It too had an odor and was the same 
color as the envelope. He read the contents.

“Many have tried but few have succeeded, Mr. Alvarez. What’s a 
single human life worth? My ransom demand will arrive on March 9th. 
Once you understand that I’m not a liar, and once the body bags have 
been filled and ALL of your news outlets are reporting on the carnage 
and pointing fingers at all of the usual suspects, I hope that you will 
deduce by the promised date of my next communication that March 8th 
is going to be a really, really mind-blowing day. Until the 9th.”

Jesus looked at his calendar on his tablet. It was March seventh. He 
sat for a moment then picked up the phone and called Christina.

“What did you forget?”
“Are you free? I have something that you need to read.”

It was nearing dusk. Sam and Maria had met up for dinner at a 
local Japanese restaurant. The two shared a quiet meal with low key 
conversation until Sam’s cellphone rang. Maria put her chopsticks down 
loudly on her plate and huffed, and Sam cringed and said, “I’m sorry, 
honey. I have to take this.”

“I just got off the phone with a reporter from the Times,” Jim said.
“And?”
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“And he has what appears to be a blood-soaked envelope and letter 
that states there will be havoc on the eighth.”

Sam took a drink of her sake and asked, “I don’t understand. How 
do you know it’s blood-soaked?”

“One of the paper’s health columnists looked it over and told Jesus 
Alvarez that he had a blood-soaked document.”

“Alvarez…the guy who writes the gossip column for the Times?”
“One and the same.”
“Well, what did it say?” Jim recited the note to her, and she said, 

“Sound’s like some kind of nut job. Do you remember that guy from 
North Hollywood who used his own blood to write a cryptic note 
threatening the citizens of Los Angeles last year?”

“Yeah.”
“Well, where is that guy? I don’t remember his name, but I’m 

sure he’s out, and it is probably him. Have one of our deputies get the 
document and run DNA on it. If we get a match, just have them pick the 
guy up.”

“And if we don’t get a match?”
Sam was quiet for a second and said, “Well, that raises bigger 

concerns, but with absolutely no information on what this person is 
planning there is nothing we can do until something happens, if anything 
happens, which it never does.”

“Well, I’m not as convinced. I will send a couple of deputies out to 
retrieve the envelope and letter. As for the DNA tests, John’s office can 
run them a hell of a lot faster than we can.”

“Is it a federal case?”
“Not yet, but I’m sure if I call him he will take it in and work it up 

for us, so we have some answers by tonight.”
“So, do it…and please, please don’t call me unless it is life or death.”
Jim laughed on the other end of the line and said, “You still don’t get 

it, do you? It’s always life and death.” He hung up, and Sam returned to 
her meal.

Maria started eating as well and asked, “What was that all about?”
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“A crank. Jim and John are handling it as you heard. I told them not 
to bother me. We are going to have one night of peace.”

Hollywood had been in a bit of a renaissance. Old was new again, 
especially for those lucky enough to score prime real estate in the 
better parts. One of those properties was the fourteen-story Hollywood 
Versailles Tower at 7135 Hollywood Boulevard. The building had been 
under renovation for several months, and though it had been built in 
nineteen sixty-five, the new work had brought the mid-century building 
up to code. Many other amenities made it an oasis in the middle of 
Hollywood. Within walking distance from attractions and night life, it 
was in demand, and units didn’t turn over often. Harris Stone, a local 
general practitioner M.D., had called the building home since his birth. 
He was gifted the eleventh-floor condo by his parents when they retired 
from the movie industry and moved to Florida in 2005. He had spent 
nearly a million dollars buying up adjoining units to create a penthouse 
apartment that was the envy of the building as well as those who lived 
around him.

Harris entered the building and was greeted by the doorman as he 
walked to the mailbox. There had been five men working on the ground 
floor for several weeks, and they were very noisy. He got his mail, and 
as he was walking out, one of the workers in an exterminator suit was 
drilling several holes into the concrete foundation. He stopped near 
the young man, who was covered in headgear, and tapped him on the 
shoulder.

The man jumped and left the drill hanging in the wall and turned to 
Harris and asked, “What?”

“I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to startle you. When are you going to be 
finished? You and the other workers have made a mess of the ground 
floor, and I don’t understand exactly what type of pests reside in concrete 
walls.”
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The man pulled off his head gear. He was sweating, and his shaved 
head was covered in moisture. “We will be finished tonight, sir. This 
has been a large project, and for your information, there are all kinds of 
pests that can infest a building like this.”

“For instance?”
“Rats, mice, all types of rodents.”
“They can chew through concrete?”
“Yes, that’s why we have been working to set up an extermination 

and defense against them. This building is over fifty years old. Over 
time, concrete breaks down and becomes easier for pests to attack. We 
have taken care of the infestation, now we are drilling into the foundation 
pillars that hold up the building and inserting these poison rods.”

The man handed one to Harris, who looked at it and said, “It looks 
mega high-tech. What are all of the lights for?”

“These units will relay information to the management company as 
well as our home offices over the years to let us know if there has been 
a breach. We will be able to monitor the building twenty-four seven, 
and so will management and home owners. These rods are the latest 
in technology. Once they have been installed, they are linked remotely 
and have a powerful transmitter and receiver that sends and receives 
signals from us. Trust me, you are going to be very happy that your 
homeowner’s association contracted with us to do this work. It will 
increase your unit’s value considerably as well as make the building 
safer.”

“When will the units be in use?”
“If we stay on schedule, we should test and activate all units by 

tomorrow evening, and the noise and dirt will be all but a memory.” 
Harris thanked the man for his time and walked on. The man pulled 
a radio off his belt and called out to another and asked, “Are we on 
schedule?” Three voices said yes, and the man put his head gear on and 
went back to work.
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Jim was sitting in John’s office alone. Chris walked by and asked, 
“Where’s John?”

“The lab. We have a freak letter in blood, and John is trying to get 
your CSI geeks to run DNA.”

“What kind of letter are we talking about?”
“An unspecified threat to the city.”
“Isn’t that more in your area?”
Jim shrugged and said, “Not really. Any threat against the City of 

Los Angeles raises to the federal level.” Chris was about to walk on 
when he saw John heading his way. He had a scowl on his face, and 
Jim saw it as he entered the office and said, “Let me guess. The DNA 
belongs to a dead person?”

John nodded, and Chris asked, “So, a dead person sent a letter?”
Jim laughed and said, “Man, you can be a real idiot sometimes. So, 

John, how long has the donor been dead?”
“According to the Department of Corrections’ records, he’s alive 

or at least was until recently. They take blood samples and DNA from 
inmates and input them into state and national databases. However, this 
guy didn’t die until two weeks ago in a drive by in South Central.”

Jim nodded and said, “So, we have a collector.”
Chris asked, “A collector? What are you talking about?”
Jim shook his head and pulled a cigarette out of his top left pocket and 

said, “The perp either works for the coroner’s office or a funeral home.”
John said, “Or a hospital. This guy ended up at County USC after 

the shooting. That’s where he died.”
Jim put the smoke behind his ear and asked, “What do you think? 

Real or fake?”
John leaned back in his chair, looked the two men in the eye, and 

said, “We won’t know until tomorrow. We have no information on what 
the target is, only that based on the note there is going to be a lot of 
carnage.”

Jim looked at Chris and said, “Keep your wife at home tomorrow.”
“Why?”
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“Because I have a feeling something really fuckin’ bad is going to 
hit this city, and she is carrying the next generation.”

The morning of March 8th was a beautiful one; it was warm, and 
people were going about their usual business. Hollywood Boulevard 
was bustling with people, and Harris left his condo at a little after seven 
to get to his office to see his first patient. There was a small diner across 
the street from his building, and he usually stopped in for breakfast, but 
today was going to be busy, and he pulled out of the parking structure 
and headed for his office.

Four men sat at a long table in an apartment in Van Nuys, all typing 
away on tablets and laptops without speaking, when an alarm went off 
on a clock at the center of the table. “It’s ten a.m. Are we still at a ten 
p.m. move?”

All of the men nodded, and one asked, “So, tomorrow you will send 
the ransom demand?”

The man at the head of the table said, “Ransom, extortion, whatever. 
I mailed a second letter to Alvarez with information on four more targets, 
but only one is real.”

“So, what’s the demand going to be? That’s the one thing we have 
really never worked out.”

There was a laugh, and one of the men said, “What’s the value of a 
single human life?”

“A single life? Very little. If we want money and to send fear through 
the city, our targets must be complete surprises, the body counts large, 
and the ransom to stop the next tragedy HUGE!”

“Oh, don’t worry. The ransom will be huge. We’re about to hold the 
entire city of Los Angeles for ransom. The body count and destruction 
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from our first attack will be impressive, but it won’t be the only one. The 
city must pay to save the lives of its citizens.”

Two of the men who hadn’t spoken continued typing until one 
looked up from his laptop with a smile on his face and said, “All remote 
connections are confirmed. We are a go.”

Doctor Harris Stone was sitting at a stop light a few blocks from his 
building. He’d had a full day and would have been home if it had not been 
for a last minute glut of patients. He looked up at the gleaming lights coming 
from both his penthouse and the lighted building and smiled. Suddenly, the 
concussion from an explosion blew the windows out of his BMW. He 
was still staring at his home and watched as the fourteen-story building 
was reduced to a pile of rubble in a matter of seconds. The explosion had 
thrown his car fifty feet into a telephone pole. He was able to crawl out 
the passenger side window and grabbed his medical bag from the back 
seat and ran in the direction of the building. Car alarms were blaring, and 
people were screaming or dead on the street and around the building. A 
woman he knew was lying on the ground, her legs crushed under a car as 
she called out, “Harris, for God’s sake, help me. I don’t want to die.”

Harris ran to her and started evaluating her wounds as others screamed 
around him. He could see at least fifteen people hanging out of a tour 
bus. People were crying and screaming for help as he froze, staring at 
the rubble that was once his life as he fought to sort through the cries of 
agony and calls for help. There were no emergency crews on scene yet, 
and Harris checked his friend’s vitals. “You’re going to be okay. Don’t 
move. We need to wait for help to arrive.” He made his way through 
the street passing body after body, some intact, others in pieces. A thick 
blanket of smoke and soot billowed from the direction of what was once 
his home and he tried to climb over cars and people looking for survivors.



A well-dressed woman stood staring out the window of her office 
in the John Hancock Building in Chicago, Illinois. A clock chimed the 
time; it was twelve fifteen a.m. Central Standard Time. She held a tablet 
in her hands and looked down on Lakeshore Drive and the lights of the 
Magnificent Mile. Her tablet beeped several times, and she ran her hand 
across the screen and said, “Yes.”

“It has begun.”
“Did it come down as engineered?”
“Yes.”
“A total collapse?”
“Yes.”
“Very good. Phase one complete. The second letter has been sent?”
“Yes.”
“Then, we wait. Let them chase their tales for a few days until letter 

two arrives.”
“And the ransom demand?”
“Don’t be so impetuous. Good things come to those who are patient. 

Let’s allow this to sink in…let the terror take hold. Keep me posted on 
the body count. The Times will tell.”
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